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New Schools Get
States Approval
By GENE McCUTCHEON
Ledger & Tunes News Editor
The Calloway County Board
of Education has received
approval for the construction of
three new elementary schools.
Final approval was given to
the board in a letter received by
Superintendent William Miller
from J. M. Alsip, director of the
division of finance of the State
Department of Education.

bond and interest schedule must
be revised in order to oofset the
increase in construction costs.
The board expects construction to begin as quickly as
possible, depending on the sale
of revenue bonds.

"Alsip informed the board of
education," Miller said," that
the proposed bond issue could
be met with the present
resources which includes the
state allotment of capital outlay
funds and receipts from the 3
per cent utility tax".
Miller said that since the bid
price for the construction of the
schools exceeded the architects'
estimate by some $130,000 the

The school board received
bids on the construction of the
three new schools Tuesday
night. Quality Construction
Company of Benton was the
apparent low bidder on the
project with a bid of $2,467,000.
The board, at that time,
delayed action on the bid
pending approval of the division
of finance of the state Department of education.
Miller indicated that the
school board's fiscal agent
foresees no problem in finding a
market for the revenue bonds
and with that in mind, con-

struction couklt 4art within a
month. •
The three aithools will be
located in the southwest, north.
and eastern parts of the county
and will replace the six
elementary schools now in use
in the system.
One school will be located on
the Pottertown Road, combining the New Concord and
Faxon school districts, one will
be located on the Wiswell Road
combining the Lynn Grove and
Hazel districts and the third,
located on the Coles Campground Road, will combine the
ICirlisey and Almo districts.
Miller said, following the
Tuesday night meeting, that the
board had originally hoped for
completion of the schools by
next fall but that it looks
doubtful that the construction
can be finishad_by that time.

NEW COUNTY SCHOOLS APPROVED—This is an architect's drawing
depicting the appeansace of the three new elementary schools to be built by the
Calloway County Board of Education. Final approval from the divides' of finance

of the State Department of Education for the construction of the Wools has been
received by the board. Coastraction of the schools is expected to start as sass as
revenue bonds are sold.
—
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MORE DAYS TO
RE-REGISTER
TO VOTE

In Our 94th Year

Member of Associated Press

Escaped Convict
Apprehended At
Dexter Thursday

Plans For County Participation
In Bi-Centennial Now Underway
for
plans
Preliminary
parCounty's
('alloway
Kentucky's
in
ticipation
bicentennial celebration in 1074
are being made as a result of a
meeting Monday of several of
the local members of the '74-75
Bi-Centennial
Kentucky
Committee.
County Judge Robert 0.

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
Hickory trees seem to have a
fair amount of nuts on them this
year. Not a bumper crop by any
means, but at least some. We
notice also that the Oaks have a
pretty good number of acorns
on them. The Red Oaks have the
large acorns while the Post
Oaks have the smaller ones.
Squirrels eat them both.
Granddaughter,age 4, tells us
that she had seen an Owl and
that Owls will eat you. We
assured her that Owls do not eat
little girls, but concentrate on
mice and things like that. We
pointed out that Owls are wise
and that their "Hoo Hoo" is
merely a friendly greeting..She
seemed convinced.

Miller and Mrs. C. C. (Betty )
Lowry are the state-wide
committee's coordinators in
Calloway County.
Proposed activities and
publicity during 1974 in support
of the bicentennial celebration
were discussed at the meeting,
held in the circuit courtroom of
the Calloway County courthouse. All activities planned
are expected to be coordinated
bicentennial
the
with
celebration of the United States
in 1976.
Kentucky's celebration will
center around the 200th anniversary of the establishment
of Kentucky's first settlement
at Harrodsburg in 1774.
In order to assure greater
success in making Calloway
County especially attractive to
tourists during the bicentennial
period, the local corrdinators
are appointing various citizens
to committees concentrating on
one or more of the following
aSpects of Calloway County's
history and heritage:
Scholarly activities and
education institutions, fine arts
(visual and performing),
creative writing, religious
activities, school participation.
sports, historical and patriotic

Tigers Open- Grid
Seasoft_ill Reidland_

The Murray High - Tigers
football team will open the 1973
season tonight with a game at
Reidland. The contest begins at
B p.m. and tickets, which are $1
students and $1.50 for adults,
for
The next time you scramble
be purchased at the gate
can
eggs, try putting some fresh
The Murray High School
American cheese in them. Just
Black & Gold marching band
so the cheese is melted well.
will make its debut with a
For supper the other night we performance during the halfwanted some tomatoes, so we time of the game.
just step out the door to our
tomato plant and take off four
good ones. Makes you feel good
to eat your own

A pleasant visit with Waylon
Rayburn Thursday. Good luck
to a nice fellow.

organizations, government
liaison county, state and armed forces participation),
promotion and public relations,
youth and publications.
A list of the committee
members will be announced
within the near future, according to Mrs. Lowry, along
with a group of citizens who will
be asked to serve on a steering
committee and a local advisory
committee.
"Everyone in Calloway
County will be urged to participate in this endeavor to 'let
our light shine,' "Mrs Lowry
said, "and if you have any
ideas, we invited you to share
them with us."

Kappa Department
Plans Supper Meet
The Kappa Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will open
the new club year with a salad
potluck supper at the club house
on Tuesday, September 4, at
6:30 p.m.
An Ensemble from the Music
Department of the club will
present the program at the
meeting to be attended by new
members of the Kappa
Department for the first time.
Mrs. Dan Miller, chairman,
said plans are underway for the
"Haunted House" project to be
held,October 30 and 31.
The treasurer, Mrs. Jack
Shell, urges all members to
bring their annual dues of
seventeen dollars to the
Tuesday meeting. Other officers are Mrs. Joe Relcroat,
Mrs.
vice-chairman, and
Ronald Babb, secretary.
Hostesses for the Tuesday
meeting will be Mesdames Tim
Miller, Lawrence Philpot, Ben
Hogancamp, Tex Thompson,
Harold Hurt,and Jack Jackson.

If we had an acre like this one
plant we'd be in business.
Immarcescible means indestructible br imperishable.
The only thing is we can't think
(See Seen & Heard, Page 14)

ALUMNI RECOGNITION—Dr. Harry M. Sparks lien), the retiring president of Murray State
University, congratulates two recipients of Certificates of Meritorious Service awarded by the
university Alumni Association. Accepting are James Garrison center) of Murray and Charles
Baugh of Mayfield. The certificates cite recipients for "substantial support for the progress of the
photo by W. Woolley I
university and the advancement of higher education."

Hazel Reclassified
As Ninth Class City

City Police
Raid House
On Tluirsday

August 7 of this year.
By JO BURKEEN
In the letter Miller listed the
Ledger & Times Staff Writer
of the city including the
features
been
has
Hazel
The City of
reclassified as a ninth class city new fire truck with all equipby the Insurance Service Office ment required which was
of Kentucky, according to a recently purchased for the city
letter received from Anthony costing about $18,000. Hazel has
Gray, superintendent of the fourteen volunteer firemen and
Public Protection Department a meeting is held by the fire
each- month. Eachof the Stktö1Kernucky,'by Cy
— week two firemen take the truck
Miller, mayor of Hazel.
for a practice in fire fighting
Mayor Miller said with the
city's reclassification from a operation. A regular fire school
tenth class city to a ninth class is conducted each year for the
city, that a saving of from firemen by Murray Fire chief
twenty to twenty-four per cent Jackie Cooper.
Hazel has its own water
will be realized by the residents
sewer system comSystem,
rates.
insurance
first
the
in
The reclassification came pleted in 1963, natural gas
and is
about after the state insurance system added in 1969,
power by
electric
with
serviced
a
of
contents
the
studied
office
Rural
tette} from Mayor Miller dated the West Kentucky
'Electric Cooperative Corporation.
Hoyt McClure serves as
superintendent of the water
system and $174,000 was
recently spent in the expansion
(See Hazel, Page 14)
rout

Warrants were to be issued
today for three persons after
Murray City Police raided a
house on East Chestnut
Thursday night.
County attorney Sid Easley
said that city police raided a'
house at 303 East Chestnut,
which vias rented by Kenny
Todd and Michael Scott.
Easley said that warrants
would probably be issued today
for Todd and Scott.
Confiscated in the raid were
168 bottles of beer, 22 half-pints
of w hiskey, ancl 20 half-Pints of
vodka, according to Murray
City police who conducted the
raid, at about six p.m. Thursday.
Easley said that other persons may be charged, but
declined to release any names,
saying that warrants have not
been issued for any of the men
yet.

Local Officials Urge
Caution On Labor Day

The Weather
Fair and warm tonight, low
In the upper 60s to around 70.
Sunny, hot and humid Saturday, high in the low and mid
90s. Sunny, hot and humid Sunday.
(Sunday trough Tuesday)
Par* 4oudy, hot and huhdt1
--Sunday. thningh Tuesday with,
widely scattered afternoon
thundershowers mostly west
Sunday and Monday, becoming
more numerous statewide Tuesday. Highs around 90 and lows
near 70 through the period.

MOOftCYCLffiP—Rscur squad members and spectators view the regaliaitItnaturcyrie
Which burned yesterday at a Murray Route Five home. Calloway County Fire-Rescue was called at
7:05 p.m.Thursday to the home of Mrs. Eagle, near Panorama shores. The fire was out on cirri% al but
the trail hike was a total loss. 'The bike was parked within a fevrfeet of the Fogle home and two
propane tanks, next to the house.
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Sheriff Cylde Steele and City
Police Chief James Brown
urged all motorists to be extremely careful on the streets
and highways over the Labor
Day weekend.
"We would like to keep
Murray and Calloway County
accident free over the holiday
weekend," the officials said,
and reported that their staffs
would 'be patroling the streets
d highways-irt in attempt to-reduce traffic-veriatiens.
A few Kentucky service
station operators have said they
may run short of gas over the
Labor Day weekend, but

motorists traveling Kentucky
highways generally can expect
few problems filling their tanks.
According to a survey by the
Louisville and Bluegrass Automobile Clubs. affiliates of the
American Automobile Association, motorists in Kentucky
won't face worries about the
threat of gasoline stations shutting down to protest price controls.A few gtall&g itifVeyeinald
low supplies may force early
closings over the weekend, but
indicated they would continue
operating until supplies run out.

By DAVID HILL
Ledger & Times Writer
An escaped convict missing
since July 11 from EddyvWe
was apprehended
Prison
Thursday night in Dexter,
according to Kentucky State
Trooper Charles Stephenson.
Louis McCleod, 41, who was
serving a 10-year sentence for
armed robbery, was captured
by Stephenson, State Trooper
Futrell of Marshall County, and
three prison guards at the
mobile home of Cora Mae
Henson in Dexter.
Stephenson said that McCleod
surrendered without resistance
after he was found hiding in a
back bedroom of the Henson
home.
The officials went to the
Henson home at about 10:30
p.m. Thursday after an
anonymous phone call was
received saying that McCleod
was hiding there.
McCleod was not one of the
three convicts at Eddyville who
escaped from the work camp
last weekend.
Two of the three men who fled
the state penitentiary last
weekend have been captured

but a third remains at large.
William Newton, of Bowling
Green, was captured Thursday
on U.S. 60 near Marion, and Don
Cosby, 39, of Hazard, was
captured earlier.
Still at large is Elbert Millis,
formerly of Corbin.
Newton, serving ten years for
storehouse breaking and two
previous convictions, was
returned to the prison.
Authorities earlier picked up
Cosby, who was serving a life
term for murder.
Authorities said Newton and
Cosby escaped Sunday after
taking a prison dairy farm
employee, Henry Phelps, 63, as
hostage. Phelps was tied to a
fence post near Dycusburg
before the pair seized a Crittendent County plant worker,
Veron Travis, and fled In his
truck.
A Marion city policeman died
of a heart attack early Wednesday while responding to a
call that Newton had been seen
in the area. Louis Myers, 49,
died at the Crittendon County
Hospital about two hours after
being stricken.

•

Th ree Iniured In
•

Accidents In City
City police have reported
three accidents in which persons were injured since
Thursday.
At 4:35 p.m. Thursday, cars
driven by Virginia G. Melaski
of Amarillo, Tex., Jesse M.
Wyatt of Hardin, and Carolyn J.
Taylor of Paris were involved in
a three-car collision on Highway 641 South, according to
police reports.
Investigating officers said the
Melaski car was headed south
on Highway 641, the Wyatt car
was headed east on the Belair
Shopping Center, parking lot,
and the Taylor car was headed
south on the lot, when the accident occurred.
Injured in the collision was
Miss Melaski, who was treated
and released at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital for
abrasions of the scalp.
Damage to the Melaski car
and the Wyatt car was to the
front, and damage to the Taylor
car was to the left rear, according.
The seeded Melded occm•reet
at-5:16 p.m.- Thursday an&-involved cars driven by David L.
Durgin, of Paducah, and
William S. Mason, 103 Elm,
according to police.

Injured in the accident was
Ronald Wyatt, 310 S. Eighth.
who was treatedand released at
the hospital for contusions of the
head and right knee.
Police said the cars were both
headed south on South 12th
when the accident occurred.
Damage to the Durgin car was
to the right side, and damage to
the Mason car was to the front
end. Damage was also reported
to a utility pole owned by
(See Accidents, Page 14)

Murray Art Guild Plans
Opening Hour Schedule
The Murray Art Guild will
continue with its visiting hours
for the coming months as have
been observed during the
summer months, according to a
Guild spokesman
The Guild will be open on
Thursday from one to three
p.m. and on Friday, Saturday,
and Sunday frontrone to four
- Tbs-insmakersat the Gnilit will
also participate in the Kentucky
Lake Folk Festival at the
Kenlake State Park on Saturday
and Sunday, September 1 and 2.
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Launching The Good Life
College enrollment will drop for the first,tiOde in a
decade this fall. This may be one of the best things
that has happened to young people in quite a while.
During the past few years, plumbers, mechanics
and carpenters seemed on the verge of extinction.
The reason for this was because everyone was
,rtlshing off to college and relatively few young
people were bothering to learn these vital occupations anymore.
But the fact is that these and other blue collar
trades are every bit as essential to the maintenance
of our type of society as are the professions. A
college education is still, for some. a prelude to
chosen careers.
enToday's-high school graduates
couraged to pursue the goals of their choice. But a
college degree is not the only means to happiness
and security. Young people should be made aware of
other avenues that might better suit their needs.
Such needs are often filled in such fine local institutions as those facilities offered in our own immediate area.--Rocky Mount (N.C.) Telegram.

'Can't wait to see that old sun go down-!'

Plainsong Part Of
Highlands Folk Festival

In Detroit', there is the usual excitement as plans
are being perfected to unveil the first 1974
automobile models and preparations are far advanced to bring out others week by week.
In the Kentucky Highlands
Automobiles sales this year, to date have been folks call it plainsong and,
substantially above those of a year ago, a boom according to a Floyd County
year. Manufacturers' sales managers say sales will woman who is an authority on
traditions, the
continue to rise. The new creations will have highland dates
back to Pope
chanting
prospects for new cars drooling, they declare. While Gregory I
who was born
safety and anti-pollution equipment haw -made the around 540 A.D.).
headlines, engineers have been busy otherwise as - Mrs. Edith Fitzpatrick James
of Prestonsburg has kept alive
well.—Monroe (La Morning World
her

Good Morning
The Kennedys should consider traveling by foot
when they get aroimd Cape Cod islands.—Raleigh
(N.C.) News and Observer.

this ancient art through
Highlands Folk Festivals, held
each year in the Jenny Wiley
State Resort Park Amphitheater. This year's festival
is scheduled Aug. 31 and Sept. 12 at the park, located a few
miles east of Prestonsburg.
The Gregorian chant is but
one of many old-style arts that
are featured in the Highlands
"fling". Singers, dancers, tale
tellers, poets, musicians and
craftsmen gather at the amphitheater to share the lore of
the Southern mountains.

Brix Jay Paul Lockhart will assume the duties as
minister of the Seventh and Poplar Church of Christ
-Our aim is to preserve and
tomorrow. He succeeds Bro. Paul Matthews.
the continued use of
The Bank of Murray has answered an allegation encourage
the traditional expressions of
concerning Calloway County which appeared in an our people," Mrs. James said.
article, "The Farmers Vote For Freedom" written "We believe that our cultural
by John Strodom, in the September issue of The heritage is too precious to be
Reader'S_Digest
The Murray High School Tigers won their opening According to Boyle
football game over the Trigg County Wildcats 32 to 7.
Don Faughn marked up four touchdowns. for
Murray.
Showing at the Murray Drive-In Theatre is "The
Thrill Of It All" with Doris Day and James Garner.

allowed to pass away through
neglect or disinterest."
According to Mrs. James,
who each winter also directs a
program centered on "Old
Christmas," two evenings of the
festival will be devoted to music
of Applachia, and Saturday
afternoon to a poets' workshop
with regional poets and writers
participating.
Sunday afternoon will find
religious music emphasized.
Chants and the-'earliest-known
forms of worship will be
demonstrated by a rhythmic
choir, with other groups
demonstrating and performing
traditional mountain hymns
and more modern church
music.
While Mrs. James was a
student at the Cincinnati
Conservatory of Music in 1915,
she heard a chant performed bya boys' choir. -It struck me
right away how much the
chants were like old church
songs I'd heard," she says.
She had heard the mournful,
haunting renditions during footwashing ceremonies in the

Borrowed Girls Are
Rarely Brought Back

20 Years Ago Today

valleys of Eastern Kentucky. In
a little church at Bonanza,
worshipers who followed Bible
teachings of washing the feet of
other Christians also sang the
old Baptist hymns in chantlike
fashion and without accompaniment.
She performed an invaluable
service to mountain arts when,
during the era of the Works
Progress Administration, she
collected songs, ballads and
chants from mountaineer
families. These songs were
copied and mailed to the
Library of Congress in
Washington to become part of a
permanent collection.
It was during this WPAdepression period that she
the
noticed
particularly
similarity of hill music to that of
ancient days. She reached the
conclusion that the many years
of isolation of mountain people,
locked into the deep fastnesses
by hills and forests unpenetrated for years by roads
to
largely
contributed
preservation of almost pure
ballads and chants as well as
other customs of Anglo-Saxon
stock.
Mrs. James organized the
Kentucky Mountain Plainsong
Chanters in the 1930's and the
group traveled widely, performing at the National Folk
Festival in Washington and also
at the New York World's Fair.
Some , of the songs of the
Plainsingers are: "When Jesus
Christ Was Here Below," "Oh,
Sing To Me of Heaven" and

BOYLE-can't -draw any firm _con
- -NEW.YORK (AP) low- clusions. This Sue will cheer -Two coata.Tv
t*DGU5TrM8Fn.i
you up—that Susie will make
ing to conclusions:
Many folk songs that
Which would you rather you eat your heart out.
orginated in Old World coungirls?
A
or
keep—umbrellas
.
elderly
forare
so
many
Why
Mrs. C. W.Cunningham, age 76, died last night at
followed immigrants to
man who says he never loses mer policemen flatfooted? Well, tries
her home on Hazel Route One.
and have become
America
an umbrella usually can't make it isn't from pounding a beat
"Dr. H. C. Chiles preached the other night on the the
corrupted to fit local use. One
same brag about the girls while they were on the force. It
subject WhriVorry.' He gave the cause and the in his life. They are harder to is caused, after they retire as example given by Mrs. James is
from
cure, from the column, "Seen & Heard ARound hold on to. Someone who bor- cops, by standing for years on the tune "Wexford Girl,"
British Isles. It became
rows an umbrella from you marble floors as bank guards. the
Murray."
"Osford Girl," then in America
Physicians say it is unfair to
— Miss Nancy Crisp and Gene E. Hendon,son of Mr. may bring it back; a man who
adopted a new title, "Lexington
borrows a girl may leave her leap to the conclusion that a
and Mrs. Carney Hendon of Murray, were married somei4ace
and now is known as
else later, but rarely middle-aged man with a big Girl,"
Auguat48 at the home of her parents, Mr: and Mrs. will he return her—and never florid nose got it from drinking. `41(noxv1lle Girl."
"However, in the deep
D. D. CrisVoi. Binghampton, N Y.
They say it is a syndrome that
In the same shape.
mountains," Mrs. James has
Do you have good luck in can have many causes. That
Births reported at the Murray Hospital from
found,"there yet are those who
August 28 to 31 include a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Trellis some towns, bad luck in oth- may be true. Yet I'm sure that know it as `Wexford Girl' as it
Many traveling men say in my own lifetime I've seen
Elmo Boggess, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. 0. R. Strand- ers?certain
first was sung." •
towns are always a
more red-nosed men in oars
that
Edith James continues to look
burg,girl to Mr.and Mrs. H. G. Adams,'and a girl-to hoodoo to them, but that in oth- than at the opera—and I've
for new talent to perform at the
'Mr. and Mrs. Voris Howard.
er towns their luck is always
been to two operas.
Highlands Festival. Any person
good. I have spent nearly half
Is there such a thing as a or group interested may contact
my life in New York City and male menopause? Some doctors her in Prestonsburg.
always felt it is a kind of jinx. deny there is. They insist that
Friday and Saturday night
For all the magic it is reported the menopause is strictly a fe- programs start at 8'clock, and
to hold, it has given me few un- male phenomenon, as feminine
Saturday Poets Workshop,
Whereupon,0king Agrippa, I was not disobedient expected happinesses. On the as womanly intuition. But any- the
art exhibit and tea at 2 p.m.
other hand, I have always felt one who has had much ex- Gospel music and singing starts
nntollie heavenly vision—Acts 26:19.
- Each man must obey his own God-sent dream. that if I ever went to El Paso, perience with middle age at 5 p.m. Sunday. Tickets are $2
Ter., where I've never been, knows that it upsets men as for adults and $1 for children.
•
What is -yours?
something nice would happen well as women, and provokes
there to make my life better.
some men, who can't stand the
After ham comes from the
In this respect, the names of thought of losing youth, into
girls are like towns—you have acting as crazily as if they oven,_let_ it cool about 20 minbetter luck with some than oth- were underoing two men- utes for easy carving
ers. Check your memory and °pauses. Among middle-aged,/
11,
by Carl Riblet Jr.
.
see if that isn't true in your married people, I long have
Cameroon is the only African
confusion,of
a.state
Men who live out their lives in
own case. I love the -sound of felt, the menopause is catch- country where With French and
bewilderment, frustration and desperation are men Mary and Sarah, but girls with ing—like scarlet fever. Some- English are official languages.
- --rnen4*Ivirwe- those manes-- never- *SIM ine liansie4beizifeleft-4t first, then
'who. don't underlduidAlostrai1;*
anything but vad or bad tithe. her husband catches it from
--Madagascar,250'rhiles offthe
-diplomats
Never, however, have I had her. Sometimes it hits the hus- east..coast-aLAIrica in the Inany trouble getting along with band first, then his wife be- dian.0cean, is the fourth larg"The mass of men lead' lives of
girls named Frances, Marge or comes emotionally infected by est island in the world, after
Dorothy. There are so many It as a result of his worsening (;reenland, New Guinea and
mile,desperation."
girls named Susan that you beljvlor.
Borneo. '
Morea u

Isn't It The Truth!

j4

Editor's Note: This is the
second of two articles on diabetes, the fifth most common
cause of death in the United
States.
By ROBERT BETTS
Copley News Service
The strange disease called
diabetes has puzzled man at
least since 1Z'(ln B.C., when it
was mentior•ed in a medical
text.
For centuries, diabetics
were hopeless cases. There
was little that could be done
for them, other than put them
on a starvation diet.
Persons with mild diabetes
could expect only that it would
become more severe. In severe cases, the thought of living a near normal life was inconceivable.
Then in 1921 came the big
breakthrough — the discovery
of insulin.
- -- Two Canadian doctors.
Frederick Banting and
Charles Best, succeeded in
isolating this hormone from
.the aan_creasInsulin taken,from animals
and injected into diabetic patients could control the level
of sugar in their blood. No
longer did severe diabetics
have to die in a coma because
their blood sugar was too
high.
Since then, millions of diabetics have been enabled,
through regular doses of insulin, to lead otherwise normal
lives.
- Early forms of insulin,theca use they were quick-acting,
had to be injected frequently.
Later modifications prolonged the action of the insulin
solution, making it possible to
give less frequent injections.
Today, patients with severe
diabetes still have to take regular insulin injections. Many
administer it themselves
u.sing their own hypodermic
syringe needle and sterilizing
solutions, and following their
doctors instructions as to
maintaining the daily balance
between medication, diet and
CXETC1Se

A further advance came in
1957, however, when the Upjohn Co. introduced the first
medication that could be
taken by mouth. Patients suffering less severe forms ,of diabetes were freed from the
necessity of having insulin injections.
Today there are several
pharmaceutical products
available for altering the
blood glucose (sugar) level.
Some are injected, others
Laken orally.
In the mildest category of
cases, there is no need either
for injections or tablets. The
blood sugar level can be controlled by diet alone, so long
as the patient faithfully follows the physician's instructions as-to -eating-habits and

Dear Editor:
I am not critizing any one
particular person but I would
like to bring _these facts which
are in question to the attention
of yourself and to the public.
I live on Lakeview Drive,
Pine Muir Sbores, 'Raw'Concord, ICentu&y on a one 'mile
stretch of gravel road. I have
lived here for two years. During
this time, this road has only had
one load of gravel added to it
and it has only been graded
twice.
This road is traveled by our
county school buses, tourists,
lot owners, and by the 40 home
owners who travel the road
daily.
Is this all 'the attention that
this road and these citizens
deserve? Why is this road
neglected when other roads in
the county with fewer residents
are graveled and paved more
than one time per year?
The residents of Pine Bluff
Shores have submitted two
different petitions to Judge
Robert 0. Miller, and the Fiscal
Court which have brought no
visible result. Enclosed with
this letter is a copy of the last
petition which I presented to
Mr. Miller on October 1, 1972.
I have been made to understand that the portion of our
tax money which is set aside for
our county roads is to be
distributedyqually to all the
different precincts in the
county. After examining roads
throughout the county, I would
like to ask you and the county
citizens if "our" tax money has
been distributed equally, and
fairly?
Are earteerned fespOnse rind
reply will be appreciated:
Sincerely Yours,
Frank Cooper
Lakeview Drive
Pine Bluff Shores
New Concord, Kentucky

exercise.
Meanwhile, the search for a
complete cure fcr diabetes
goes on. Doctors refer to it
still as a complex condition
which is not easily defined.
Some think there are several
forms of the disease. Heredity
is a known factor. It also is
thought that emotional factors may play some part.
"About one American in 60
is a diabetic, and almost 50
million are carriers,since it is
hereditary," said Dr. Thomas
H. Lambert, chairman of the
department of metabolic diseases, Scripps Clinic and Research Foundation, La Jolla,
Calif., and president of the Diabetes Association of Southern California.
"There is no agreement on
the mechanism of inheritance. It is clear any hereditary mechanism must be very
largely spread in the population."
- Dr. Lambert said emotional
stress can affect the course of
the disease, which raises the
question-whether -a specifictype (4 personality could be
peculiarly prone to it. "Emotional changes show in the
blood sugar level," he added.

He summed up the present
state of knowledge concerning
diabetes as "lots of data, even
inure opinions, and few solved
facLs."
The most serious result of
diabetes — the one which accounts for the majority of the
yearly 100;000 deaths from a
disease — is kidney complicationu.
ntil three years ago nothuig could be done fcr such victims. Today the same kind of
patients can look forward to
life extension by having a kidney transplant.
Dr. E.A. Haunz, chairman
of the department of medicine
at North Dakota School of
Medicine, said, "Until about
three years ago the idea of
transplanting these patients
was rflected everywhere.
Now there is a growing movement to support the concept of
offering renal transplant to
diabetics in terminal kidney
disease."
He said several transplanlion center now are offering kidney gra ts to otfierwise
doomed diabetics and this
trend can be expected to
grow.

BY TOM PERKINS
Fall I who would believe it by these temperatures) is well on its
way. This time of year should spark the poetic mechanism out of
the lethargy of the dog days into the high gear of getting down to
it.
You are invited to send your thoughts on fall to this column in
care of the newspaper.
COMMENT ON FALL
Fall comes crystallizing down
around the ear muffs
and fur lined dreams
Of summer's late evening sun
warming the fun
While the nose burns red
Before the ice winter wind.
Tom Perkins

Relativity
Were I to lock myself
in a dark room,
curtained, shuttered,
shrouded in gloom,
and for years be silent
as I know how,
I would be less silent than you are now.

ROBIN IIMTICRA
First Little Miss Mur
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Mrs. Tim Miller, ani
Don Johnson. Miss 1
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Acteens Elect
Officers At M

Were I to go
where the cold winds blow
and stay there for
many long years, till pld;
mist hung around me and
ice from the clouds;
I would be far less cold ,
than you are now.
Patricia Diane Clark
published in: spring 1973 College Poetry Review of the National
Poetry Press also spring 1973 Notations, Murray State. •--

The life that each one of us live
while here upon this earth
Will always make me wonder
What our life is really worth.
We go through so much turmoil
And don't know the reason why;
And sometimes we'll wonder so much
That all we can do is cry.

The Acteens of
Spring Baptist C
Wednesday, August
o'clock in the eve
church with Mrs. G
as the leader.
New members pi
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Sherry Crawford,
Darnell.
elect
Officers
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Tint _ $
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tivity; Debbie Da
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Will this life always continue
As we live on through the years?
Will these pains continue forever
And make us cry so many tears?
Yet the faith we have in God
Would carry us all the way through:
It will give us a smile to wear forever,
And never make us blue.

at thd

Then God's children will go on to heaven,
Their troubles and trails will cease,
For then our Holy Saviour will tell us,
-My children, 'Rest in peace'."

QU'Olt
—Mary Wellington
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Ta%way-Dun omema-kers Hold
Council Meet & Training Session
County
Calloway
The
met
Club
Homemakers
Tuesday at the A. Carman
State
Murray
Pavilion,
University,on the College Farm
Road with the county president.
Mrs. Alfred Taylor, presiding.
Plans for a county wide flea
market to be held by the
homemakers on Friday, October 5, at the American Legion
Hall at South 6th and Maple
Streets were discussed. The
purpose of the flea market will
be to raise funds to charter a
bus to the state homemakers
meeting at Lexington in March.
Mrs. Taylors said this will be
an opportunity for all clubs to
work together on a speical
project. On sale will be a
variety of article including
clothing, food, arts and crafts,
and furniture.
ROBIN WESTERhL4N,center,daughter ellillr. and Mrs.Robert W. Westerman, was named as the
Purchase " Area
The
First Little Mks Murray-Calloway County in a mutest speassred by the Tao Phi Lambda Sorority of
Homemakers Day will be
the Woodmen of the World. First runner-up was Mlles Am Pero= Miller, right, daughter of Dr. and
Mn. Tim Miller, and second runner-up was Miss Tabethia Mom,loft, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. held on Tuesday, October 23, at
Murray State University with
Don Johnson. Miss Vickie Colllson was the mistress of the ceremonies at the pageant held in the
Joe Crason, writer of the
Lovett Auditorium, Murray State University.
Louisville Courier-Journal, as
Photo by David HEIL_
the guest speaker.

Canter Home Scene
Of Bridal Shower

County
Calloway
The
Homemakers planned their
annual day for November at the
Murray Woman's Club. The
date will be announced later.
Featured on the program will
be a dress revue and an exhibit
of arts and crafts. Committees
were appointed to plan the day's

-

The home of Mrs. Lloyd
Canter on Murray Route One
was the scene of a delightfully
planned event honoring Miss
Jana Harrison, September 3rd
bride-elect of Rodney Tidwell.
the
for
Hostesses
miscellaneous shower held at
seven o'clock in the evening
were Mrs. Eddie Workman,
Mrs. Alfred Colley, Sr., and
Mrs. Canter.
Arrangements of daisies,
baby's breath, greenery, and
candles were used throughout
the house arid on the serving
table carrying out the color
scheme of gold and green.
Miss Harrison chose to wear a
gold sleeveless floor length
dress of double knit with white
embroidery trim and accessories. She was presented a
lovely gift corsage consisting of
yellow and white daisies with
baby's breath by Mrs. Teddy
Rogers.
Games were played with the
recipients of the prizes being
Mrs. Mark Moore and Mrs.
Howard Paschall.
After the gifts were opened,
refreshments of assorted party
sandwiches, fruit and nut
squares, punch, nuts, and mints
were served.
Thirty persons attended or
sent gifts. The hostesses' gifts to
the honoree were an electric
skillet, can opener, and a
complete set of flatware in her
chosen pattenr.

Acteens Elect
Officers At Meet
The Acteens of the Sinking
Spring Baptist Church met
Wednesday, August 22, at seven
o'clock in the evening at the
church with Mrs. Gene Darnell
as the leader.
New members present were
'Fins McKinney, Tanya Cooper,
Sherry Crawford, and Debbie
Darnell.
were
elected
Officers
Lucretia Crawford, president;
Sherry Crawford, secretarytreasurer; Teresa Starks,
SicKInne4,—
program; Tanya Cooper, activity; Debbie Darnell, cornmunity missions.

owl
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Granddaughter looks
like aJitde old lady
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY • I have a 22-year-old college-educated
granddaughter who looks like a little old lady from the hills
of Tennessee. She doesn't wear a drop of makeup! And her
hair, which is straight as a poker, she brushes straight
down, or pins up on top of her head like a charwoman. She
wears funny little wire-framed glasses. I never see her in
anything but blue jeans, or a gingham apron, suitable for a
barn dance.
When I tell you she could have qualified for Miss Teenage America when she was 17, it's not just Grandma talking•
This change came about during her sophomore year at
college. $he's an honor student and never got mixed up
with drugs. What is the matter with this child? Is she
punishing her mother who is a beautiful woman and loves
beauty? Or is she punishing her father who is rich and
would buy her anything she wants?
BEWILDERED GRANDMA
DEAR BEWILDERED: Nothing is the matter with her.
She's making a statement: "Accept me. unadorned. Please
take the time and effort to discover the real me!"
look closely. Grandma, you might find a very beautiful
person behind those little wire-framed glasses.
DEAR ABBY: Help! Maybe if our neighbors see this in
print they might take the HINT_
Our neighbor's divorced daughter, with her two small
undisciplined children lages 2 and 41 lives right next door
to us The problem: This mother gets these children up at 7
a. m. and sends them outside to play They play with very
noisy toys, also scream and yell at the top of their lungs.
This continues all day long. Believe me, it is enough to
"wake the dead."
My husband and I have a business that keeps us up
late at night, and we would like to sleep until at least 9
a. m.
I know people write to you complaining about barking
dogs, but what about barking children? Sign this,
WISH THEY WOULD MOVE
DEAR WISH: A Mat ven't htip. TELL year neighbors
that yea wesed-appesehitaJt Lamy supervised the children
at indoor playinitil at least I a. m. because you need your
rest_ And deal be bashful. They probably send the kids
outside so THEY can go back to bed.
DEAR ABBY: You had a letter in your column from a
„woman who visited her sister in Omaha, and couldn't sleep
because this sister had a grandfather clock in the hall
which went "ding, dong, and bong" every half hour. Well,
that iteminded me of my own story:
After I married, I moved to a distant state. My own
dear mother came to visit me every summer. She'd stay
the whole month of June. We had a Westminster clock
which had been in my husband's family for four generations, and my husband had been hearing those chimes ever
since he was a baby.
Mother complained that the chimes kept her awake, so
I persuaded my husband to turn off the chimes during
Mother's visits.
My husband had become so accustomed to hearing
those chimes that he couldn't fall asleep without them.
Abby, sometimes he'd toss and turn until 5 a. m.
Well, after six years of Mother's June visits, we had five
children—all with birthdays in March!
So, tell that lady to get some ear plugs so her sister's
chimes won't bother her. Or better yet, to get a chiming
clock for her own home, and get used to it.
LOVES CHIMES IN SAN DIEGO
CONFIDENTIAL TO "YOU ALL ON MIMOSA LANE
TN DALLAS, TEXAS": Jane and Jack C.. are NOT the
people who wrote that they were building their own swimming pool because they wanted their privacy. Anyone who
serves dinner to 23 guests from a two-burner stove on a
houseboat HAS to love company.
Problems? Yoe% feel better if you get It elf your chest.
A..
For • persoaal reply, write is ABBY: Box No. 61716. L.
easeispe.
Calif. IOW. Esteem stampeg self-addressed
pkase.

ausavormasesi

Hale to write letters? Seed gl to Abby, Box SOM, Los
Angeles. Cal. HOW for Ablry's booklet, "Hew to Write
Letters for All Oetaslous."

Program.
Mrs. Barletta Wrather,
home
agent in
county
economics, urged members to
Join the chorus as there are only
twelve members at the present
time. She said that the chorus

would be discontinued unless
more persons joined.
Calloway County Clothing
chairman, Mrs. Guy Cunningham, gave a report on the
area clothing workshop she
attended at Paducah. She said
the Purchase Area was leading
in the clothing area.
Mrs. Gary Key reported on
the Area Home Management
Workshop she conducted at
Mayfield on August 23. She
substituted for Mrs. Neal
home
area
Cooper,
management chairman, at the
state workshop held in
Lexington on March 1.
Crafts that will be taught in
the homemakers lessons this
year were on display Tuesday
at the pavilion.
Clubs answering the roll call
Conwere
Coldwater,
temporary, Dexter, Harris
Grove, New Frontier, North
Murray, Pacers, Paris Road,
Penny, Pottertown, South
Murray, South Pleasant Grove,
Suburban,Sunnyside, Town and
Country, Wadesboro, and
Westaide. Mrs. Gary Key,
secretary-treasurer, gave her
reports.
During the morning session
which opened at ten o'clock a
training meeting for new officers and club chairmen of all
homemakers clubs was held.
Mrs. Maxine Griffin, area
program specialist, conducted
the training meeting. She also
explained how to present a
lesson to club members.
A potluck luncheon was
served at noon to the approximately ninety members
present.

Mrs. Gaynelle Williams Speaker
At Meeting of Murray Quota Club
Mrs. Gaynelle Williams, Case
Worker for the Department of
Economic Security, Social
Services Administration, spoke
at the monthly luncheon
meeting of the Quota Club di
II,
Murray on Tuesday, Aug
at the Triangle Inn.
Mrs. G. B. Jones,chairman of
Community Service, introduced
Mrs. Williams, who is also a
Quotarian.
The club members were informed of the many phases of
the programs set up by the
departments and learned there
were 740 cases in Calloway
County for June, 1973. This
department is under state as
well as federal jurisdiction. The
Old Age Assistance Program
began in 1926 and in 1960
Medicaid was added.
In reviewing the statistical
report for June, 1973, It was
shown that recipients of aid in
Calloway County amounted to
over $102,000.00. Of this amount
approximately $40,000 was in
money and the remaining
$62,000 went to doctors, nursing
homes and dentists.
The program includes aid to
indigent persons including
dependednt children, blind,

O.%
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The CAMP cut is the prnwinivisadissl-girl look for today's active feudsea lbs campsor out on
the
. The secret to Ibis sporty, carefree style is a good professional permanent wave. Inpeeineaset waving,sad precise cutting, will give the head am attractive form and dimPe.
craft.'apposing silhansIte which is a must for a shorty hairstyle.The CAMP Is part of the Hair
Fashion hapressisas projected for Fall-Winter 1973-74 by the National Hairdressers and
Cosmetologists Association.

Friday, August 31
Calloway County Public
Library will be closed for inventory

Murray TOPS Club will meet
at the Health Center at seven
p.m.

Saturday, September 1
Breakfast will be served at
the Oaks Country Club at 7:30
a.m. with Sadie Ragsdale,
Hazel Berkley, Ruby Herndon,
and Marguaret Morgan as
hostesses
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
F&AM will meet at seven p.m.

The Kappa Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
have a salad potluck dinner at
the club house at 6:30 pan. New
members will attend and an
ensemble for the Music
Department Will give the
program. Hostesses will be
Tim
Miller,
Mesdames
Ben
Philpot.
Lawrence
Hogancamp, Rex. Thompson,
Harold Hurt, and Jack Jackson.

Primaries and Juniors of the
Murray Assembly No. 19
Bethel United Methodist Church Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will have a picnic and fall will meet at the Masonic Hall at
roundup at the Murray City seven p.m.
Park at 6:30 p.m. Each member
Wednesday,September 5
is to invite guests to the picnic
Mission groups of the Spring
Creek Baptist Church will meet
Monday, September 3
7:30 p.m.
Oaks Country Club will have a at the church at
Mrs. Gaynelle Williams

catered dinner at 6:30 at five
Baptist Young Women and
dollars per person and enof Flint Baptist
tertainment by the New Baptist Women
separate
hold
will
Church
from
Singers
Evolution
Louisville. Make reservations meetings at seven p.m.
by August 31, by signing at pro
Baptist
Cherry Corner
shop or calling Joe Pat James.
Baptist Young
and
Women
A two ball golf foursome will be
!omen are scheduled to have
played at nine aim
sepinute meetings at the church
Murray Country Club will at 7:30 p.m.

elderly. The case worker
reported there were nine employees in the Murray office.
There is a small fund set up
from donations by clubs for
emergency relief and the work
Is done through the department.
Several churches in Murray
also render aid when called on have a
"Captain's Choice" golf
and this is all very appreciated,
tournament at nine am. with
Mrs. Williams said.
Bill Emener in charge. A
potluck supper will be served at
6:30 p.m. with drinks and bread
being furnished by the club.

Miss Jana Harrison
Completes Plans
For Her Wedding
Miss Jana Denise Harrison
has completed plans for her
wedding to Rodney T. Tidwell.
The garden ceremony will be
performed by Lloyd Canter,
uncle of the bride;assisted by Al
Colley, Jr., cousin of the brideelect, at the Colley residence in
Sedalia on Monday, the third of
September, at four o'clock in
the afternoon.
Miss Harrison has chosen
Mrs. Gary Eaker Ray as her
matron of honor and Miss
Angela Lawson of Fulton as
bridesmaid.
Little Miss Teresa Lynn
Parker of St. Charles, Mo.,
niece of the groom-elect, will be
the flower girl. The ringbearer
will be Brent Keith Canter.
Artie Haneline will serve his
cousin as best man.
Formal invitations have been
sent for the wedding.
The bride-elect is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Harrison of Kirksey
and Mr. Tidwell is the son of Mr.
and Mtn.Mayfield Route Seven.

."11111141414.;'

Coffee Cup Chatter
COFFEE CUP CHATTER
By University of K •
County Extension Agents
for Home Economics

blowing than if there is a little
wind. Thfi is one reason some
products can be frozen commercially that cannot be done
satisfactorily at home —
Patricia Curtsinger, Courthouse,

Remove white spots or rings
from your wood table top by
rubbing it with a' bit of salad oil
and a sprinkle of salt. If this
Summer is at an end and it is
does not remove the spot, try
using camphorated oil or oil of time to shop the sales for low
peppermint on a small soft cost summer furniture for next
year If you have space to store
cloth. Rub briskley and then
polish with a clean, soft cloth. If the furniture from one season to
the finish on the wood has been the next or plan dual use; indoor
damaged, you may need to use in winter, out door in summer,
equal parts of turpentine and your furniture money can be
boiled linseed oil and apply with saved by taking advantage of
000 stell wool. Rub very lightly end-of-season sales.
with the grain of the wood, then
Wrought iron furniture is one
polish until thoroughly dry with
easily adapted to dual use.
type
a clean, soft cloth.—Mrs.
built wrought iron will give
Well
Barletta Wrather, 209 Maple
you a life time of pleasure Pure
Street, Murray.
molten zinc applied to the metal
frame under pressure will
should
Help cut down on lost buttons prevent rusting. Joints
by removing loose ones before be carefully examined to
they pop off. It's not difficult if determine smoothness.
you keep a small scissors, pins
As with all furniture it is
and a pincushion in the laundry
area. Then loose buttons that important to sit in a wrought
come to light when sorting Iron chair. Lacey backs can be
laundry can be clipped and comfortable as well as atpinned to the cushion. This way tractive and support your back
they won't get lost or misplaced without digging into it. To
before mending time comes protect the floor and ones
around.—Mrs. Catherine C. nerves from iron legs scraping
Thompson, Box 270, Hickman. agsinst the floor, look for legs
with glides encased in rubber.
Other important points to
treezin-g eenaider are tempered safety
Commercial
processes often make use of glass for glass tables and
circulated cold alr. This rubber pads on table corners to
and
rattles
provides for more rapid eliminate
freezing IVA as we get colder at breakage.—Mrs. Mildred W.
0 deg. F. when the wind is Potts, LaCenter.

Luncheon postponed until
in, for Executive
Board of the Murray Woman's
Club.

calitamhoir

Coldwater United Methodist
Women will meet at the church
at seven p.m.

Bride-To-Be

Recovery, Inc., meets at the
Murray Mental Health Center
at 7:30 p.m.

The
Gallery

Mixed doubles tennis tournament will be played at one
p.m. at the Murray Country
Club. Persons may play with
any partner.
Tuesday, September 4
Groups of Baptist Women of
First Baptist Church will meet
as follows: Kathleen Jones with
Mrs. L.L. Dunn at 7:15 p.m. and
Lottie Moon with Mrs. Coldie
Caldwell at 7:30 p.m.

Now Carries MIKASA pottery,'
rNow
stainless flatware,
glasses by GEORGES BRIARD.

•

Also pick out your wedding
invitations, napkins, notes,
etc., from a large selection.

IN

Group II of the First Christian
Church CWF will meet at the
home of Mrs. Gatlin Clopton at
two p.m. with Mrs. Pauline
Speegle as cohostess and Mrs.
Lessie Pickard as program
leader.
Parents' Orientation meeting
for St. Leo's Cooperative
Preschool will be held at
Gleason Hall at 7:30 p.m.
• Baptist Young Women of•the
First Baptist Church will
sponsor an answering service-- for senior citizens from nine
a.m. to 12 noon. Call the church
office, 753-1854 if transportation
needed.

M▪ M.
MOP
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Unique Wedding Gifts

the
gallerp
--781-3-Colowater Rd
, /0:111=1=1.1
1.1.5.31=1:3031.
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Baptist
Scotts Greve
11:00 web.
worship Service
Evening worship
7:30p.m.
Emmanuel Missioneell
Morning Woe sh ,P
110.M.
Evening Worship
6:30p m

First Baptist
Morning Worship
10 45 a m
f vering Worship
6 30p.m

Natal Baptist
Morning Worship
Il• m
Evening Worship
7 30p m
Poplar Springs
11• m
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6 30p m

m
m.

Si. John's Episcepel
Sunday School
10:30 am
Morning Worship
9:30 aim
Imm11111/00 Lutheran
C 1S• in
Sunday School
10 30• no
Morning Worsh i p
Seventh Day Adventist
10.00 am
Sabbath School
9 30 a m
Worship Service

Peck's Auto & Furniture
Upholstery

Vernon's Boot and Shoe and Western Store
and Shoe Repair
Now Open In Our New Location OrrAcardia, Across
From The Central Shopping Center 753-91181S
Boots & Shoes For Any Activity Under TN* Sun •

606 S. 4th

Ph. 753.344

KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST
CONTROL

Palace Cafe

"Every Day You Delay Lets Bugs Have
Their Way"
100 So. 13th St
753-Yt14

THE CLEANER THAT'S INTERESTED IN YOU

753-6025

Highway 641 North

209 S. 7th

*HOUSE BOAT RENTALS*

Ph 474 2211 Eiff.171
..---

Ky Lake State Park .

HEATINGSHEET METAL
0th at Chestnut

Implement Co.

MASSEY•FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE

,

lifilltor4"FrIffillitouser .

Appliance
SALES AND SERVICE
Admiral & Whirlpool
Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center

Ph. 753-3037

F1 American
Motors
Cain & Trees Motor.Sales
Ambassador-Hornet-Matador-Gremlin-Jeep
Top Quality Used Cars
Five Points .
Phone 753-6440
_

vto.. t'f

X r.,„
John

D. Grogan Mobile Homes
SALES . SERVICE

et NI

PARK RENTAL.
Hwy. 94 1 Mi E Murray i Ph 753-6683

1210 Main

Book Store
753-7334

SIII N.41%

Morris & Sons
Mobile Homes

-6.111111111

Murray, Ky

Grecian Steak House

So. 12th & Story
753 6655

.44
....;,*-

,.....
.g./Vi,

Shirley Florist

Jones Brothers
Body Shop

vfr

Guy Spann

Shirley Garden Center

..a..imi•°''..

BERT, A LTON AND NED JONES
COMPLETE AUTO BODY REPAIRING
Insurance claim work. Free estimates,
Hwy 641S. (Hazel Hwy./
.
Ph. 753-7150
-

Wells Electric

"FOR ALL YOUR FERTILIZER NEEDS"

500 N 4th

Phone 753-933

12th & Chestnut

rool Office Equipment & SUpplies
. ,
-' SALES . SERVICE
& RENTALS.
Typewriters . Adding Machines and
Calculators
115 So 41h
753-1763

.

In

LUBIE & REBA'S`
Ward -Elkins .
..:
- RCA VICTOR-FRIGIDAIRE MAYTAG
•

. SUPER BURGER .
. _Uwe & Reba Parrish, owners'
I 1

i •
_,„,..,._

i

t,_Pione_Mitirifa

•'
•qamminsommmi

4031msge_

-___._

._

,

iliane_34.14na_
...-......-....-.

Hogs bought daily

753-8944

MACK & MACK

705 Chestnut

-

753-7132

1
1-4-,
. •••4

Kentucky Lake Oil Company
sem

JOBBERS OF SHELL OIL PRODUCTS

Nk1/

Murray
753 1121

Mayfield
247.1447

Lynhurst Resort
Col and Mrs. Thomas Brown--Owners

oz. ,--

Mercury Diitilholoa
ltdort,bealifr
Fiberglass & Aluminum
Repairs ,..
West End Eggners Ferry-Hwy 66,'
Aurora
Ph.471-2344

Co7Operative-Corp:,- oho,. 143-1012'. .. - -

)
...a;

Air Shopping Center
Phone 436-2345 and 436-5376

Solis and Service'
Authorized

Paglial's
II31[2rAL

. •
,
FAST-FREE -NOT DELIVERY
510 1/4 Main

641 Super Shell
FREE ItICK-UP AND DELIVERY
Open 6:00 a.m. Close 12:00 p.m.
.

753-7975

Carroll Tire Service
'TIRE. DEALER
,YOUR UNIROYAL
• ,

South 12th Street-Phone 753-9131

Susie's Cafe .- -

. _,.,
-
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The Beauty Box

Phone 753-2997

West Kentucky...,Rural
Electric
. ... ..._
.
.,

Co.

SALE EVERY TUESDAY' AT 1 PM -- P66-7534334

Storey's Food Giant
. Bel

Murray, Ky.

Murray Livestock

WANDA NANCE OWNER

Fern Terrace Lodge

HENNY PENNY CHICKEN . PIZZA - SPAGHETTI
25 Cent Delivery on All Orders

71'111t117---

Murray, KY.

WM E DODSON, OWNER

Real Estate Agency

Trenholm's Drive-In

Hutson Chemical Co. , Inc.

_RI 4

Ph. 753-9636

TOM ANDREWS - YOUR HOST
c
-.4
,,A HOMEMrs
. Eo
PhysicianMs
cinNFa,OODPnRIus:C
rdailoiNTm
l ICA
ZT
- R,EINAO;41N
A
;dTFm
io
miz
e
FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
Steaks - Chops - Seafood Plates - Sandwiches
rin•
Specials' mon., Sirloin Steak - Tue., Ribeye Steak
FTD____y
Residential . Commercial Farm - Building Lots and
MEMBER F.T D.
Wed., Ground Sirloin • Thins.. Chicken- Fri., Fish
Lake Property-Buying - Selling- Leasing
-.Times
-.- 1505 Stadium View Drive
753-3251
No. 12th Ext.641 -Call In Orders.to 753-4411
502 N 4th St
753 7109
Phone 753.1724
518 W. Main
Nall1•1111111111111
•
.

'b

Paschall Truck Lines

50 Varieties of Roses
Shrubbery & Supplies
All Types of Bird Houses

Murray's Most Complete Department Store
Central Shopping Center
753-7175

Chestnut St.
753 1715

-

Benton, Ky

__,/

Member FDIC

GRAIN DIVISION
.
Highest Cash Prices for Corn, Wheat & Soybean:IL_
Holmes Ellis, Mgr
E.W. Outland,Sept,
1
Phone 753-8220

Joe

753-3734

7$243016

Murray Warehouse Cifiti;;WW.

COMPLIMENTS

"THE EXTRAORDINARY BANK"
.'-i.
SOO Main
753-3231

Murray's Only Authorized Sylvania Dealer
Complete Repair Service On All Makes

Phone 7534160

TIMM'

6

COMPLIMENTS

--- Plumbing, Heating and Air Conditioning
Commerciat and Residential-Sales & Service
Repairs & Installation-Gas & Sewer

_

753-3164

2 Mi. From S Points on N. lath E xt.

FRANKFORT, 1
John Y. Brown Jr.
a political crossrot
may have to decid

1974 Matad

Orton s. TV
Sales ancliSantiov_

Claude Vaughn

Your Johnson Motors Dealer
Sales-Service-Parts
Complete
Supplies
94 E At MurrCaoymilali7t
......___

Trial.chicken

Sycamore at 12th Call in Orders 753-7101

Marine

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.

DOI Coldwater Rd.

John Y

American In

Your Complete Tire Service Center
For Passenger•Truck & Farm Tires

AIR CONDITIONING

"IT'S FINGER LICKIN' GOOD"
Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches

,- Wayne Darnell Outboard

ph 753.3080

Ewing Tire Service

.

Vegetables and Desserts
Fast'Service -13iiiir-Stinellel
Hwy. 641 North
Phone 7S3-2700

Benjamin

oore paints

Mut

A Choice Selection of Relishes- Salads • Meats

li
COVERING

Phone 7514181

Taylor Motors, Inc.

Colonial House
Smorgasbord

Ph. 642-4624, Paris

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
002 Chestnut

- -

WQ110Ces.

Serving Murray State University

Distributing Gull
Tires-Batteries-Accessories
Murray,Ky _ 4._
.5411/11204 St

Ph 753.3571, Murray

,

1413 Olive Blvd.

Rudy Lovett Distributing
Co., Inc.
Products

Restaurant

FAMOUS FISH DINNERS
On Hwy. 68 at Aurora
Phone 474-2203

-!"-J2.-...-....

-Commercial-ResidentialOriginal Equipment Auto Glass
1202 Johnson Blvd.
753-7117

TIDWELL PAINT & FLOOR

5aem.44

fax

"BIBLES &
RELIGIOUS
BOOKS"

Glass Company

Ph. 753-5209

Randy Thornton Service Co.

DIV

Phone 753-4032

Mir

Dunn Furniture,TTI

Mayfield Hwy. 121

Air Conditioning•Heating.Commercial Refrigeration

"West Kentucky Transportation Center"
Your Full Line Chrysler Corp. Dealer
4th at Poplar
731-1372

Phone 753-1319

Industrial Rood. 0.

Dealer

Shady Oaks
Mobil. Horne Courts

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.

7S3-17S1

Stokes Tractor &

Marina
Kenlake
,
J.W. W1LHAM-MGR.

p pp waii

JAS. D CLOPTON

Gerrald Boyd-Owner
-Complete Automatic Transmission Service.
-Front End Alignment
-Complete Tune-up & Repair Service-

BURGER
QUEEN

7L_AYrh
'

With Over 20 Years Experience
Radio-Stereo-T.V.
Mayfield Hwy.
753-2900

753-7992

Sholar's Auto Repair

"BOWLING AT ITS BEST"
Phone 753-2202

Your

Five Points

Corvette Lanes, Inc.
1415 Main Street

The J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home
753-2411
Tucker TV Sales & Service

Prayer Changes Us,
Not God

MR & MRS. WM. A. JONES, OWNERS

Boone's Incorporated

Mt. Hebron
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 1st
Sunday-11:00 a.m. 3rd. Sunday
Sunday School 1100 a.m. 1st
Sunday-10,03 a.m. 2nd., 3rd. &
ditioSunday •
Mt. Carmel
Worship Service 10A30 a.m. 2nd
Sunday: 11:00 a.m. lith Sunday
Sunday School 10.00 a.m. 1st, 3rd
& 4th Sunday' 11 00 am 2nd
Sunday

Wayman Chapel A.M.I.
Worship Services 11 a m ,lp m

First Christian
10 30a m
Worship Services
pro
Murray Christian
Worship ServiCeS 10 456m,7pm

Mount Horeb Freewill Baptist
Sunday School
9_30 a.m.
1100pm
Worship

Goshen Methodist
WorShiP Services a! II a no 1St &
3rd Sundays, 7 p m 2nd I. 4th
Sundays
Lynn Grove
Worship Service at 9 45 a m 1st
Ird Sundays, 11 a m 2nd & 4th
Sunday
Cole's Camp Ground
10 00a no
Worship Service
Dexter-Hardin United
Worship Service 10.00 a.m
15t & 2nd Sundays, 11 • CO a no
3rd S. ilth Sunday, 6:30 p.m
1st IL 3rd I. itth Sunday

St Lee Catholic Church
Sunday Mast,11 a m , 11• m 4 30
m
6:34 p.m.
Saturday Mass
Christian Science
11 a m
Worship Service
Jehovah's Witnesses
10 30a m
Watchtower
C 30• m
6,01,1.'0i/re

Christian

First methodist
I 45 6.10 10'm

Russells Chapel United _
Sunday SCh001
10 It.M
11 a.sh
Morning Worship

Church el Jews Christ
Of Latter Day Sans
10 a m
Sunday School

Liberty Cumberland
104.m.
Sunday School
11 sm.
Worship Service
North Masan,Greve
Sunday SchoOl
Worship Service
Oeit Grove
10 -nl•
Sunday School
Worship ServiceS 1I• m , 7p m
Mount Plesanl
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
7 p.m
Evening Worship
First Presbyterian
m.
30a
•
Church School
10.45 a m
Worship Service

11 a.M.

Worship

Other
Denominations

Presbyterian

10 a in
11 a no

Mornino Worship
Sunday School

•
Cohlwiligr
10:50a.M.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
&P.M.

0*4.. sie.spepwr
5,..0.•••
11•• 271 - hr. woom0 Now

11 ii•-art.

Independence United
Sunday School
10:00..m
Morning Worship
1 1:004.m.
K Wilsey United
11:00•.m
Morning Worship
7:00p.m
Evening Worship
Coldwater United
Worship Service It 00 a.m 1st &
2nd Sunday. 10.00 a m 3rd & 4th
Sunday School 10 00 cm. 1st &
2nd Sunday' 11 00 a m 3rd & 4th
Sunday
Temple Hill United

Second Street
Morning Worship
Evening WO,5th p
Friendship
10 -00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 :00 a.m.
Morning Workkep

Church School

Salem Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a.M.
Evening Worship
2:15orn
Sugar Croaks-Morning worship
11 a.m.
Evening worship
7:1S p.m.
Owens Chapel
Morning Worship
11:00AM
Evening Worship
5:30 PM

itO

**Si Murray
10:50 •.41.
Morning Worship
69 m.
Evening Worship
Union OfIlve
10 SO• NC'
Morning Worship
6 30 P.rnEvening Worship
Seventh•Poplar
10 40• m.
Warship Service
Evening Service
69 M.
New Concord
10 50 6.111.
P4Ornirtli Service
79.05.
Evening Worship
Piesant Valley
am.
II
Morning Worship
6 p.m
Evening worship

.. it appears our world needs a lot of
fixm up"." Too often, too many of is do our
day-to-day Job in a half-hearted way. We
lose our perspective... our relationship
to the world. We get to feeling our importance.
Right there iv our un-doant When • man
loon humility, he is on the way out. This
man, with his wrench, looks at the world from
way up. He wonders if he did his beet on the
foundation underneath turn ...II the
high wells will support the structure he is atop Both are
basic to good building The church, too, is
necessary in the building of character, in the transforming
01 iouls, It will help us greatly in the fret:pry of
- people to help fix our world. It Mil make good stewards
of us who will be more anxious to share the fruit of the
rine. So kit us attend church or Synagogue
every week. Let us, in earnest, help this man
'fix up' our world.

*Imo HtnipMs
11 a.m.
Morning worship
730p.m.
Everting worship
Irian
Ave.
United, 310
101.111
Sunday School
7p.m
Evening Worship
United. New Concord
106.115.
Sunday School
•Vorship Services 11 a.m.,7 p.m.
Calvary Temple
loam.
Sunday SchOol
11 a rn., 7:30
Services
Worship
m
First Asset/NOY Of God

KIM**,•Mdluir
Morning Worship
II a m
Evening Worship
7 30p m.
Memorial Baptist
Morning Worship
10 SO a m
Evening Worship
7.00 p.m
•
-New Mt. Carmel Missienery
11:00 a.m.Morning Worship
7:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
Flint Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
E1/41A1119 Worship
7:30p.M.
Cherry C.erser
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Elm Greve
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

m
m

Pentecostal

11 a m
6 30p.m

Bethel United
11 00a. m.
1st Sunday
700p m
2nd & Ith Sundays
9- 30a m.
3rd Sunday

Green Plain
Morn1..4 Worship
10:45•m.
Evening Worship
7pm.

Nazarene
Church
Mu
106
Sunday School
116
Worship Service
Locust Grove Church
11 a
Morning Worship
7p
Evening Worship

Brooks Chapel United
7:00p.M.
is? Sunday
930a.M.
2nd Sunday
11:00a.m.
3rd & ith Sundays

University
Morning worship
Evening Worship

Locust Grove
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
700p.M.
Chestnut Street General
10:00a.m.
Sunday SchOol
11:00a.m.
AAorning Worship

Norttiside
Morning Worship
Evening worship

Palestine United
Worship Service 11 a.m. lst
Sunday, 10 a.m. 3rd Sunday
Martins Chapel 1100044
10 a.m
Sunday School
Worship Service
114.m.
South Pleasant Grove
10,65 a.m
Morning Worship
7'00 p m.
Evening Worship
Good Shepherd United
Sunday School
10,30a rn.
Worship Service
930a.m.

Church Of Christ

Lime Oak Primitive
1st, Sunday
2:00P.M.
3rd. Sunday
10:30 A.All.
Faith Baptist
11 A.M.
Morning Worship
6:30 P.M.
Evening Worship

West Fork
Morning worship
11 a m
6 20p m
Evening Worship

Political int*.
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_ Route 5, Murray
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Phillips, Route 6,
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Murray, Mrs.
- Waldrop, 1624
Murray, Mrs. M
1319 Poplar, Me
Harvey Dixon
!Casey.
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Political intorprotivo

John Y. Brown Approaching Day To Decide On Senate Candidacy
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
John Y. Brown Jr. is coming to
a political crossroad again and
may have to decide in the next
few months whether to run for
the U.S. Senate or wait for another office.
Last year, facing a similar
situation, he took the road
away from direct involvement
by declining to become a
Democratic candidate for Senate.
The decision was made outside the state capitol in the final minutes before the filing
deadline, when Brown learned
that former Republican Gov.
Louie Nunn was filing for the
Senate.
As it turned out, Walter Huddleston won the Democratic
nomination and defeated Nunn
despite a landslide in Kentucky
by President Nixon.
Relaxing in his Louisville
home during a recent interview, Brown said he has no regrets that he did not enter the
race.
"I was not emotionally
ready," he said. "If they'd
have sent me a free ticket for
life in the Senate, I still wasn't
ready."
— Despite -Brown's -unprace.
dented financial success in the
fried chicken franchise field —
and he now is prospering anew
in a related food field — he has
conflicting feelings about a political career.
On one hand he says his
childhood ambition was to become a U.S. Senator, an ambition his father — a longtime
legislator and one-time congressman — also shared but
never achieved.
Brown said he knew a successful Senate race would require plenty of money, but that
certainly is no problem now.
On the other hand Brown, at
39, indicates he no longer covets the prestige or challenge of
high political office that much,
and that he is increasingly concerned about the negative aspect.
For example, he-balks at the
effect on his wife and two children of charges hurled back
and forth in a heated campaign.
"Right now I have no (compelling) cause," he said. "I'm
not mad at anybody ... the
closest is what has been happening in Washington ( Watergate 1."

Moreover, Brown said, he finally "is in command of my
life for the first time." There is
no frenetic race for fried chicken profits anymore and no
nerve-stretching responsibility
for the fate of a huge corporation.

American Introduces
1974 Matador
Cain & Trees, today introduced the all-new American
Motors 1974 Matador two-door
coupe.
The sleekly styled mid-size
model is offered in three versions-the standard model, a
sporty V-8 "X" model and the
premium Brougham, he said.
"The demand for mid-size
cars in the U.S. is second only to
sub-compact and compact
Trees said. "Sales
cars,"
during the 1973 model year in
this market segment should top
2,500,000 cars, a gain of 10 per
cent over 1972 and a new
record."
He said car buyers are turning to the mid-size car because
they offer most of the size.
comfort and convenience
features of full siza cars, but
cost less to buy and maintain.
"Research interviews with
competitive owners who viewed
the 1974 Matador coupe
prototype preferred it two to
one over their own make as a
new car choice," he said.

It is easier, he acknowledged,
to conduct another national
pay the remaintelethon to
der of the Democratic National
Party's debts, reduced drastically by the first telethon.
"Once you jump into the political arena, it's forever," he

said, in reference to a more direct role.
Brown has held several discussions with State Chairman
J. R. Miller and Gov. Wendell
Ford about the Senate — and
also the 1975 governor's race.
Although he said he is not at

liberty to break a confidence by
reporting on details, his offhand
comments indicate Brown
seems to regard the governor's
chair as more desirable than
the Senate seat and that Miller
and Ford regard him as more
desirable for governor than U.

Gov. Julian Carroll, the current
hot prospect.
After all, Brown said, the
state in a sense is a giant business concern and his own experience seemingly would be
suitable despite no political experience.

One trouble is that Carroll is
a friend of Brown and would
become a formidable obstacle
if Brown chose to run for governor.
However, the Senate post,
available next year, is almost
going begging for a prestigious
contender.
Brown acknowledged he probably could obtain the support of
all covert factions by going for
the Senate in 1974.
A syndicated Ashington col-

FRIDAY—AUGUST 31, 1673
urnn this week reported Brown
told former Vice President Hubert Humphrey several weeks
ago he would run for the Senate, but Brown told a newspaperman this version is "very
inaccurate" and he simply has
not made up his mind yet.
"I am not a vacillator, I've
made many big decisions in
business, Brown said during the
interview. "(but) I have noj
had the call ... the emotional
commitment."

M9NDAY ONLY....
A SA4E YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO MISS',

REMAIANT
1101Ig

LABOR PAY

FABRIC SALE
.

SHOPli.s0 4J. •

FOR THE FABRIC

LE OF THE YEAR!!!

DOOR BUSTER!
RE(!

DOOR BUSTER!!! 600 YDS. ONLY!
REGULAR $3.99 to $4.99 YD. NEW FALL

BOR DA VII!

CUTTING BOARDS I

99c EA

DOOR BUSTER!
ItH;Il‘ft 794, YD. 45"

TAFFETA

18c

YD.

,• Over

WO LENS•

,YD.

First Quality, Full Bolts
Solids, Tweeds, Checks etc.
Self-hned for extra sayin gs
Hurry, selection limited

'YD.
REGULAR $1.99

REGULAR $3.99 TO $7.99 YD. ORIGINAL DESIGNERS SAMPLES

NEW FALL POLYESTER
DOUBLE KNITS

CONE MILLS

•60- to 66" wide, Machine washable
• Designers Sample Lengths from our Mills
• Solids, Fancies, Jacquards, Morotronics
• Hurry, Only 1,000 yards at each store

DENIMS
BRED
USH
Cotton
Polyester,50%
coiors
•SO%
popular lean
-pr ess
•All
washable, per ma
ne
Mach,
•

REGULAR $2.99 YD.

Look for this Quality
Seel on entry dem in
our stores! We tell it
like it is ... First
Quality Smoot. Pieces

`ID

"ELOPMAN"

100 96_
POLYESTER-ULTR ESSA
•1
Polyeste
• Ides; 81ouse
Sen7e%S2
a rSc
l:?risds:
Faa,bdr'c

FIRST
QUALITY

ac

REGULAR $4.99 to $9.99 YD.

Regular $2.99 to $3.99 yd.

MAIDEN

SCREEN PRINTED

YD.
•

PRE-S1-10tilfs.
REGCL AB.

$3.99

D•

•1 to 5 yd. Sample Pieces
!Wildman Furs, extra long hairs
• Fake Minks, Beavers, Leopards etc.
• ave up to $8.00 a yard

• Full bolts, 45" wide
• 100% Acrylic Printed Sateen
• 100% Acrylic Printed Challis
• 100% Acrylic Printed Crepe

S

(0011

Hospital Report
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August 28, 19'73
ADULTS 107
NURSERY 5
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Miss Goldie Love Hicks, 502
Elm, Murray, James Ralph
White, Route 2, Hazel, Kyle
Bryant Bebber, Route 3,
Murray, David Franklin Boyd,
315 Irvan St., Murray, Mrs.
Sherron Hutchison and Baby
Girl, Route 2, Dover, Tenn.,
Elisabeth
Thelma
Mrs.
Hargrove, Route 1, Dexter,
Mrs. Sherry Lee Milstein and
Baby Girl, 104 Green Acres Dr.,
Mayfield, Ronnie Leon Boyd,
Route 5, Murray, Mrs. Mary
Helen Manses,-1619 Farmer,
Murray, Wallace Deberry
Scarborough, Route 1, Bumpus
Mills, Tenn., Mrs. Lydia Ann
Phillips, Route 6, Murray, Mrs.,
Lola Mae Kelso, Route 7,
Murray,. "Mrs. Annie -Leo
_
Waldrop, 1624 W. 011V41;
Murray, Mrs. Mabel Farmer,
1319 Poplar, Murray, Bluford
Harvey Dixon, Route 1,
- Kirksey.

,3 otoeda
•save 1

99t‘i0

"As

Regular $1.99 to $2.50 yd.
Pin-wale & No-wale

•LOWEST PRICES
•LARGEST SELECTION
•FINEST QUALITY

CORDUROY

680..
"-'u'' ,r

Regular $1.99 to $2.99 yd.

Regular $6.99 yd. 100% Acrylic

PRINTED JERSEY

BLANKET FLEECE

77C

YD.
ivight ,,rperterits)

88c..
Ishipht Imperfect:I

WE SELL FOR LESS, BECAUSE
WE OWN OUR OWN MILLS'

9 - 5(M - Th)
9 - 6(Friday)
- 5:30 (Saturdayi

•

-
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Madisonville And Union
County Collide Tonight

ITS AN l'PH11.1.t'LIMB—Sam Torres Ifar right, leads the pack up the hill on the Kenlake golf course as the Murray State cross
ountrv team takes a workout in preparation for their season which will begin September 15. From left to right are Rod Harvey,
Brad Finseth, ClitirStrohmeler, Dennis Sturt and TOTYPi.
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon(

By BOB COOPER
,,issoeiated Press Sports Writer
A key championship game in
the (lass AA first region and
two crosstown rivalries highlight tonight's first full schedule
in the 1973 Kentucky high
school football season.
Union County, king of the
first region last season, takes
on the veteran-laden Madisonville Maroons, who swamped
Harrison County last weekend
in the recreation bowl at Mount
Sterling.
In Lexington, Henry Clay and
Bryan Station square off while
across the state the OwensboroCatholic series gets its annual
renewal.
Other top games include
Elizabethtown at Meade Count. Ashland at Lexington Lafayette, Green County at Campbellsville and Boyle County at
Washington County.
Union C'ounty opened its bid
for a second straight district
title last week by thumping
North Hardin 44-0 in a nonchampionship game to sound
the alarm "for disttiefRials.
However, Madisonville at the

same time rolled over Harrison
to the tune of 41-14 with 5-10
junior Hugh Williams picking
up 139 yards and three touchdowns.
Henry Clay got its season off
to a flying start with a 26-6 victory over Corbin while Bryan
Station was taking the measure
of Campbell County 35-16.
However, neither of those
games counted toward the
championship of the third region's second district, as
tonight's does.
Both of the crosstown rivals
at Owensboro were impressive
in their season openers last
weekend, Owensboro with a 350 crushing of Meade County
and Catholic in a 28-7 romp
over Apollo.
Catholic's little tailback, Jacque Williams, and teammate
Jeff Campbell teamed up for
just a yard short of three football fields in rushing in the victory over Apollo.
After Meade's embarrassing
start against Owensboro, The
Wave gets into district play
against Elizabethtown, a 13-0
winner last week over depleted
Hopkinsville, defending titlist in
its district.
Newly moved into a new region, Ashland gets probably its
stiffest test of the season in its
meeting with Lafayette, the
strong favorite to take the
Class AA third region, second
district crown
Green County already has
won as many games as all last
pected to come from West Vir- season — one — in opening
ginia, Boston College, Temple _vrith a 21-12 victory over Cumand Syracuse among the independents and Yale and Penn in
Named As Head Coach
the Ivy League. Massachusetts
and Connecticut are favored in
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
the Yankee Conference.
In other conferences, it looks Paul E. Ward, a graduate aslike San Diego State in the Pa- sisrant coach at Indiana Unicific Coast A.A.; Montana State versity, has been named head
and Idaho State in the Big Sky; track coach at the University of
Richmond, East Carolina and Kentucky.
Ward, 36, played professional
William & Mary in the Southern; Kent State and Bowling football for the Chicago Bears
Green in the Mid-American; and the Detroit Lions and set a
Louisville, West Texas State, U.S. Marine Corps record of 175
Drake and Tulsa in the Mis- feet, 6 inches in the discus
throw.
souri Valley,

Southern Cal Has Enough Talent And
Potential To Repeat As Numero Uno
By HERSC.HEL NISSENSON
Associated Press Sports Witter
What is Southern California
going to do for an encore to its
1972 national college football
championship'
Well, the Trojans may not repeat, but it won't be for lack of
trying.
"We have as many quality
athletes as we've ever had on
our team and I would say our
potential is unlimited," warns
Coach John McKay. "For is E6
reach that potential, we have
an inexperienced offensive line
that must come through and
play good football. The talent is
good, but the experience limited."
The Trojans won't lack for
challengers. The names are the
same; only the year has been
changed.
According to most preseason
forecasts, the 1973 champion
will come from the following;
Southern Cal and UCLA in the
Far West; Arizona State in the
Rockies; Texas and Houston in
the Southwest: Nebraska, Oklahoma and Colorado in the Midlands; Michigan, Ohio State
and Notre Dame in the Midwest; Alabama. Auburn, Louisiana State and Tennessee in
the South; Peon State in the
East.
UCLA and Stanford are considered Southern Cal's main
threats in the Pacific-8 Conference, UCLA with a scintillating
.ground attack led by James
McAlister, Kermit Johnson and
Mark Harmon and Stanford on
'The passing of Mike Boryla and
'running-receiving of John Wi.,.nesberry.
Nebraska and Oklahoms.are
-.supposed to continue their doination of the Big Eight, with
;scattered support for Colorado,
;Iowa State and Oklahoma
• State.
, National runner-up the last
two seasons, Oklahoma gets a
crack at defending champion
Southern Cal on Sept. N. While
the Sooners have been known
for their Wishbone, most of the
returning stars are on defense—middle guard Lucious
Selinon, linebacker Rod Shoate,
,etc.
: In many ways, the Texas
*Longhorns are similar to last
l'year's team—and last year's
team finished third nationally.
IrThey enter the fall with an lin/
.,proven quarterback and have
,./.some key positions to fill, moston offense.
The Southwest Conference

i

challengers figure to be Texas surgery
Tech and Southern Methodist,
In the Rockiet, AI-iv:Ma-State
but it may be a good thing that guns for a fifth consecutive
Houston isn't eligible for the Western Athletic Conference
title until 1976. The Cougars re crown. The 1972 edition allowed
loaded, with 16 starters, in- the most points in the school's
cluding quarterback D.C. No- history, but, according to Coach
bles to direct the Veer.
Frank Kush:
The running gag after Au"The defensive line is strongburn's stunning 17-16 upset of
er with much improved depth.
Alabama in last fall's SouthLinebacking should be strong.
eastern Conference windup was
The secondary is much imthat Bear Bryant tried to comaroved."
mit suicide.. but two Auburn
Chief competition for the Sun
players blocked the bullet. That
was in reference to a pair of
identical blocked punts in the
fourth quarter which turned the
tide on the Tide
Alabama still captured the
SEC crown but Bryant isn't one
of those picking a repeat performance. He lost heavily in
the offensive line and secondary and needs a quarterback
to run the Wishbone.
kiy PHIL BROWN
Auburn caught people by surAssociated Press Writer
prise with a 10-1 mark last fall
TOKYO AP) — Challenger
and a goodly number of reguJoe "King" Roman played
lars are back. Louisiana State,
baseball and champion George
with Bert Jones a pro, will use
Foreman planned a final light
more sprint-out quarterbacking
gym workout on the eve of a
and a rugged .defense. Tenworld heavyweight boxing title
nessee, always tough defenfight Foreman is expected to
sively, has problems there this
win with an early round knocktime but a super offense fired
by quarterback Condredge Hol- out.
,,j don't agree,". said Roy and iunuilig back Haske
man's manager, Bill Daly. "If
Stanback.
that were the case they should
Florida, Georgia and Mis- just mail the check to the hotel.
sissippi also have designs on
"They are going to be surthe iibc throne while North
prised," he said of the local
Carol* North Carolina State
boxing writers who have been
and Maryland are the class of
enthusiastic about Foreman's
the Atlantic Coast Conference.
battering ram punches and
Ditto Tulane and Georgia Tech
showing sympathy for Roman,
among Southern independents.
the No. 9 contender in both the
The Michigan-Ohio State
World Boxing Council and
game usually decides Rig Ten
Wort
honors. this year's meeting
ings.
takes place Nov. 24 at Ann ArJust 24 hours before the start
for
bor, Mich. Michigan is out
of the 154ound fight at 12:30
revenge this year and the Wolp.m. Saturday here and 11 p.m.
verines return 14 starters
EDT Friday in the United
among 37 lettermen from what
States, Daly expressed concern
Bo Schembechler called "the about the
size of the ring,
best Michigan team I have ever which his
aides went to inspect.
coached."
and found still not erected in
However, Ohio State's Woody
Tokyo's 15,000-seat Budokan—
Hayes didn't come to town on a
Martial Arts Hall.
load of wood, as Darrell Royal
The rules call for a ring 16-toBuckeyes
might say, and the
20
feet square, and officials
have even better numbers-17
said Thursday the Tokyo ring
regulars and 48 lettermen.
would be about 17 feet.
Among them are 33 seniors.
"They've got trouble on their
Michigan State and Minhands if they don't have the
nesota loom as the best of the
righthsing," Daly added. "They
rest.
a 16400t ring in there
can't-put
may
be
back
in
Notre Dame
the national championship pic- with two big giants. I have to
ture, particularly if 265-pound protect my fighter.
"In Madison Square Garden
Steve Niehaus, last fall's super
and
all over the country they
freshman, recovers from knee
have 16-to-20-foot rings," Roman's manager said.
Meanwhile, Roman was playing catch in the yard of his hotel, after some ruhnIng in the
.morning.
When Ihe size -'of the
came up at a rules meeting
and
Thursday,Foreman's manager,
Dick Sadler, suggested an 11foot ring so "we'll have some
fighting instead of'owning."
with your
He and Foreman hope,the
predictions of an early round
knockout will come true. Fotoman-2who.has scored,35 knockouts
_winning_ IL figtstaagainst no defeafer-won 4Nt
title from Joe Frazier with a"
second rowd knockout in
January.
Roman, 25, of Puerto Rico,

GOOD LUCK
Murray High School
Coach Hina

Opening.Gme Tonight and the

1973 Sour

MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY
OPTIMIST'CLUB

Devils should come from Utah
and Arizona.
Things also will have a familiar look in the East, where
Penn State is the annual
champ.
-I have a good feeling about
this squad," says Coach Joe
Paterno. "The morale was good
during spring practice, there
was a lot of enthusiasm and
they appeared to like each other. That's a big plus."
Penn State's competition for
another Lambert Trophy is ex-

Champion Foreman

berland County' in a district
championship game last weekend.
Campbellsville, just opening
its season tonight, has 18 starters back from its 4-7 team of
last year and a new coach, David Fryrear. at the helm
Both Boyle and Washington
counties were big winners in
their first games of the season
last week -- Boyle 33-6 over
Russell County and Washington
27-0 over Wayne County.
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No Comeback
SYDNEY AP) --- Former
Olympic swimming star Shane
Gould said today she does not
plan to try a comeback in the
Australian national championships, which begin here today
Miss Gould, 16, had indicated
eight days ago she was considering swimming in this meet in
an attempt to qualify for the
Australian team which will
compete in the Commonwealth
Games next year.
The triple gold medal winner
at the Munich Olympics had
announced July 13 that she was
retiring from competitive
swimming for 18 months.

Nastase Facing Loss
In Tennis Tourney
By KAROL STONGER
Associated Press Sports Writer
FOREST HILLS, N.Y. (API
— Only four points separate
flamboyant and controversial
rile Nastase of Romania from
defeat in the U.S. Open Tennis
Championships.
The defending champion today' resumed a match with'
Rhodesian Andrew Pattison
which was halted with Pattison
ahead 6-7, 2-6, 6-3, 6-4, 5-3.
The Nastase-Pattison match
is to be resumed at 11 a.m.
EDT.
Nastase is in danger of being
the second seeded men's player
to go down to defeat in this
tourney where the players are
in competition with the saunalike weather as much as with
each other.
Roger Taylor of Great Britain, the No. 11 seed, frittered
away a two-set lead and was
upset by John Alexander of
Australia in Thursday's second
round.
Taylor, a semifinalist at
Wimbledon this year, fought off
match point five times before
Alexander finally defeated hirn
3-6, 4-6, 6-4, 3-6, 7-5.
"I wasn't agressive enough,"
said "Billie Jean King, drained
by a heat wave that was
heightened by an overnight
power blackout at the hotel
where she was staying. Such

power shortages are common
in the metropolitan area during
prolonged heat waves such as
the one that sent temperatures
at the West Side Tennis Club to
98 Thursday.
Mrs. King, the top seed who
is seeking her fourth title here,
easily ousted Peggy Michel of
Pacific Palisades, Calif., 6-2, 63 although she was erratic at
the outset.
Margaret Court, the secondseeded Australian, eliminated
Pat Pretoruis of South Africa
61, 6-2. Chris Evert of Fort
Lauderdale, Fla., and Evonne
Goolagong of Australia, seeded
third and fourth, had equally
easy times.
Miss Evert beat Rayni Fox of
North Miami Beach, Fla., 6-3,
6-3 and Miss Goolagong overwhelmed Barbara Anne Dosvins
of Alamo, Calif., 6-1, 6-0.
Jeanne Evert, Chris' 15-yearold sister, made her debut at
the Open an impressive one,
even though it was on one of
the cutside courts. She beat Janet Haas of Miami 6-2, 6-2.
In other second-round men's
singles matches, Australians
Ken Rosewall, Rod Laver and
John Newcombe advanced easily, but Cliff Richey, the No. 16
seed from Sarasota, Fla., was
extended five sets before overcoming Brian Teacher of San
Diego 3-6, 6-3, 6-4, 3-6, 6-3.

For The Title Bout
comes in with a record of 44
victories-22 by knockout—seven losses and one draw. He is
to receive $100,000 for the fight,
which is to be televised nationwide in Japan and by closed
circuit in the United States. •
Foreman, who is to receive
$1 million, says he has no special thoughts about who he
would like to meet next.
"I'm taking it_ohe fight,* e_
time," said the 24-year-old
champion from Hayward, Calif.
The managers have waived
Japan's rule that three knockdowns in one round amount to
a knockout. It will be up to
American referee Jay Edson of
Phoenix to stop the action if he
thinks one of the fighters is too
badly hurt to go on.
-An eight-count will by mandatory, the count for a knockdown will continue after the
bell except in the final round
and scoring will be on the basis
of five points for the winner of
each round, with the loser getting four or less.
About 80 per cent of the 15,000 seats have been reported
sold, at prices ranging from
$189 down to 87.55. Schoolboys
will be allowed in for 81.89.

Betty Lowry Named As
Medalist, Murray Club
Betty Lowry was the medalist
at the regular ladies day golf
held at the Murray Country
Club on Wednesday.
Other named were Frances
Parker, low' putts, Beverly
Spann, most sixes, and Betty,
Stewart, blind hole on No. 5.
Peggy Billington was the golf
hostess for the day.
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HAPPY NEW YEARNM
'Sounds crazy doesn't it. We -Would also like to wish you a big, happy, safe and
sane Labor Day coming up and one way to enjoy it even more would be to grab
yourself a bargain from MURRAY SPORT AND MARINE CENTER.
Really, this New Year bit is not as crazy as it sounds because New Year Eve is
here in the Boat and Motor world.
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That is the reason for this BIG CLEARANCE SALE. We are cleaning out our
1973 models to make room for the 74's Which will be coming In even next week./
We have cut prices on new and used rigs left to unheard-of low, low prices. We
have smile big
!roomy safe family boats left that are ideal for the large family
that wants safety,joom and c,omfort and sttli enough powr titki •
people aboard.
We have a few high performance, California type sport boats; real hot ski boatsfor the young and the, young at heart. We have some of the best quality boats
that money can buy and all at drastically reduced prices. Some at even below
cost but they lust gotta go. OUR LOSS—YOUR GAIN!!!
Thanks to you,our friends and customers; 1973 has been one of our
biggest and
bestyears yet and we're looking forward to 1974 being even'better.
Prices will be higher on '74 models and we guarantee to save you more than the
interest on your money by grabbing one of these now instead of waiting till next
spring. They're ready to go, on the trailers.-S0 HAPPY LABOR DAY 8. YEAH,

HAPPY NEW YEAR TOO—(Maybe we're the first) !!!

Famous names on quality boats like Glastron, Arrow Glass, Bonanza,
Tide
Craft, Ski Barge, Marlin Ski Boats, Polar Craft, Flote Bote Pontoons, Shore
Land'r Trailers and those world wide Evinrude Motors.
A number of clean used low price rigs ready for you at reduced
prices.

SEE
Assistant Varsity Coach
CAMBRIDGE,Mass.(AP)Michael D. Jarvis, former assistant varsity basketball coach
at Northeastern University, will
take a similar post at Harvard
this fail.
JarviS, 28, gradua ted from
ern in 1966 1á4
coached basketball at Huntington Przparatory School in
Boston for a year before joining
the Northeastern staff

Ralph Morris
(

"Mom" Morris

Mike Morris

Aisttg,

MurratrSport & Marine Center
So,4th St.

Concord Hwy, 121 South
Phone 753-7400

Bob Billin
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Two Games Played In A.L.

01111.11v

PhDs Hail Cesar While
Cardinals Stop Seaver

1

By FRED ROTHENBERG
Associated Press Sports Writer
Hail Cesar!
But Philadelphia third base
coach Bill Demers couldn't do
it Thursday night.
In fact, Demers had about as
much chance of hailing Cesar
Toyer in the last of the ninth as
he would the proverbial New
York cab on a rainy day.
"I make up my mind to
score," said Toyer after he ran
Demers' stop sign and slid
ALMOST FINISHED—Only a few bleacher seats are yet to be installed, the final touches are being put to the press box and the last
home with the winning run in
strips of artificial turf are being laid at Murray State's new Roy Stewart Stadium. The Racers will open their season in the 65.5
the Phillies 8-7 come-from-bemillion academic-athletic complex September 15 against one of the nation's top small college teams, Western Carolina.
hind victory over the Montreal
Expos.
Elsewhere in the National
League, the St. Louis Cardinals
edged the New York Mets 1-0 in
10 innings and the Los Angeles
American League
East
Dodgers squeezed by the HousW. L. Pct. G.G.
ton .Astros 6-5.
76 53 .589 —
Baitirnore_
72 60 545 5/
1
2
Boston
In the American League ac71 63 530 7y2
DetrOkt
22 ,tion,- the Milwaukee Brewers
68 66 507
New 'Yorig.
beat the Boston Red Sox 4-1,
64 67 489 13
Milwaukee
Cleveland
1
2 the Cleveland Indians blanked
56 78 418 22/
West
the Detroit Tigers 3-0 and the
78 54 591 —
Oakland
City
74 59 556 41/2
Kansa
Minnesota Twins defeated the
Minnesota
63 69 477 15 *
Texas Rangers 5-2 in 11 inThere will be a Roy Stewart contractors in the spring of 1972. gas if it is available.
California
61 67 477 15
63 70 474 15/
1
2 nings.
Chicago
Stadium for Murray State
46 86 348 32
Texas
The fuel crisis created the
Dodgers 6, Astros 5
University's football opener
Western
Carolina, one of the
Friday's Games
latest problem for the stadium,
Pinchhitter Ken McMullen's
(Tiant
15.11
and
Morel
Sept. 15.
Boston
which was scheduled to be nation's top college division 9.0) at Milwaukee (Champion 1- eighth-inning single scored
Yes.
teams last season, will be the 6 and Bell 88), 2, N
pinchrunner Jerry Royster with
All 16,800 seats will be ready. heated by natural gas. Since gas Racer foe for the opening game.
Baltimore (Palmer 1861 at
in
short
supply
such
the tie-breaking run and gave
New York (Stottlemyre 12.13),
Ther'll be dressing rooms, is in
Home games with OVC
concession stands, rest rooms, a Murray, and electric heating defending champion Tennessee ' Cleveland (Wilcox 6-7 or Kek- the Los Angeles Dodgers a 6-5
be
installed.
system
will
now
victory over the Houston Aspressbox, and maytte an
Tech and Morehead will follow ic.tt LA) at_DetrOil .(Erman 5.9
or Lolich 12 121, N
tros.
elevator to get to its towering But until its installation in on succeeding Saturdays.
Oakland (Holtzman 19-11) at
November, the stadium will use
Cardinals 1, Mets 0
height.
Kansas City (Splittorf 15-91, N
You can't lose if the other
Minnesota (Fife 1-1) at Texas
The last piece of artificial turf
(Merritt 5 9), N
team doesn't score, but you
should be in place in time for the
California (Singer 17-10) at
can't win if you don't.
week's
(Wood
21
18),
N
Chicago
Racers to have a
Saturday's Games
Tom Seaver understands this
practice on the surface before
Baltimore at New York
and engaged in a holding action
their first game.
Cleveland at Detroit
for nine innings, blanking the
Boston at Milwaukee
However,
Oakland at Kansas City. N
Cardinals while his Mets were
Players may have to take cold
Minnesota at Texas, N
running their scoreless string
California at Chicago, N
showers after the game unless
behind Seaver to 23 innings.
National League
the stadium's heating system
AP—Howard Jackson. Austin been playing his fifth season
East
In the 10th, the Mets pungets some gas;
W. L. PO. G.13.
Peay State
University's this year. Players must comished Seaver for the 24th time
68 65 .511 —
Football coaches are at least basketball star who broke both plete four years of their St Louis
Pittsburgh
63 65 .492 2/
1
2 while the Cardinals scored the
three weeks away from oc- legs in a 71 foot fall from a eligibility within five years Chicago
64 67 489 3
games only run, sending Seaver
cupying offices in the building; painter's scaffold, is deter- according to NCAA regulations. Montreal
62 70 .470 5/
1
2
to his second consecutive 1-0
Philadelphia
62 71
466 6
Use of classrooms in the mined to get back on to the
61 71 462 6/
1
2 defeat.
"I don't know what the NCAA New York
athletic-academic facility is court again as a player
say," said Jackson. LOS ,Angeles West
will
have
to
Lou Brock opened the 10th
83 51 .619 —
several weeks away;
"WI Can't- play another
Cinctnnati
79 55 590 1
with a double, moved up on
Jackson has both legs enThe nine-line, all-weather
ball, then I think I San Francisco 73 58 557 IP
Ted Sizernore's sacrifice and
track in the stadium will cased in casts to his hips as a of college
Houston
68 68 500 16
pro
try-out."
could
be
a
a
scored
on Jose Cruz' one-out
plunge
through
result
of
the
478
Atlanta
64
70
19
the
probably not be poured until
48 84 364 34
Jackson says he has resigned San Diego
single.
concrete floor 16
football team completes the skylight on to a
Friday's Games
to not being able to play
Indians 3, Tigers 0
three-game home stand that days ago while working as a himself
Chicago (Reuschel 12.12 and
year
this
Gaylord
Perry is a celebrity.
apprentice
at
the
painter's
Pittsburgh
Jenkins
12-12)
at
the
opens its season and goes on
"I get the casts off in Sep- (Rooker 6-4 and Morlan 2-1). 2 He's just written a book. So
road for three straight games. Tennessee Valley Authority's
Cumberland Steam Plant.
tember, then I'll have to start
Montreal (Rogers 53) at he'll just have to get used to
people touching him.
N
Philadelphia
(Lonborg 12.10
He
has
left
the
working
to
hopital
and
is
get
my
legs
back
in
Stewart Stadium replaces
New York (Sadecki 3-3) at St
Thursday night it was umpire
Carlisle Cutchin Stadium as the recuperating at the home of shape," he said.
Louis (Nagy 01), N
Red Flaherty, rubbing his finCincinnati (Gullett 158
Jackson's doctors said that
at
home of Murray State football. Lake Kelly,- the Austin Peay
(Greif 7.141, N
gers around Perry's ears and
his landing on his feet probably San Diego (Wilson
Cutchin Stadium, with a seating basketball coach.
9-15) at LOS on his uniform.
Houston
Angeles (Sutton 16-8), N
capacity of 8,000, was built by
"The doctors felt that Howard saved his life.
Flaherty was checking for
Atlanta (Niekro 13-6) at San
"I had dreams about the fall a
the WPA in 1934.
was like a caged animal in that
Francisco (Bryant 20-8), N
the foreign substance that Decouple
of
times
when
I
was
in
the
for
Ground was broken
hospital room," said Kelly.
Saturday's Games
troit Manager Billy Martin
Chicago at Pittsburgh
new stadium in October 1969,
"I think I'll play again," said the hospital," said Jackson. "I
Atlanta
at San Francisco
thinks Perry uses to load up
remember turning a flip while I
However, the original con- Jackson.. really do."
Montreal at Philadelphia. N
the baseball.
New York at St Louis N
tractor lagged -ao far behind
Since Jackson is a transfer to was in the air, but I've tried to
Houston
at_LOs
_Angeles.
....
couldn't find any--Flaherty
foreget
about
the
whole
thing."
schedule,
Austin Peay, he would have
Cincinnati at San Diego, N

Stewart Stadium
Nearly Complete

Baseball
Standings

Howard Jackson Still
Hopes To Play Again

thing so Martin decided to show
the umpire what to look for. He
instructd Tiger starter Joe
Coleman to doctor the ball in
the eighth and Fred Scherman
to load it up in the ninth.
But Perry's baseballs worked
better than Detroit's as the
Cleveland righthander, innocent
until proven guilty, checked the
Tigers on six hits 3-0.
Brewers 4, Red Sox 1
In the hot corner. weighing
180 pounds.. from Boston, Massachusetts...Carl Yastrzemski.
And his opponent.. weighing
less than a pound.. from
Haiti.. an American League
baseball.
At least that's the way
George Scott, Yastrzemski's
former teammate, views the
Boston superstar's Thursday

workout at third base.
"All he needed was a pair of
boxing gloves and I thought
he'd be fighting George Foreman," Scott said after watching Yistrzernski butcher three
balls which led to all four Milwaukee runs in a 4-1 victory
"Hell, he's a 13-year veteran.
He could get hurt over there."
Normally a leftfielder. Yastrzernski was filling in for the injured Rico Petrocelli. His courage is admirable and so is his
honesty.
"Tell Boomer (Scott ) the ball
he hit past me to drive in the
run should have been an error,
too But tell hun,4441 be back
tomorrow night.
Twins 5, Rangers 2
Jim Bibby lost his perfect

Racers Go-Through Scrimmage,
Furgerson Pleased With Team
Murray State Football Coach
Bill Furgerson talked about the
thinness of his squad, the difficulty of teaching freshmen
the
and
assignments,
awesomeness of his opening foe,
Western Carolina, but it was
obvious he was pleased- with his
Racers' first major scrimmage
this fall.
Offensive Coach Carl Oakley
gave running back Don Clayton,
tightend Bill Farrell, wide
receiver Willy Deloach, and
quarterback Tom Pandolfi pats
on the back and said he didn't
want to talk about his offensive
line.
"Had a bad game, huh?"
"No. They just did some
things I didn't like and I don't
want to talk about them."
"Who looked good on defense,
Coach Bill Hine?"
"Joe Echert. Just as he's
looked good in every drill this
fall and as he will in every game
we play."
Clayton's nifty performance
in the scrimmage(102 yards in 8
carries and 2 touchdowns) had
spectators wondering if Murray
would miss Rick Fisher and
George Greenfield quite so
much after all.
Farrell caught only one pass
but it was a circus catch in a
crowd and - his blocking was
Pandolfi underthrew one pass
and had it picked off by
defensive back Don Deiken but
he completed 4 of 8 and ran
twice for 18 yards.

And the coaches were almost
The Racers will open their
smug about Deloach's per- season Sept. 15 in new Roy
formance. A service returnee Stewart Stadium against
and appearing in his first Western Carolina, one of the
scrimmage at Murray, he nation's top college-division
caught 3 passes for 35 yards and teams last year and expected to
threw key :plod. on each of be even better this fall.
Claytons touthdowns.
After his superlatives for
defensive end Echert, Coach
Hine
complimented
his
linebacker and defensive backfield corps for their pass
One of the largest horse shows
defense, singling out linebacker
Tom Johnson for praise. He also in the Jackson Purchase will be
had good works for tackle Jay held Saturday, September 1, at
Waddle and end Matt Schap- the New Providence Riding
Club.
pert.
The show is set to begin at 6
Punter Steve "Flip" Martin
was admired by everybody for p.m. and plate lunches will be
his towering punts that nixed served. The rain date is set for a
week from Saturday.
returns all afternoon.
The arena is located apThe scrimmage was the last
nine
miles
two-a-day session for the proximately
Racers and was held on a torrid southeast of Murray on Highday that took some of the zip way 893.
Danny Bazzell, president of
from the squad near its end.
the club, extends and invitation
The squad came through the to all riders and spectators..
opening drills in relatively good
There will be nine classes
physical shape although with a guaranteed purse of
starting defensive tackle Tony $1,700.
Menendez has a knee injury
that is certain to keep him out of
action the opening game. Favored In Race
Middle linebacker Bruce Farris
has nursed a bruised leg the last
CHARLESTON, W.Va. (AP)
three days but is about ready to
Olfirn to practice. Reserve — Boston Marathon champion
corner back David Wright has a Jon Anderson will be the favorseparated shoulder and reserve ite in Saturday's Greater Chardefensive tackle David Collins leston Distance Run, but the 23has a chipped bone in his foot year-old Cornell University
which will sideline him for three graduate refuses to make rash
predictions.
weeks.

New Pmvidence To
Hold A Horse Show

ATTENTION!!

AUTOMOBILE OWNERS
GOLD KEY
,ssuRro-N
HOME)
Afilre vow*

game in the first, his no-hittl
in the fifth, his one-hitter in the
eighth, his shutout in the ninq
and his ballgame in the Illls
when the Minnesota Twin,
struck for four runs and held
on for a 5-2 victory
Bibby struck out 15 while giving up six hits before he ran
out of gas in the 11th.
Winning pitcher Bert Blyleven also pitched brilliantly, aI6
lowing 10 hits and fanning eight
before teaving the rame in the
11th.
"It was a little frustrating
pitching
against • Bibby
tonight," Blyleven said. "He
pitched great I was just trying
to hold them to one run and
hope we'd score one some
way."

,IVhst Is It? Top Qualify AutotirWle Inskrance with LOW Quarterly Premiums.
Responsible and Careful Drivers can now actually realize 43 Savings in Automobile Insurance with Gold Key. For those who can
qualify, not only will you"Iecee a substantial discount upon acquiring this quality coverage for having a clean driving
record for the prior three year periodbut, in additionyadditionat premium discounts for additional years of clean driving.

V
04sLRio
(HOME
"(IV Y

With Gold Key Auto Insurance, you not only receive the broadest in auto insurance covewe at a very low
cost but you also receive theservices of the largest staffed agency in Murray and Calloway County. You do not
sacrifice Service for cost. You deal with a local agent, not a company or company employee:If you want to know if you can qualify,and how mdch you can save, call one of the following:
Bob Billington, Dan Shipley, Melva Hatcher at

7534751

Example:

Additional Features:

1 car family, no youthful drivers under 25, car used to drive to work,
less than 10 miles one way, and for pleasure.

—Low Quarterly payments
—5 year guaranteed renewal agreement
—Towing & labor coverage included with comprehensive
--$1000 death benefit for named insured and resident relatives
under 21 who do not own a car.
—Pays legal expenses up to $50 in the event of a named insured's
arrest as a result of a covered accident under liability section.

••••• 4/
1
4

$50,000 each person
$100,000 each occurrence

Bodily
Injury

$10,000 each occurrence

Property
Damage

All This

'—Pays cost of transportation from place of disablement( under
part II) up to $10 per occurrence.
—Comprehensive coverage includes burning of wiring.
7-1slo premium adjustments on changes made between prorniiim
due dates.

$3,000 each person-Medical expense
$1,000 accidental death benefit
$10,000 each person
820,000 each occurrence

•19.4%

for as low as

s
•

$16 per Quarter
Uninsured
Motorist

MLL (Melva) Battler
•

E MURRAY INSURANCE-AGENCY
Bob Billington, CPCU

Bel Air Centor

Phone 753-4751

Dan Shipley
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EUROPEAN SECURITY

Sunday

Upcoming talks will
test Soviet sincerity

School
Lesson
By Dr. H. C. Chiles
lBased on copyrighted Outlines produced by the
Comm i lee on the Uniform Series and used by per
miSsiOn )

Russian terms, the permaBy MICHAEL G. LANDERS
leaders to agree to any sudden
nent division of the continent
Copley News Service
end to strict control over the
into Communist and nonBRUsSFIS — It was not
lives of their citizens.
Communist blocs unless the
until more than six months
What the West will be presshad rolled off the 1973 calenEast European regimes are
ing for in the conference will
willing to reciprocate by givdar that this "Year of Eube agreements for the other
rope" finally got into full
ing their citizens more freeside along the lines of more
swing.
dom and more contacts with
freedom of travel between the
the West.
But the ceremonial first
two European blocs, more
stage of the European secuWhile the *stern allies
contacts between scholars
n ty conference was held at
may hope for some surprising
and writers, an end to jamHelsinki in early July. Now
major breakthrough in the
ming of Western broadcasts,
the Western and Soviet bloc
corning negotiations, realism
and
the like. But even these
countries are preparing to get
dictates that their expectaobjectives clash sharply with
down to the real security contions be limited. At this point
what so far has been the Rusference negotiations in late
there is little likelihood that
sian idea of increasing "huSeptember.
any early force cut agreement
man contacts" only through
And a few weeks later the
would involve more than a
carefully organized "cultural
two sides are due to begin
modest reduction, if that, of
exchanges." And while the
bargaining on the North AtSoviet troops in Eastern EuWestern allies may get Moslantic Treaty Organization's
rope.
cow to sign some sort of vague
long-standing proposal for
The presence of these
declaration that theoretically
mutual force reductions with
troops is stiII the basis of Mosprecludes another episode
the Warsaw Pact in Central
cow's control over its satellike the 1968 invasion of
Europe.
lites. Certainly the Kremlin
Czechoslovakia there will
The force cut talks will deal
will not. accept any mutual
hardly be a way in the secuwith the tremendously comforce' reduction that might
rity conference negotiations
plex question of how many
jeopardize its ability to mainto prevent the Russians from
troops, tanks, planes and
tain internal security on its
disregarding such a resoluother weapons each side could
side of the European divide.
tion if they feel the need.
pull back from what used to
Likewise in the security
be called the Iron Ctirtain and
cohference it would be unwise
There' are about
still not be placed at a milito expect the Eastern bloc telephones in Japaniirs-tritliton
tary disadvantage. The security conference will cover
some military matters but 'illeimmagimmegm
concentrate mostly on trade,
human contacts, and general
principles governing relations
between European nations.
(FORMERLY VALENTiNE PRINT
ING)
For the NATO allies the
A DIVISION OF WINCHESTER PRINTING SERVICES.
INC.
force reduction negotiations
and the "human" aspects of
WHILE-YOU-WAIT
the security meeting will be
1 TO 1,000 COPIES
the acid tests of the Soviet
PRINTING AND
Camera Ready Copy poly.
Union's declared desire for
DUPLICATING
further progress toward true
East-West detente Most of
the Western allies are sticking
firmly to the proposition that
the cold war can hardly be declared over for good unless
NATO and Warsaw Pact
members can begin dismantling their powerful military machines that have reinforced the division of Europe
for a quarter of a century.
And they see little point in
accommodating the Soviet
Union with a joint declaration
5044 MAIN STREET — PHONE
753-4662
of approval of the "status
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
quo" in Europe ( meaning, in

Paul Speaks to the Church the personal likes or dislikes of loudly
professed their atPaul's letters from which selfish and egotistic individuals tachm
ent to Christ. It is quite
today's lesson are taken were who crave recognition and think
possible that this fourth group
addressed to the church which that this is the best way to ob- impre
ssed the other factions
belonged
to God and was tain it. Lack of harmony among that they had
something which
located in Corinth,eapital of the the members is one of the most they
did not have, and were
Roman pr6vince or Achaia, the injurious conditions which can theref
ore better than the rest.
populous and wealthy city prevail in a church. It convinces
In his condemnation of their
which was the meeting place of- the unsaved that there is not spirit and conduc
t, Paul poin
the thought and the commerce any genuineness to the religion
tedly reprimanded the Paulites
.. of the Fast and the West. There of the wranglers, so they by
ridiculing the very idea of
trade flourished and wealth was ridicule them.
their undue exaltation of him.
multiplied, but men and morals
Paul was an-ious for the Paul told the Corinthians that
‘decayed. There men wor- members of tt.e church at
whether it was hearing or
shipped money, drank deep at Corinth to be united in their
believing the gospel of Christ all
% the fountain of pleasure, rocked thinking and in their testimony,
of it was centered in the Lord
I in the chair of luxury, wallowed so he
besought them
not in any other.
3 in the mire of debauchery and eliminate their unholtoy Jesus,II and
Corint
hians 12:19-21
q vice, and lived for the things divisions. Paul made an earMuch transpired in the
that were temporal
nest, urgent, and touching plea church at Corinth during the
,-.
s
1 Corinthians 1:10-15
to them, in the name of the One months which
intervened
•
.. In these verses Paul dealt through Whom they had between Paul's writing these
1 with a matter concerning which received grace and -peac
e, two letters. Conditions with the
1 he had received accurate in- Christ, appealing for unity
of
formation from the household of testimony based upon a com- church had not improved as
rapidly as they should have
LIFE IN CONCRETE—This sunflower,
; Chloe. He did not deal with mon knowledge, acceptance,
rooted In a crevice In
Various problems were still the concrete median strip of
: rumors about the Prevailing and acknowledgment of the
the North Central Expressway In
existi
ng,
Dallas
and
additional ones
, Texas is in full bloom in defiance of Its
conditions in the church in truth. He was reques
harsh invironment.
ting them had arisen. The church was so
- Corinth. but with facts about to be united in their thinki
AP Wirephoto
ng, tolerant of wrongdoing. Such an
'. .: which there were not any believing, and speaki
ng. Christ attitude dishonored Christ,
•:.,doubts It wail sad but true that alone was and is
the center of displeased the Apostle Paul,
contentions, wrangling, strife, such unity as that
for which and did the church an
divisions, and schisms were Paul was pleading. Onene
ss of irreparable injury. The sinful
rampant in the church
at mind and judgment equips for conduct
of the church members
Vorinth When these conditions effective testimony and
service was a source of great concern to
*woad in any church. Satan is for Christ.
Paul, who loved them devotedly
*brays the cause of them. He is
In the church at Corinth there and had done so much
for them.
Merely working through the were at least four factio
ns or Paul was deeply grieved
participants. Members of a groups who were
divided over because they distrusted him
church should ever be on guard preachers. Infor
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Keeping major item
mation con- and questioned his true
but not the only one
against those who would cause cerning the wrang
ling and apostleship.. Without any meat on the family's table is by any means.
strife and divisions within the quarreling of these
cliques was compunction of conscience they becoming more difficult every
membership. They are in- widespread and
Each week the Cincinnati Zoo
injurious to the made various false and day, but consider trying to feed
fluenced by Satan and get worse advan
cement oi the cause Of damaging charges against a family of several hundred buys on the average 500 pounds
as they get older.
of sweet potatoes, 500 pounds of
very picky eaters.
Christ. The Paulites consuuo.eu Paul. Seemi
ngly they were not
Occasionally, divisions occur one group. Anothe
That's the problem faced by carrots, 260 heads of lettuce, 200
r group went aware of the fact that they
In churches over doctrine or into ecstasies over
zoos in the Kentucky area-and pounds of celery, 1200 pounds of
the oratory would be held accountable
for the present food price situation fish, 3,850 pounds of grain,
procedure, but in most cases of Apoilos.
Another faction their
2,000
mistreatment
and
they arise over very in- rallied around Simon
pounds of fruit, and among
Peter. misrepresentation of God's isn't helping.
significant things. Most Still a,nother party
Everything from horsemeat other things, 100 loaves of
refused to man.
frequently they center around follow either
for the lions and tigers-to bread.
of these men and
In the spirit of Christ, Paul
And of course, they cannot
bananas for the monkeys-is on
informed his readers that he
forget one pound of green
the typical zoo shopping list.
was anticipating the pleasure of
Like the average shopper, beans-for a gorilla who likes
visiting them in person in the
zoos try to cut costs by buying green vegetables.
near future, not with any
substitutes and avoiding some
PHONE 753-1272
thought of taking advantage of
Items until the prices come
them in any way, but for the
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY!!
down.
purpose of giving himself unAccording to Pepper Wilson,
yte He 11-We Will _Get It-Or It Can't Be Had 4 selfish
ly and unstinted!), in spokesman
for the Cincinnati
Christian service in their Zoo,
one very important costbehalf. Fearful that upon his cutter
has been the use of
nticipated arrival in their commercial
ly prepared hormidst they might still be in- serneat substi
tutes. These are
ulging in one or more of the made of beef, chicke
n, hor4tight shameful sins that
he semeat by-products, fish, meal,
1mentioned in verse twenty
, vitamins and minerals.
IPaul warned them that
Wilson says that since his zoo
he
could certainly deal with their started using the substitute
in
isgraceful conduct without December, its costs for hocmiesitation or delay regardless of semeat have decreased by 90
ow
embarrassing
and percent. Horaemeat,
by the
orgiveness for them, refrain time it is fortified with vitamins
om
repeating them. and and minerals in a very time
Icrify the Lord Jesus Christ as consuming procedure costs
they shogid, but be was not too about 55 cents a pound. An
Minimum
timistic about their doing SO. adult male lion eats about 12
He earnestly desired that they pounds a day. The substitute
would become willing to costs about 33 cents per pound
practice what he had preached. and comes completely fortified.
Their haughty attitude and their Even this cost has increased
sinful ways were without considerably though. Six
justification or excuse Their months ago a pound of the
shameful practices dishonored substitute cost about 25 cents.
Christ and had a disastrous
In the past horsemeat has
- as been the staple in the diets of
members of the church. Unless the big cats, wolves, hawks
,
they hastened to get right with eagles and other meat
eaters.
$5,000 Minimum
the Lord, and live as Wilson says that most
$1,000 Minimum
of the
professing Christians should. animals have made
the adPaul fully intended to take justment from horse
meat to the
whatever steps were necessary substitute without
any trouble,
to correct the situation when
he but that "some of the older cats
arrived in their midst.
still prefer horsemeat."
1/2%
Red Bayer, assistant curator
of the Louisville Zoo, says that
they have not bought any
horsemeat for two and one-half
years.
However, Dion Albach,
director of the Evansville Zoo.
No Minimum
foresees problems in the future
Oleg Cassini, one of
the because of the increase in price
nation's top fashion design
According to Federal Regulations, existing
ers, of the horsemeat substitute
collaborated with American "For the rest of the
year, beef
Motors' styling staff in
Certificates must be held to maturity at present
creating by-products are not going to be
a special interior option
for the available. We face higher and
all-new
rates of interest.
Matador Brougham higher costs and this Nees
.coupe now on display at Cain
& problems for our budget." •
Treas
None of the zoo officials
say
they are in any trouble yet. The
Mr. Cain of the AMC
use of
dealership, said the "Cassini them substitutes has enabled
-..
Matador" is available in three inflatito at least keep up with
on.
exterior colors-white, copper,
But Albach says, "we aren't
With eath of the- colors having any great trouble
yet,
'copper •cCents.are seen' on the but food costs have gone
up
accents are seen
consid
erably. It just means that
on the
headlight bezels, wheel covers we will have to transf
and the Cassini crest on the from other accoun er money
ts to cover
exterior of the car.
our food costs."
Last
year the Cincinnati Zoc
Inside, he said, individually
adjustable front seats are spent nearly $100,000 on food for
its animals. In any
zoo's budget, You II get tickled too, when you. taste
trimmed in black nylon fabric
BURGER
meat or meat substitutes
with
coppe
i
r
are a QUEEN'S bee-licious onion rings.
metall
ic
buttons
*
LI/
Their crunchy
- - 1-41h4414"- - - .... - z ,
.And.Caseini crests-The floor
goodness and golden'crisp flavor will
delight your
• It.'IStIRED' - : --the oasseneer compartment. is
appetite! BURGEIrCRJETITS-tairand- frien
dry •
In rich Nino& coke
service:Nopef make
-evetytalitti-traol-tt-beefightitif-one
24-ounce
carpet
ing.
Even
i
I
1
the
Phone 753-7921
fr.
So burraver to BURGER QUEEN where every
large trunk has a carpeted
thing
is bee-lioiourt lJoin the bee-tlevers!
floor, With the spare tire
covered in matching fabric
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Zoos Are Affected
Byiliising Prices
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4- H Photographers Say It Thru Pictures

all Illinois Town
Relic of Last Century

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

FOR SATURDAY,SEPTEMBER 1, 1973

"Communicate the sure
way—with photographs," advise 102,000 4-H boys and
girls in the national 4-H
photography program. And
they follow their own advice
with a double assist from the
Cooperative Extension Service and Eastman Kodak
Company.
Garnish a fresh fruit cup with
avocado balls. To make these,
press the flat side of a ball cutter or a Li-teaspoon measuring
spoon into peeled avocado;
keep - turning the cutter
spoon until a ball is formed.
During the last minutes you
cook scrambled egg add one of
these: grated cheddar cheese,
crisp bits of bacon, sauteed
sliced mushrooms or finely
chopped cooked ham.
Pittsburgh, Pa., was incorporated as a city in 1816.
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By DENNIS MONTGOMERY
Associated Press Writer
ELSAH, Ill. (AP) — Caught
in an historical eddy hard by
the Mississippi River are Elsah
and the 19th century.
Here, by economic and geographic accident, nuggets of
the golden age of life along the
river are trapped in a narrow
green valley where a village of
the late 1800s has been preserved nearly intact.
A red bird swoops down to
the stoop of a clapboard hotel
where' steamboat men and
drummers elbowed one another
for grub in the 1880s.
Honeysuckle tumbles down a
hillside before an antebellum
brick cottage, and the fragrance of the flowers slows the
step of people walking down
narrow streets between ancient
limestone and brick buildings.
Charles Hosmer, 41, a history
professor at nearby Principia
College and an Elsah resident,
says the narrow valley and
poverty saved this town of 300
from progress.
It was founded io 1853 by
U.S. Sen. James Semple, whose
family was from Scotland. AS
they sailed for America the last
thing they saw of their homeland was a large rock in the
firth of Clyde- outside, Glasgow named Ailsah.
There were hopes Elsah
would become a big port on the
river. But the valley and the
high bluffs at the mouth of
town restricted its growth and
limited its access inland. And
the railroad displaced the ster-

Look in the section in which watching. Properly alert,
your birthday comes and find however, you can eradicate
what your outlook is, according them and go on to bigger and
better things.
to the stars.
PISCES
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) er14 (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(
Hunches sometimes warn
If pleasure-bent, shun risks,
unwise Involvements If busy at when not to speak or act but are
work, follow a system that will often ignored. Better pay atnot overtax you. Easy does it— tention to them, and to the
suggestions of the experienced
in all things!
now. Avoid excitability.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
YOU BORN TODAY are
Fine planetary influences endowed with great inencourage artistic pursuits, dependence, a spirit of enromance, domestic interests. terprise and are extremely
recipient
was Vicki Lynn
Armed with a camera,
spells action, deter- ambitious. Once you have
Day
Bain, of Lawton, Okla. Using
these young people are ready
mination, cooperation. Plan undertaken a project, you will
to share their thoughts, ideas
her skills she learned through
wisely.
see it through, no matter how
and creativity with others.
the 4-H photography proGEMINI
great the obstacles. You are
They also share their photo(May n to June 21)
gram, she expressed herself
gregarious of nature, unusually
A day for reflection. Give versatile, with a strong affinity
graphic skills with younger
by creating visual demonstracareful thought to decisions you for science. There are many
4-H members in meetings and
tions and exhibits showing,
must make soon. Outcomes other fields in which you could
field trips.
not only her 4-H story, but
could
be extremely important to excel, however—especially the
Some youths, like Fred
the story of her club as well.
the future.
law, journalism, politics,
Gurley of Jefferson, Ga., are
Currently teaching photogCANCER
medicine, education, finance or
oath/ their photo know-how _ "'why to 4-H'ers in a four
(June 22 to July 23)
publishing. With the pamper
to help people in their comcounty area, Miss Bath has
Under present influences, education, of course, you shsild
munities learn about 4-H and
also created a short course on
your creative urges are strong, reach top levels of attainment,
its-activities.
photography, using slides,
may impel you to do something no matter which career you
Recognizing that his local
unusual and outstanding. Make choose. Birthdate of: Walter
that proved so successful it
newspapsr_Llicliftsarg rmuch
the most of this fine period!
Reuther, Amer. labor leader.
was _presented Ai_ bath the
• • •
LEO
Information about
county and state fairs.
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
events, he landed a job as a
Along with awarding six
FOR 1973 FM a Penland.' 140-P•90
Be discriminating in acforecast on Noah, wealth, love and
part-time photographer for $ I ,000 scholarships to
marriage, send $I 00 plus 13 cants in
cepting suggestions: Some may
coin for postage and handling be
the paper. With young Gurley
national winners in the proKoesiscop•
Book Department, Scat 172.
impracticaL
others
be good,
Old Chelsea Station, New York, N Y
taking pictures of local 4-H gram, Eastman Kodak ComNew opportunities indicated—
10311, mentioning MIS newspaper'
Print your NAME. ADDRESS with
activities and his editor pany also provides recognisome not obvious at first. Keep
ZIP, and DATE OF BIRTH(NM sure
running them in the paper, tion to outstanding 4-H
you get the right forecast tor your
searching.
Zodiac sign)
both have become active 4-H photographers at the county
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
communicators.
and state levels.
Originality will not be
young Gurley's
And
Up to four county winners
necessary to success now, so
efforts in promoting 4-H receive medals of honor,
don't waste time by trying to be
through photography paid off while one winner in each
"different" You will do better
FABRIC
another way with a $1,000 state receives an expense-paid
by following past, well-tested
scholarship —as one of six trip tcr-the National 4-H Coi — procedure&
national winners, last year, in' gress in Chicago, Nov. 25-29,
LIBRA
photography courtesy of Kodak.
the 4-H
(Sept. 24 to Oct 23)
program.
For more information on
Plan your schedule so as to
Another 1972 national 4-H photography, contact the
allow for handling not only
essentials, but some unexpected
scholarship county extension office.
winner and
new activities. Be realistic, too.
Do not confuse wishful thinking
with "inspiration."
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
An auspicious period. If you
cooperate smartly, you can
make up for lost time or break
through any barriers to new
FROM BLUE SHIELD
attainment
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 2H
Discretion and secrecy May
be your most important tools if
you are aiming at some unusual
or financial objective. Let past
experience guide you.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi
Avoid a tendency toward
lethargy. Rewards will be
commensurate with the efforts
you expend. Keep your own
counsel in personal affairs.
AQUARIUS
areateolit
Floats—A Life-Saving Technique
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Who says every life-saving device has to look like a "lifeGood Uranus influences, but a
saver?" Many drowning accidents could be avoided if more few "tricky" spots will bear
people were aware of the commonplace devices that float well
enough to support a drowning person. Included on the list of
common objects capable of keeping a victim afloat are: a
picnic vacuum jug, an oar, an ice chest with a clamp-on lid,
a canoe paddle, a water ski, tree branch or beach ball. Also,
Odrinex Plea can help wair-,
don't -forget the spare tire in an ante—until help arrives.
become the slim trim person that you
Charcoal Fires
Mild like to be Odrinex has been used
snicessfuily by thousands all over the
enjoyable outdoor charcoal cooking fire can prove a
ay shopp, ng can
A !.tile Labor
ersaatry for 14 years. Get rid of excess,
deadly enemy when brought indoors—into a closed van or
fat and live longer.
mean great big savings On beautent to remove the evening chill. Once inside, charcoal proOdrinex is a tiny tablet and easily
tiful double knits' Just for this
duces a lethal amount of carbon monoxide, a stealthy, silent
swallowed.Contains no dangerous drugs.
poison formed by the incomplete combustion of the carbon
holiday opening i•e've made a
No starving. No special exercises
in the charcoal. Starving the body tissues of oxygen, the
Ottrinex Plan costs $3.25 and the large
Ott 0 fantostic group of
special
odorless fumes can be deadly—especially at high altitudes
economy sire $5 25.
iocguord.s,
tone-on -tones, novelYou must lose ugly fat or your
where the air is already thin. While there is little danger
ties, two-tones, Crepes, ribs, minimoney will be refunded No questions
during cooking when accompanying grease, smoke and other
asked Accept no substitutes Sold with
ribs, diaaonals, waffle weaves,
funsee.becoma unbearable and force ventilation, danger does
this guarantee by:
nnril permabc,;c,c1.. A!! 60—
arise vrben a hibachi or grill containing hot, Bamako, charSavrite Drugs-Bet Air shopping-'
coal briquets is brought indoors.
nent press. Good reason for making
Center
Fabrific your first holiday stop'

n4*
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nwheeler.
"It could not grow in any direction," Hosmer says. "The
town reached an economic peak
in 1861, from which it has been
declining ever since."
And until about eight years
ago, he says, the town had the
"essential
ingredient" for
thwarting progress — poverty.
What sets Elsah apart today,
Hosmer says, "aside from its
fine natural setting, is that
there is considerable architectural continuity.

"The bulk of Elsah's buildings were all built with in seven years. Most date from 1853
to 1860. Most houses are a rustic Greek revival, mostly stone
with a few brick buildings," he
says.
"The strange thing is that
this prevailing character of the
1860s is still there — in rows.
This is important. Usually no
single building is worth saving
but a district is. And in Elsah
even the trees are still there."

Hih Burger Rastaurant
Ph. 753-9151

413 So. 4th

Now Under New Management

Paul S Margie Garland
invite all friends and customers to
join them
7 days a week
7 a.m.-9 p.m'.
We specialize in:

Hot Tifilii:B41
Home-Style Cooking
Homemade Pies

rabrifie

WW1
YOUR OLD
KNAUER Axeatth
MIRAGE
PORCINE

CENTERS

An

OUR BUYERS MADE A
SPECIAL PURCHASE
JUST FOR THIS EVENT!
FANCY 100% POLYESTER

MODEL GSD461N
4 PUSHBUTTON CYCLES
• Power Scrub' Normal Wesh
Short Wash end Rinse • Hold
• AtallOamile Dokeroons• Mow_

$23995

, Plus small installation charge

MURRAY
APPLIANCE
_112 L Main
'Phone 753-1586

FAT
OVERWEIGHT

Texas Instruments
Electronic Calculators

Available
from

Twin
Lakes
Office
Products

•

DOUBLE KNITS
OngmlOy bilQg

TYR. WARRANTY
TI destans and buylds every corn
portent used In 4ts calculators
Arsd bec.se TI controls Its Pt.
&Kt from start to fintsh, waren
tees ds calculators ago,I, defect.,
rnatmals and %rot krnanshoo lot 1 we.,
horn date Of purtheee
THE DIFFERENCE IN ELECTRONIC
CALCULATORS IS TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
Slated. extortaY, porta:eddy and econookcai
COO of electtonoc calculatoss make then, au,ac
to emeOne who hat tO nod, with numbers
TI Mhos a brood chore, of models sod features
et •OnCe for leHtty pocket boo*.

Hit fabric. Low Labor Day price!
Versatile 100% cotton corduroy in
soapy, solid colors. Your best bet
for lumpors, girls' pinafores, nrw
fell smocks. Designer lengths. 45"
wide. Machine wash, dry.
Ti MOO

TI 3000

Completely Portable

Four Function Calculator

169i

44

TI MOO
Full Ficietsng

Labor Doy Special, We'll'. marked
these good-looking knits way down.
Handy designer lengths in ribs,
waffle
wtpav•s, checks, twills,
multi-colors and more. 60" wide,
permanent press.

Values $144

-4----

to '3.99

YD.

Starts Sat., 9:00 a.m.
TI-4000
Wrtti Memory

SR 10
libectronic Slid*

$111-20
Rul•

Corner at 4th and Main
(Across from Bank of Murray)
Murray, Ky.

tine Early for Best Selection

Engorkrenag Desk Calculator

•

Phone -753-0123

FABRIC----CENTERS

---UNCIFIEFF'S SHOPPING-CENTER
Open 9 2.01. tO 6 p.m. Mon.-Fri. Sunday 1 to 6
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4

Upcoming talks will
test Soviet sincerity

School
Lesson
By Dr. H. C. Chiles
(Based on cOpyr I.:pied outlines produced by
Committee on the Uniform Series and used by
mission

the
per

Paul Speaks to the Church
Paul's letters from which
today's lesson are taken were
addressed to the church which
belonged
to God and was
located in Corinth, capital of the
Roman province of Achaia, the
populous and wealthy city
which was the meeting place of
. the thought and the commerce
of the East and the West. There
4
trade flourished and wealth was
multiplied, but men and morals
• decayed. There men worshipped money, drank deep at
the fountain of pleasure, rocked
1 in the chair of luxury, wallowed
.,
2 in• the mire of debauchery and
..s vice, and lived for the things
I that were temporal
1 Corinthians 1:10-4
e
N In these verses Paul dealt
.withernattenconcerning which
;he had received accurate information from the household of
1
1 Chloe. He did not deal with
t rumors 'about the prevailing
1 conditions in the church in
3 Corinth, but with facts about
which there were not any
3tdoubts. It was sad but true that
- contentions, wrangling, strife,
*visions, and schisms were
rampant in the church
at
'Corinth. When these conditions
prevail in any church. Satan is
always the cause of them. He ie
merely working through the
participants. Members of a
church should ever be on guard
against those who would cause
strife and divisions -within the
membership. They are influenced by Satan and get worse
as they get older.
. Occasionally, divisions occur
in churches over doctrine or
procedure, but in most cases
they arise over very .insignificant things. Most
frequently they center around

By MICHAEL G. LANDERS
Copley News Service
BRUSSELS — It was not
until more than six months
had rolled off the 1973 calendar that this "Year of Europe" finally got into full
swing.
But the ceremonial first
stage of the European security conference was held at
Helsinki in early July. Now
the Western and Soviet bloc
countries are preparing to get
down to the real security conference negotiations in late
September.
And a few weeks later the
two sides are due to begin
bargaining on the North- Atlantic Treaty Organization's
long-standing proposal for
mutual force reductions with
the Warsaw Pact in Central
Europe.
The force cut talks will deal
with the tremendously camplex question of how many
troops, tanks, planes and
other weapons each side could
pull back from what used to
be called the Iron Curtain and
still not be placed at a military disadvantage. The security conference will cover
some military matters but
concentrate mostly, on trade,
human contacts, and general
principles governing relations
between European nations.
For the NATO allies the
force reduction negotiations
and the "human" aspects of
the security meeting will be
the acid tests of the Soviet
Union's deelared desire- for
further progress toward true
East-West detente. Most of
the Western allies are sticking
firmly to the proposition that
the cold war can hardly be declared over for good unless
NATO and Warsaw Pact
members can begin dismantling their powerful military machines that have reinforced the division of Europe
for a quarter of a century.
And they see little point in
accommodating the Soviet
Union with a joint declaration
of approval of the "status
quo" in Europe ( meaning, in

the personal likes or dislikes of loudly professed their atselfish and egotistic individuals tachment to Christ It is quite
who crave recognition and think possible that this fourth group
that this is the best way to ob- impressed the other factions
tain it. Lack of harmony among that they had something which
the members is one of the most they did not have, and were
injurious conditions which can therefore better than the rest.
prevail in a church. It convinces In his condemnation of their
the unsaved that there is not spirit and conduct, Paul poin
any genuineness to the religion Willy reprimanded the Paulites
of the wranglers, so they by ridiculing the very idea of
ridicule them.
---- • - --- their undue exaltation of him.
Paul was an-ious for the Paul told the Corinthians that
members of the church at whether it was hearing or
Corinth to be united in their believing the gospel of Christ all
thinking and in their testimony. of it was centered in the Lord
besought them to Jesus, and not in any other.
so- he
eliminate
unholy
their
II Corinthians 12:1941
divisions. Paul made an earMuch transpired in the
nest, urgent. and touching plea church at Corinth during the
to them, in the name of the One months which
intervened
through Whom they had between Paul's writing these
received grace and peace,. two letters. Conditions with the
Christ. appealing for unity of church had not improved as
testimony based upon a com- rapidly as they should have.
LIFE IN CONCRETE-1'his sunflower, rooted
in a crevice in
mon knowledge, acceptance, Various problems were still the concrete median strip
of the North Central Expressway In
and acknowledgment of the existing, and additional ones Dallas,Texas is in hill bloom
in defiance of its harsh invironment.
truth. He was requesting them had arisen. The church was so
(AP Wirephotai
to be united in their thinking, tolerant of wrongdoing. Such an
believing, and speaking. Christ attitude dishonored Christ,
alone was and is the center of displeased the Apostle Paul,
such unity as that for which and did the church an
Paul was pleading. Oneness of irreparable injury. The sinful
mind and judgment equips for conduct of the church members
effective testimony and service was a source of great concern to
for Christ.
Paul, who loved them devotedly
In-the church at Corinth there and had done so much for-them.
were at least four factions or Paul was deeply grieved
groups who were divided over because they distrusted him
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Keeping major item
preachers. Information con- and questioned his true
but not the only one
cerning the wrangling and apostleship.. Without any meat on the family's table is by any means.
becomi
ng
more
difficult
every
quarreling of these cliques was compunction of conscience they
Each week the Cincinnati Zoo
widespread and injurious to the made various false and day, but consider trying to feed
buys on the average 500 pounds
advancement of the cause Of damaging charges against a family of several hundred
of sweet potatoes, 500 pounds of
very picky eaters.
Christ. The Paulites consuu
Paul. Seemingly they were not
That's the problem faced by carrots, 260 heads of lettuce, 200
one group. Another group went aware of the fact that they
into ecstasies over the oratory would be held accountable for zoos in the Kentucky area-and pounds of celery, 1200 pounds of
the present food price situation fish, 3,850 pounds of grain, 2,000
of Apoilos. Another faction their
mistreatment
and
pounds of fruit, and among
rallied around Simon Peter. misrepresentation of God's isn't helping.
Everything from horsemeat other things, 100 loaves of
Still another party refused to man.
for the lions and tigers-to bread.
follow either of these men and
In the spirit of Christ, Paul bananas for
And of course, they cannot
the monkeys-is on
informed his readers that he the typical
forget one pound of green
zoo shopping list.
was anticipating the pleasure of
Like the average shopper, beans-for a gorilla who likes
visiting them in person in the zoos try to cut costs
by buying green vegetables.
near future, not with any substitutes and avoidin
g some
thought of taking advantage of Items until the prices come
PHONE 753-1272
them in any way, but for the down.
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY!!
purpose of giving himself unAccording to Pepper Wilson,
Will at It-Or It Can't Be Had
selfishly and unstintedly in spokesman for the Cincinnati
Christian service in their Zoo, one very important costbehalf. Fearful that upon his cutter has been the use of
anticipated arrival in their commercially prepared hormidst they might still be in- semeat substitutes. These are
dulging in one or more of the made of beef, chicken, horeight shameful sins that he semeat by-products, fish, meal,
mentioned in verse twenty, vitamins and minerals.
Paul warned them that he
Wilson says that since his zoo
would certainly deal with their darted using the substitute in
disgraceful conduct without December, its costs for horhesitation or delay regardless of semeat have decreased by 90
how
embarrassing
by the
and percent. Horserneat,
forgiveness for them, refrain time it is fortified with vitamins
from
repeating them, and and minerals in a very time
glorify the Lord Jesus Christ as consuntlm procedure costs
they should, but he was not too about M cents a pound. An
Minimum
optimistic about their doing so. adult male lion eats about 12
He earnestly desired that they pounds a day. The substitute
would become willing to costa about 33 cents per pound
practice what he had preached. and comes completely fortified.
Their haughty attitude and their Even this cost has increased
sinful ways were without considerably though. Six
/
justification or excuse. Their months ago a pound of the
shameful practices dishonored substitute cost about 25 cents.
Christ and had a disastrous
In the past horsemeat has
effect-en their witness as been the staple in the diets of
members of the church. Unless the big cats, wolves, hawks,
they hastened to get right with eagles and other meat eaters.
$5,00O Minimum
the Lord, and live as Wilson says that most of the
$1,000 Minimum
professing Christians should, animals have made the adPaul fully intended to take justment from horsemeat to the
whatever steps were necessary substitute without any trouble,
to correct the situation when he but that "some of the older cats'
arrived in their midst.
still prefer horsemeat."
1/2%
-Red Bayer, assistant curator
of the Louisville Zoo, says that
they have not bought any
horsemeat for two and one-hall
years.
However, Dion Albach.
director of the Evansville Zoo.
foresees problems in the future
No Minimum
Oleg Cakslni, one of the because of the increase in price
nation's tim
on designers, of the horsemeat substitute.
According to Federal Regulations, existing
collaborate with American "For the rest of the year, beef
Motors' styling staff in creating by-products are not going to be
Certificates must be held to maturity at present
a special interior option for the available. We face higher and
all-new
Matador Brougham higher costs and this poses
rates of interest
coupe now on display at Cain & problems for our budget."
Treas.
None of the zoo officials say
they are in any trouble yet. The
Mr. Cain of the AMC use of substitu
., ,
•
tes has enabled
dealership, said the "Cassini them to at
-'
.
least keep up with
Matador" is available in three Inflation.
....
._
exterior colors-white, copper.
But Albach says, "we aren't
With each of the colors, having any great trouble yet,
copper -ccents are seen on the but food costs have gone up
accents are seen
on the considerably. It just means that
headlight bezels, wheel covers we will have to transfer money
and the Cassini crest on the from other accounts to cover
our food costs."
exterior of the car.
6 Last year the Cincinnati Zoo
Inside, he said, individuallyadjustable front seats are spent nearly $100,000 on food for
Its animals. In any zoo's budget.
You'll get tickled too, when you taste BURGE
trimmed in black nylon fabric
R
meat or meat substitutes are a
QUEEN'S bee-liCious'onion rings. Their crunchy
with copper metallic buttons
,
.
.. , ,
.iti.
and Cassini crests. The floor of
goodness and golden crisp flavor will
efefightvyour
the passenger compartment is
appetite' BURGER QUEEN'S hest and-friendly
irtruiRsel-in rick tiipper
— eol-or
•seivTvetterpafftelle-overytaatedion/7445.
treetirbeetrghtftrrontr
24-ounce carpeting. Even the
So buzz over to BURGER QUEEN where everything
Phone 753-7921
'4
large trunk has a carpeted
is bee-licious! Join the bee-lievers1
floor, with the spare tire
covered in matching fabric.
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Zoos Are Affected
By Rising Prices_

WALLIarDRUG

1L

Russian terms, the permaleaders to agree to any mdden
nent division of the continent
end to strict control over the
into Communist and nonlives of their citizens.
Communist blocs) unless the
What the West will be pressEast European regimes are
ing for in the conference will
willing to reciprocate by givbe agreements for the other
ing their citizens more freeside along the lines of more
dom and more contacts with
freedom of travel between the
the West.
two European blocs, more
While the western allies
contacts between scholars
may hope for some surprising
and writers, an end to jammajor breakthrough in the
ming of Western broadcasts,
coming negotiations, realism
and the like. But even these
dictates that their expectaobjectives clash sharply with
tions be limited. At this point
what so far has been the Rusthere is little likelihood that
sian idea of increasing "huany early force cut agreement
man contacts" only through
would involve more than a
carefully organized "cultural
modest reduction, if that, of
exchanges." And while the
Soviet troops in Eastern Eu- •
Western allies may get Mosrope.
cow to sign some sort of vague
The presence of these
declaration that theoretically
troops is still the basis of Mosprecludes another episode
cow's control over its satellike the 1968 invasion of
lites. Certainly the Kremlin
Czechoslovakia there will
will not accept any _mutual
hardly be away in the secuforce reduction that might
rity conference negotiations
jeopardize its ability to mainto prevent the Russians from
tain internal security on its
disregarding such a resoluside of the European divide.
tion if they feel the need
Likewise in the security
conference it would be unwise
There are about 19 8 million
to expect the Eastern bloc telephones in Japan
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mall Illinois' Town
Relic of Last Century

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

By DENNIS MONTGOMERY
Associated Press Writer
ELSAH, Ill. (AP) - Caught
watching. Properly alert,
hard by
however, you can eradicate in an historical eddy
Mississippi River are Elsah
them and go on to bigger and the
and the 19th century.
better things.
Here, by economic and geoPISCES
graphic accident, nuggets of
X
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
the golden age of life along the
Hunches sometimes warn river are trapped in a narrow
when riot to speak or act but are green valley where a village of
often ignored. Better pay at- the late 1800s has been pretention to them, and to the served nearly intact.
suggestions of the experienced
A red bird swoops down to
now. Avoid excitability.
the stoop of a clapboard hotel
YOU BORN TODAY are where steamboat men and
one another
endowed with great in- drummers elbowed
1880s.
grub
in
the
for
dependence, a spirit of enHoneysuckle tumbles down a
terprise and are extremely
hillside before an antebellum
ambitious. Once you have
brick cottage, . and the fraundertaken a project, you will grance of the flowers slows the
see it through, no matter how step of people walking down
great the obstacles. You are narrow streets between ancient
gregarious of nature, unusually limestone and brick buildings.
versatile, with a strong affinity
Charles Hosmer, 41, a history
for science. There are many professor at nearby Principia
other fields in which you could College and an Elsah resident,
excel, however-especially the says the narrow valley and
law, journalism, politics, poverty saved this town of 300
medicine, education, finance or from progress.
It was founded in 1853 by
publishing. With the proper
education, of course, you should U.S. Sen. James Semple, whose
reach top levels of attainment, family was from Scotland. As
no matter which career you they sailed for America the last
choose. Birthdate of: Walter thing they saw of their homein the
Reuther, Amer. labor leader. land was a large rock
firth of Clyde outside Glasgownamed Ailsah,
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR 1573 For • personal LW WNW
There were hopes Elsah
forecast on neelth. *width. love and
would become a big port on the
marriage, send Si CP plus 25 cents in
coin be postage and Bandit.* to
river. But the valley and the
Horoscope Book Department Dos 172,
Old Chelsea Stahon New Tor*. N
high bluffs at the mouth of
4011, mentioning thili newspaper
town restricted its growth and
Print your NAME ADDRESS ion,
ZIP, and DATEOF BIRTH (tobesore
limited its access inland. And
you got the richt forecast for your
the railroad displaced the sterzodIec sign)

FOR SATURDAY,SEPTEMBER 1, 1973

Armed with a camera,
these young people are ready
to share their thoughts, ideas
and creativity with others.
They also share their photographic skills with younger
4-H members in meetings and
Field trips.
Some youths, like Fred
Gurley of Jefferson, Ga., are
using their photo know;how
to help people in their comGarnish a fresh fruit cup with
avocado balls. To make these, munities learn about 4-H and
press the flat side of a ball cut- its activities.
ter or a /
1
2-teaspoon measuring
Recognizing that his local
spoon into peeled avocado;
newspaper didn't carry much
keep turning the cutter or informatioTt about '4-11 spoon until a ball is formed.
events, he landed a job as a
part-time photographer for
During the last minutes you
the paper. With young Gurley
cook scrambled egg add one of
taking pictures of local 4-H
these: grated cheddar cheese,
activities and his editor
crisp bits of bacon, sauteed
sliced mushrooms or finely
running them in the paper,
chopped cooked barn.
both have become active 4-H
communicators.
Gurley's
Pittsburgh, Pa., was inyoung
And
corporated as a city in 1816.
efforts in promoting 4-H
through photography, paid off
another way with_a $1,000
sanlarship as one of Six
national winners, last year, in
photography
the 4-H
program.
Another 1972 national
scholarship
and
winner
"Communicate the sure
way-with, photographs,' advise 102,000 4-H boys and
girls in the national 4-H
photography program. And
they follow their own advice
with a double assist from the
Cooperative Extension Service and Eastman Kodak
Company.

RERAPI
YOUR 011)
MUM im aith
WITH A CE
POISCRUBBER

recipient was Vicki Lynn
Bain, of Lawton, Okla. Using
her skills she learned through
the 4-H photography program, she expressed herself
by creating visual demonstrations and exhibits showing,
not only her 4-H story, but
the story of her club as well.
Currently teaching photography to .4-11'ert.. in .a four
county area, Miss Bath has
also created a short course on
photography, using slides,
that proved so successful it
was presented at both the
couniy and state-rigs':
Along with awarding six
S 1 ,000 scholarships to
national winners in the program, Eastman Kodak Company also provides recognition to outstanding 4-H
photographers at the county
and state levels.
Up to four county winners
receive medals of honor,
while one winner in each
state receives-an expense-paid
trip to the Yklational 4-H Congress in Chicago, Nov. 2S-9.
courtesy of Kodak.
For more information on
4-H photography, contact the
county extension office.
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Floats—A Life-Saving Technique

MODEL GSD461N
CYCLES
PUSHBUTTON
4
. Normal Wash
• Power Scrub"
Short Wash and Rinse & Held
Detergent
& Ringo• Aistetria*c
Olo Dispensers

$23995

Plus small Milellatiaa Masse

MURRAY
APPLIANCE
2121, Main _
Phone 753-1586 1

Who says every life-saving device has to look like a "lifesaver?" Many drowning accidents could be avoided if more
people were aware of the commonplace devices that float well
enough to support a drowning person. Included on the list of
OCP=2021 objects capable of keeping a victim afloat are: a
picnic vacuum jug, an oar, an ice chest with a clamp-on lid,
is awe paddle, a water ski, tree branch or beach ball. Also,
don't forget the spare tire in an auto-until help arrives.
Charcoal Fires
An enjoyable outdoor charcoal cooking fire can prove a
deadly enemy when brought indoors-into a closed van or
tent to remove the evening chill. Once inside, charcoal produces a lethal amount of carbon monoxide, a stealthy, silent
poison formed by the incomplete combustion of the carbon
in the charcoal. Starving the body tissues of oxygen, the
odorless fumes can be deadly-especially at high altitudes
where the air is already thin. While there is little danger
during cooking when accompanying grease, smoke and other
fumes -become unbearable and force vesstiletioa:, clanger dees
arise when a hibachi or grill containing hot, nameless charcoal briquets is brought indoors.

nwheeler.
"It could not grow in any direction," Hosmer says. 'The
town reached an economic peak
in 1861, from which it has been
declining ever since."
And until about eight years
ago, he says, the town had the
"essential
ingredient" for
thwarting progress - poverty.
What sets Elsah apart today,
Hosmer says, "aside from its
fine natural setting, is that
there is considerable architectural continuity.

"The bulk of Elsah's buildings were all built with in seven years. Most date from 1853
to 1860. Most houses are a rustic Greek revival, mostly stone
with a few brick buildings," he
says.
The strange thing is that
this prevailing character of the
1860s is still there - in rows.
This is important. Usually no
single building is worth saving
but a district is. And in Elsah
even the trees are still there."

Hilt Burger Restaurant
Ph. 753-9151

413 So. 4th

- Now Under New Management

Paul

Margie Oidstul

invite all friends and customers to
join them
7 days a week
_ 7• a.m.-9 p.m.
We specialize in:

Hot Pit Bar-B-Q Home-Style Cooking
Homemade Pies

rabrifie
FABRIC

CENTERS

OUR BUYERS MADE A
SPECIAL PURCHASE
JUST FOR THIS EVENT!
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Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) IA
If pleasure-bent, shun risks,
unwise involvements. If busy at
work, follow a system that will
not overtax you. Easy does itin all things!
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) bect7
Fine planetary influences
encourage artistic pursuits,
romance, domestic interesbs.
Day spells action, determination, cooperation. Plan
wisely.
GEMINI
9
(May 22 to June 21) /1161
A day for reflection. Give
careful thought to decisions you
must make soon. Outcomes
could be extremely important to
the future.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Under present influences,
your creative urges are strong,
may impel you to do something
unusual and outstanding. Make
the most of Wit fine period!
----ehat
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. it) 406
Be discriminating in accepting suggestions: Some may
be good, others impractical.
New opportunities indicatedsome not obvious at first Keep
searching.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) VP
Originality will not be
necessary to success now, so
don't waste time by trying to be
"different" You will do better
by following past, well-tested
procedures.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Plan your schedule so as to
allow for handling not only
essentials, but some unexpected
new activities. Be realistic, too.
Do not confuse wishful thinking
with "inspiration."
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) MeV'
An auspicious period. If you
cooperate smartly, you can
make up for lost time or break
through any barriers to new
attainment.
SAGITTARIUS
Nev. 23 to Dec. 211
Discretion and secrecy fnay
be your most important tools if
you are aiming at some unusual
or financial objective. Let past
experience guide you.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 72 to Jan. 20)
Avoid a tendency toward
lethargy. Rewards will be
commensurate with the efforts
you expend. Keep your own
counsel in personal affairs.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Good Uranus influences, but a
few "tricky" spots will bear

FANCY 100% POLYESTER

DOUBLE KNITS

The Odrinex Peen can INN se
become the slim trim person that you
would like to be. Odrinex has been used
successfully by thousands ail over the
country for 14 years. Get rid of excess
fat and live longer.
Odrinex is a tiny tablet and eiWly
swallowed Contains no dangerous d46.
No starving. No special exercises
Odrinex Plan costs $3.25 and the large
economy size $5.25.
You must lose ugly fat or your
money will be refunded No ouesiions
asked Accept no substitutes Sold with
this guarantee by:
Savrite Drugs-Bel Air Shopping

A little Labor toy shopping con
mean greet big savings On beau tutu i double knits' Just for this
we've made a
opening
holiday
special buy on o foronstic group of
t ocquards, tone-on -tones, novel-

44

ties, two-tones, crepes, ribs, mini.
waffle weaves,
lici.gono I ,
,

tc, '3.99

boucks. All 60- wide and permanent press. Good reason for making
Fobrific your first holiday stop'

Center

YARD

1 YR WARRANTY

Texas Instruments
Electronic Calculators

PINWALE
CORDUROY

cost of fleetronte caculator% make them afro
tout to anYOnst sate bon it:. Yoga *nth P.ii.ben
Ti offers a totted chore* of models and
features
W •WU'
,
foe every pocket book.

Available
from

Twin
Lakes
Office
Pro tic s

TI cantons and bullds every corn
POnent used n ft s calcutators
And because Ti controls tt, p
duct from start to ftresn, ft puaren
tees tti calcularlOn apoonst defecoye
'Tylenol% and ovorkmayhto tor I veer
front donsof purchase.

THE DIFFERENCE IN ELECTRONIC
CALCULATORS IS TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
Somd, accuracv. portaboltty and economocat

Hit fabric. Low Labor Day price!
Versatile 100% cotton corduroy in
snappy solid colors. Your best bet
for limpets, girls' pinafores, new
fall smocks. Designer lengths. 45"
wide. Machine wash, dry.
TI 2500
CompNtaily Portablit

T1-3000
Four Function Cakulator

100% POLYESTER

DOUBLE
KNITS
Labor Day Spociall We've marked
these good-looking knits way down.
Handy designer lengths in ribs,
w
, checks, twills,
waffle
multi-colors and more. 60" wide,
permanent press.

$1 44

11-3900
F. Flatting DIWIMIS

Values
to 53.99

169 96

YD.

Starts Sat.; 9':00 a.m.
11-4000
With Memory

SR 10
DIKtronic Slide Rut.

Come Early for Best Selection

Sn-30
Ettitotansia Desk Ca+outstor,
f

Cornet 0114th
(Across from Bank df Murray)
Murray, Ky.

phone

UNCLE JEFF'S SHOPPING CENTER
Open 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Mon.-Fri. Sunday 1 to 6

753-0123
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Sportsman's

"A Rod Built For You"

•

Murray High School. As in his
Life work as band director, Joe
takes pride in his rods and only
out the best and the
flawless.
Joe uses only the best lonepiece rod blanks in his custom
work. He explained that a onepiece rod distributes the stress
more evenly than the two piece.
For rod guides Joe uses the new
tough ceramic type because of
the tougher quality that even
the carboloid guides can't
match.
"Why buy a custom rod?" Joe
explains that "too many
fishermen need a one-of-a-kind
rod adds the needed confidence
to stay with the fishing all day
when it's slow."
riäIT111IWtalh
/C
sense of pride owning a rod that
is of his or partially his own
design and a rod that is
designed to his touch and
_
comfort.
has
rewrapped
many rods
Joe
that have had abuse so he gave
out some helpful suggestions to
make your rods and wrappings
last longer. Never lay your rod
in the bottom of the boat or
throw it into the rig in any loose
fashion.
Once through with the day's
fishing Joe recommends that
you not put the rods in your
trunk. This is abrasive to the
guide wrappings and could
result in broken guides if objects fall on them in a sudden
stop. It also results in drying out

of the varnish and gradual
cracking as a result of the intensive heat in the trunk.
Joe recommends that a man
own two rods for all around
fishing. One for worming and
another for spinnerbaits and
plugs. Worm rods should have a
fast tip with about a 10 per cent
bend, this is called a slow taper.
The spinnerbait rod should have
about a 3 per cent bend and is
referred to as a fast taper.
Joe says "Every rod should
be checked for tip action and
balance for surface casting
efficiency. Joe pointed out that
new guides should be placed at
critical bending points along the
with the—line-never being
able to touch the rod.
Joe uses a double wrap on all
the fugi guides he uses for
strength and durability. In Joe's
words, It just lasts longer this
way."

•
Calloway conservation officer Jerry Maupin, center, explains the proceduries of the new poacherpetrol program to the membership of "Calloway Deer Sportsmen", while a few of the potential
members look on with interest.
Staff Photo by Jerry Allen

Calloway Deer Sportsmen
Are Out to Stop Poaching

With all the rods and reels in
Joe's house you'd think he
owned a tackle shop, but like
lots of us now days around
Calloway County, Joe just loves
any aspect of fishing and is
known as-one of the top anglers
of the area. If you're ever lucky
enough to meet Joe it's likely
you'll not leave his presence
without talking fishing and if
you're lueky he might show you
some of his fantastic custom
built rods.

Joe Sills, holds one of his fabulous custom-made rods that any fisherman, pro or novice, would be
3roud to own.
Staff Photo by Jerry Alien

Calloway kuunty deer hunters
may be the salvation of West
Kentucky's deer herd as a
direct result of their new and
unique -Calloway County Deer
Sportsman Club."
The newly formed club not
only has great plans of
fellowship through its many
planned bow and gun hunter
activities, but they've got great
plans on eliminating the extreme deer poaching problem in
Calloway.
Poachers call themselves
hunters, this may be true, but
they're not sportsman and they
are robbing the legal deer
hunter of his heritage. The
public suffers as well as the
farmer when a jack lighter
mistakes a cow's eye for a
potential deer.
As a result the poacher then
gets his game and the sportsman get the shaft, because the
farmer then blames anyone
with a gun and ''posted signs
adorn the fence post. This still
doesn't stop the poacher from
his dirty died.
-Severa17--Calloway--deer
hunters silt a need for this
poaching nonsense to cease.
And this is the intention of every

Central Shopping Center
— Murray, Ky.
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*TwatHi.
Largest
Selections of Sporting Goods in West Ky.
for the Hunter or Fisherman
BE SURE TO ENTER OUR FISHING CONTEST!
•No Entry Fee! •Prizes Galore!
tati4AmtMCARI
- "alti..2.1

Open 9-9 Mon.-Sat., 1-6 Sunday

Check Big K For....

FOR THE ALL AROUND
SPORTSMAN
•New Stock Firearms
•Reloading Equipment
•Fishing Equipment
•Hunting Equipment
• Archery Equipment

li-

Gunt
Remington-Browning
Winchester

Shells
Remington -Federal
Hunting & Fishing
Licenses
Winchester
Camping * Fishing * Archery
Equipment
Equipment
Equipment

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut Street Phone 753-2571
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by Jerry Allen

Any fisherman enjoys the feel
of a good rod, whether it be
store bought or custom made.
Of course, there are advantages
and disadvantages of a store
bought rod, but when held in
hand, there's no doubt the
greatest satisfaction will come
from a rod that is custom made
especially for you.
In order to make such a rod it
takes a special talent and a man
that derives satisfaction from
his work. Joe gills is such a
man. Some of the post outstanding ability in West Kentucky is displayed in Joe's
custom rods. From a lump of
fiberglass, taking colored
thread and a few guides here
and.there Joe vziads_and fuses
together a masterpiece that any
fishermen would be overjoyed
to have in his rod rack.
"I first got interested in rod
building about three years
ago." Joe says, And I figured I
could do as good a job as
anyone, so I asked around and
talked to rod makers all over
the country. Before long I'd put
together my first rod using a
few borrowed ideas and a lot of
my
Joe has-wrapped rods for
people in a four-state area.
Many local fishermen know his
work and throw one of his rods
everyday. Joe and his wife,
Sherry, moved to Murray
nearly three years ago when he
became band director at

'AGE ELI

standing area sportsmen will be
club member. As a result the
awarded prizes and trophies for
poacher patrol was set up to aid
achievements.
conservation officer Jerry their
The club has plans to set up a
Maupin in his many duties.
clinic whereby the
Maupin says that this could be hunter safety
public
will be allowed to
general
the greatest move of Kentucky
charge to receive
sportsmen toward the halt of attend free of
certificate..
poaching in the past •30 years. their hunter safety
later in livives
result
may
This
Selected members of the
that normally
Calloway Deer Sportsmen" being saved
lost as a direct
will be combing the countyside would have been
careless, non inresult
of
a
night after night and will be
outdcorsmen.
concealed at every likely known formed
The club members will be
place where deer could be
able to receive ..discounts from
poached. Of course a certain
houses and possibly may
supply
amount of secrecy must be
that trophy deer
maintained in order for this be able to get
mounted at less cost in a
plan to be a success. That's why head
cooperative agreement with
not even the club members
taxidermists.
themselves will know each and local
The plans are for the perevery poacher patrolman, only
officers to be elected at
the local conservation officer manent
By-laws
meeting.
a
future
will know, and of course the
#rici a club constitution are now
deer poacher when caught.
of approval by
In order to become a poacher in the process
next meeting
The
members.
be
Patrolman the rule was to
this Tuesday night
member of the "Calloway Deer will be held
above the Murray police station
Sportsman Club."
council room, at 7 p.m. If
Other club plans have in- in the
want to see our deer herd
cluded deer seminars by local you
grow and save hunting as well
leading authorities and game
enjoy it yourselves, then turn
as
managers. Gun and archery
city
tournaments will fill the off- off the T.V. and drive to the
hall for the next meeting of
season schedule as well al
"The Calloway Deer Sportannual banquet, when outsman's Club."

I

WARD - ELKINS
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Our New Gun Department
La Now Open!
All

Makes

of

Guns

WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!

Fishermen, it won't be long
now. The bass should break
loose in two or three weeks if
these cool nights hang with us.
But for now they're still deep
and hard to catch, for the most
Part.
Barkley Lake is producing
considerably better strings of
bass than Kentucky Lake right
now by castinsi•worms and
hellbenders on he shallow
shunps. Crappie are fair on
Kentucky Lake, still deep and
stripes are jumping at the main
river channel. Lillie George and
small spinner lures are still
catching those big ones.
The drawing for blinds in the
Bear Creek Waterfowl Area
near Lake Barkley in Land
Between The Lakes will be held
at the Stewart County High
School in Dover, Tenn., at 9
a.m. on September 3. Hunters
must have a Tennessee hunting
license and federal migratory
waterfowl stamp in order to
participate in the drawing. _
If you want a blind site you
must appear in person for the
drawing. Hunters who have
registered for a blind site in any
other
state
waterfowl
management area in Tennessee
are not eligible for the drawing
at Bear Creek.
The Bear Creek area is one of
the top duck hunting spots on
Lake Barkley, . T.V.A.
management practices in the
area include pumping anproximately 100 acres dry in the
early summer, then sowing
buckwheat, millet, mil, and
other waterfowl food before
flooding again in late fall prior
to the waterfowl season.
The area downstream from
the Bear Creek Unit to the
Kentucky state line will be open
each day during the waterfowl
season. There will be no blind
sites staked or drawn for this
section; however, sites may be

With dove season opening
tomorrow it's time to get out
and find some open silos. This
usually means someone is
cutting silage, and doves. The
limit on doves this year is 12 per
day and hunting time is from 12
noon to 30 minutes before
sunset.
A good place to catch a few
late afternoon doves is around a
cleared off pond bank of where
the cattle or hogs have kept
down the vegetation. At this
tirnt of day the doves flock in
for water before they start
wandering toward their roost.
You campers that are interested in a last-minute camp
out in Land Between The Lakes
with all the comforts better rush
ft:tip. The --earii*citincE, at
Rushing Creek, will close
September 5. However, Hillman
Ferry camping area and the
primative areas will be open
,year-reund._,
_
The Murray Deer Sportsman
Club held its organizing
meeting Tuesday night with a
fair turnout. It is believed that
this club could be the salvatiop
of deer hunting with memlers
participating in the poacher
patrol program to eliminate
deer poaching.
The poacher patrol will help
the conservation officers in
their line of duty in West
Kentucky. Potential poachers
will be continuously surveyed
and should be eventually/
Drought before the courts. Let's
hope our county judge throws
the book at them.
The poacher is stealing from
the hunter and the taxpayer
when he illegally takes a deer or
any other game out of season.
So let's press for stiffer fines
and a sentence °IT— deer
poachers. Possibly Calloway
County may once again have
the largest herd of deer in
Kentucky.
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Al's Tips
1. When working through
timber for squirrels, try to keep
the sun at your back so that
you'll have good shooting
visibility at targets above
ground level.
2. When prowling the woods
for squirrels, check the ground
for fallen acorns or other nuts
that look freshly gnawed. If you
find some, sit down nearby, in a
place where you will have a
good view of the tree, and
remain still for twenty minutes
or half an hour-though you may
get a shot much sooner than
that.
3. Do some bird listening.
Blue jays, blackbirds and other
species like to scold squirrels,
thus revealing their location. A
long or repeated scolding bears
investigation.
4. A favorite escape tactic Of
squirrels is simply to scurry
around to the opposite side of a
tree trunk or limb. If you follow,
bushytall'will—
confinue erdling
the wood, maintaining a solid
shield. Instead, toss a rock over
the far side and be ready to
shoot. The noise when it lands
will usually send your target
around to your side of the tree.
. A floating plastic worm that
isn't weighted can be snaked in
and out of the brush or lily pads.
The buried hook will keep it

TABERS
BODY SHOP, Inc.
24

registered when the drawing for
the Bear Creek Unit is held. Any
blinds or pits built in this area
must be registered with T.V.A.

almost entirely weedless. But
you must strike hard in order
for the hook to penetrate both
the plastic and the mouth of the
fish.
Many types of fishing are
beginning to "happen " at this
time. There's still fishing for
bass, catfish, suckers, etc., in
streams, using worms, and
nightcrawlers; and fishing in
farm ponds or small lakes for
bass, bluegill, catfish or even
crappie. Major lake fishermen,
too, are taking their fair share
game fish, especially with
minnows and nightcrawlers.

THE F

BEA1
first, the
opening day of dove season-,-sunset will be at 6:26 p.m.
Quiting time for dove hunters
will be one-half hour before
sunset,so make sure your out of
the field by 5:56 p.m.
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Remember hunting courtesy
and Good Luck to all good
hunters.
)3'-3l-

HUTSON

NANI

CHEMICAL
CO. INC.

"PROMPT. EFFICIENT SERVICE IS OUR
MAJOR
BUSINESS"
It
e

Hr. Wrecker Service —

51
OF

Can Any Mine

753-1933

YO L
VEI

rfilizer
Your Preseription Carefully & 4ceurately Filled

1301 Chestnut

Located W. Railroad Avenue

753-3134

Nor

FISHERMEN
Drop by and look over our selection
. of Fishing Tackle and Supplies
.,..
r
,
wort-envy the Wilson line
of Sporting Equipment for All Sports
. iriou're a hunter, ask about our
rselection of guns

-

*10-47n & Hodge.
205 So. 5th
753-4469
George Hodge, owner

.

HUNTERS -FISHERMEN:
Get to Where the. Action Is!
i
P
7:1
it:44

Jeep Puts
You There!

Cain &Trans
Motor Saki—

Wayne Darnell
Outboard Marine

y CHRYSLER

Aumonin0 IMALEI1
0
morons coomanamon

TAYLOR
MOTORS

Johnson

Sales
Service-Parts

-91P1

,
•E

HIS!.

144

•

air 41-veil:via
-

American Motors Dealer
806 Cowater Road
753-6448

_
"WEST XLINTVCRY'S
TB ANSPORTATION CENTER"
MORE 713-1212

4---11)tjo"-Cratt

I

Complete Boating Supplies

753-3734

Hwy. 94E. Murray, Ky.
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Fort Boonesborough is
Kentucky's finest riverside
park, with sandy beach, picnic
areas, campgrounds, boat dock
and lots of the Kentucky River
to enjoy. Each year, the Kentucky Admirals, fraternal
Members of a growing group of
people who enjoy the state's
extensive waterways, celebrate
with a picnic, and invite
everyone to attend. It's free
( you bring your own lunchi, and
this year the date is Sunday,
September 2.
There will be goings-on to
interest everybody, young and
old, landlubbers and waterfaring folks alike. Somebody
calling himself Daniel Boone. in
authentic costume, is expected
to show up--returning to the
spot the great pioneer made
famous

trees and tables. A beauty
contest will beheld for all single
girls from 16 years of age to 21,
and a musical group will
provide a varied program of
entertainment throughout the
day.
The Kentucky Department of
Parks and the Department of
Natural Resources are assisting
the Boonesborough Boat Club as
sponsors of the picnic. Local
service clubs and chambers of
commerce, and boat-dock
owners in the area, are also
participating

Munfordville, birthplace of
two Civil War generals, will
hold its fourth annual "Battlefield Trek" September 8.
"The battle .at Munfordville,
Activities will begin at 10:00
originally September 14, 1862,
a.m. at Clays Ferry Boat Dock,
will be re-enacted on this date
a few miles downstream, where
as a trial run for next year's
boaters may gather to take part
Bicentennial event," stated
in the annual boat parade to the
Russell Simms,president of the
Boonesborough
dock. Munfordville Lions Club.
Houseboats, runabouts, pontoon
The Trek will begin at the
floats, cabin cruisers and MunfordVil
le Fairgrounds;
canoes will cover the river, southwest to Forts
Willich and
their boaters corning frain the' Terrill. Prom Fort Terrill, the
area and from faraway places. route returns through town,
The boater traveling the longest passes the house which served
distance, in his boat, to attend as Bragg's Headquarters,
the picnic will get a prize. crosses the bridge over Green
Trophies will be awarded in River, loops around
to the
many classes, from the most battlefield site and returns to
unusual craft to the best- the starting point.
decorated one.
Munfordville's two generals
There will be ample space for were Simon Bolivar Buckner,
picnics with plenty of shade for the Confederacy, and
Thomas J. Wood, the Union.
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SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 1, 10:30 a.m. rain or shine
Turn north off Highway 94 one mile east of Tri City,
then turn first black top west to the late Mr. Vernon
Easley farm. Approximately 10 miles west of Murray,
Ky.
This home has been in the Easley family for nearly 100
years and you will find a good variety of old and good
items.
A refrigerator, deep freeze, stove one year old, spool
and pineapple bedsteads, two nice couches, living room
suite, two portable, T.V.s, oil Duo therm and electric
heaters, four section book case, recliner, vacuum cleaner,
night stand, washer, hand and power sausage grinders,
porch swing and settee, dishes and cooking utensils,
thread cutting dies, Clipper seed cleaner with motor, two
row-fertilizer-distributor, corn sheller, brass knob gear,
hand tools and out building pieces.
Old items
Furniture up to 100 years old, n long Stevens Favorite
rifle and double barrel shot-gun shoot now, 2 book cases,
one very nice, one half and full sized wooden bedsteads
and couch, good patterns, washstand, claw foot and other
center table. beau iful dining table and six matching
chairs and extra nice buffet, granite wood cook stove, 3
trunks, copper boiler, milk can, beam and other scales,
call bell phone complete, 20 framed pictures, side saddle,
5-2 to 8 gallon jars, 100-18000 to early 1900 books, powder
horn, bee smoker, razor and hone, syrup pitcher,
split
.12a.5ket, oldesttluilt.s and frames,feather beds.-spreads. 1.5
and 30 gallon .lard kettles and cracklin squeezers, other
iron ware, baby bed and small collectors pieces.
Refreshments available, not responsible for accidents,
come early for inspection.
Mr. Harland Easley, Administrator
Douglas Shoemaker in charge of sale,
Phone 753-3375 Murray

SALES POSITION
With a present and a future
Three men-exceptional opportunity
To qualify, must have car, good educational and character
background. Bondable. Must be aggressive, alert, highly
sociable, ambitious and responsible. If you are selected, your
future is secure! You will be given a complete two weeks
sales training program in Nashville. Tenn Expenses paid.
Guaranteed income to start at up to $1,000.00 a month while
being trained in the field. Our salesmen are given every
opportunity for advancement to key management positions
Equal opportunity employer.
THIS PHONE CALL CAN ClIAN9E YOUR LIFE!!!!
CALL COLLECT FOR APPOINTMENT NOW!
LES MORRIS
RAMADA INN
PADUCAH, KY.
443-8751
September 3& 4 between 9a.m. and 6 p.m
COLLEGE STUDENTS, we are
looking for students who wish to
earn extra money on a part time
basis. Set your Own hours and
work when you want to. 7532278.
Sl2C

al Miller Auction Service, 435PLUMBERS HELPER wanted,
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs. 4042, Lynn Grove. "It Pays To
age 25 to 45. Experience
Sell
Chester-Mill
The
er
Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
A31C preferred, but not necessary.
Piano Company, across from Way."
Good working conditions. Send
Post Office, Paris, Tenn.
A31C
resume to P.O. Box 32-G,
Murray, Kentucky. September 8C
WAREHOUSE HELPER wanted
Someone with knowledge of
electrical and plumbing wanted.
Send resume to P.O. Box 32-G,
Murray,Kentucky.September 8C

J6I3 MUSIC CENTER
Dixieland-753-7575-Murray
at, the
e season, •26 p.m.
hunters
before
our out of

WE'LL TRAIN YOU
IN LAW ENFORCEMENT
FOR A JOB OVERSEAS
OR IN THE STATES
Today's Army will pay you
full salary while you learn
to be a Military Policeman.
Then we'll give you a job
overseas or in the States.
To_u'll also gO.30 days paid
vacation a year to see a
little of the world. Plus
many other benefits. Call
247-4525.

Help Wanted

DON'T
TH'NIILLYUNAIRE
•
KILL ;415
CHRYSANTHEMUMWEARiN'FRIEND
MISSELF •

EtAJT-?

FUST WE GOTTA
FIND ou-r WHO
16!! ANY
0'YORE
FRIENIDS
WEAR
CHRYSANTHEMUMS?'

phone 7534470.

September4NC

40 HOUR week,$1.80 hour. Apply
COOK WANTED, no nights, no in the shoe department at Big K,
weekends. Apply in person to see Mr. Hartell or Mr. Terhune.
Sykes Cafe.
A3IC The right person could enter
Inanagethent training
ORGANIST, PREPeff with program.
A31C
_
club or dining room experience. 18 hours weekly. Only
A-1 need apply. No phone calls.
Apply
Colonial
House
Smorgasbord.
S5C Day Car Hostess
person to
PERSON FOR local office.
K -N Root Beer.
Typing necessary, accounting
AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
and shorthand abilities helpful.
September 1, 10:00 a.m., 11 mile
MOTHERS NEEDED in this
west of Lynn Grove on Highway Write Box 32B, Murray, Ky. A31C area to demonstrate House of
94.
EARN $1,000 to $1,500. Work now Lloyd toys and gifts, now through
Another big all day auction
TUNING—repairto December 1st. Weekly December, Earn $20.00 per
PIANO
:Vile, loaded with furniture and
rebuilding. Prompt expert serPaycheck, no collecting, no evening, part time. No delivery
appliances of all kinds. Also
delivery, no cash investment. or collecting. Limited number of
vice. Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben
large collection of glass,
Playhouse Toy Company, Nancy openings. Call for your apW. Dyer, Murray, Kentucky.
depression of all kinds, nice old
pointment,753-8291.
S4C
Frick,527-7133.
Phone 753-8911.
TFC Aladdin
OctoberIC
and kerosene lamps,
daisy churn, pitcher and bowl set,
CARPENTER'S
HELP ,ER
china pot, hull and McCoy of all
EXPERT GUITAR
wanted,full time. Phone 753kinds, lots of churns„lers_ and
INSTRucTiON
7955,
S4C
Beginners anti advanced
Jugs, bean pots, tea kettles, dutch
Study with one of Ky's finest
oven,
wash
kettle,
milk
cans,
too
teachers Now scheduling
WANTED MAN good with
limited enrollment Call Ed
many good collector's items to
Monroe between Sand 7 P.M.
machinery and trucks. Perlist
and
itemize
separately.
There
Phone 75341192
manent position. Local company.
will also be an automatic washer,
Send name and phone number to
one lot of carpenter and
P.O. Box 32-K, Murray, KenPIANO, BAND Instrument, mechanic tools, double barrel experience desirable
violin, guitar and jazz lessons. muzzle loading
tucky.
S4C
shotgun, also
Phone- Erwin or Pat Chandler other antique rifles and guns, but Rot necessary.
BUS BOYS, dishwashers, and
.753-1470.
September 29C nice old wall telephone, extra
Send Resume to:
kitchen helper wanted, part time,
large collection of old valuable
evenings only. Apply imPIANO SALE. As low as $595.00. coins. These are strictly
Box 32-M
mediately at the Brass Lantern
Lonardo Piano Company, across collector's items. Come
exRestaurant in Aurora. Phone 474from
Post Office, Paris, pecting an all day sale.
Murray, Ky. 42071
2773.
Tennessee.
S4C
A31C For information phone Chester,

Bring this ad and receive 1 free lesson during the
month of September.

courtesy
all good

NEED MORE income? Want
extra spending money? Earn
while working part time. Set your
own hours. For information

FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
parents of a seven-year-old
Michigan girl, missing since
June 25 and now believed a
kidnap victim, are making a
nationwide appeal to the public
for help in locating the missing
child
The child's parents, William
and Marietta Jaeger of Farmington, Mich., have asked
Gov. Wendell Ford for additional help in finding their
daughter, Susie.
The Jaeger's said that similar
appeals were being sent to
officials of all the other states
with a request that they use
their influence to stimulate
public interest in the search.
"It could be just the push
needed to resolve this case," the
.letkr.stated.

The child disappeared while
on a camping trip with her
family at Headwaters State
Park in Montana. Thus far, the
child's whereabouts have
remained a complete mystery
despite an intensive investigation by police and FBI
f 3PAints,
The JaegeFi—iiii-d-that they
received one rarhsorn call on
July 3 but the caller failed to
give them any time or date for
payment of the money, and they
11.

have not been contacted again.
The family also said that
because of the intensity of the
police search, centered in
Montana. they believed the
kidnapper may have taken
Susie into another state to avoid
capture.
In releasing the Jaeger's
appeal,
the
Kentucky
Department of Public Safety
urged that Kentucky media give
it the broadest possible
coverage "in the hope that
somewhere in Kentucky there
might be someone who can help
these people be re-united with
their child."
Susie is seven years old, four
feet tall and weighs 55 pounds.
She has shoulder-length brown
hair, blue eyes and is of medium
build. When last seen she was
wearing a rust colored shortsleeved shirt, blue jeans, yellow
knee socks and no shoes.
The Jaeger's address is 29836
Hemlock, Farmington.
Michigan 48204, phone 1-313-4761080.
The parents -•fiay informers
can preserve their anonyraiti if

-they wish:by calling.Use Detroit
News -Setret Witness"
program at I -313-222-7549. This
program is Offering a $3.000
reward•for information leading
to Susie's recovery

ASSISTANT
MANAGER
Night Shift

Apply In Person

Long John Silvers

WANTED FULL time sales
personnel, female, 20 to 40 years
of age Please apply in person
8:00 a.m. to 1200 noon Friday or
Saturday to Sammons Bakery.
No phone calls please.
SIC
WAITRESS WANTED, married,
college student. Full time. Also
want delivery boy. Apply Tom's
Pizza Palace after 4:00 p.m. SSC
WANTED MAN of sTsecurRy
age to work every other week in
veterinary clinic. Phone 753320.
SIC

30' x 50' BUILDING, four
overhead doors, gas heat and air
compressor furnished. --Located
404 North 4th Street. Rhone 753HOUSE AT Coldwater, for 1,i
formation phone 489-2161 after 5
P.m.
S5C
ONE BEDROOM apartment
nicely furnished, can be seen at
1405 Poplar
A31C
17 ACRE lot, lolled in Aurora,
for mobike home. Phone :15,1-81.61
after7:00P.m:, September 25C

TRAILER SPACES. Phone 4362334.
S6C
GROCERY STORE with or HOUSE AT 307 North 5th Street.
without living quarters. Will take Phone Calvert. City 395-7478 for
SIC
house or farm in on trade. Phone appointment.
September21P
753-1408.
TRAILER SPACE. Opening new
trailer court 211 miles east of
Murray on Highway 94. Phone
753-2377.
SIC

FOR RENT
Available September 4-June 1. Married students or
2 bedroom furnished home, fireplace, all modern
- 1 bedroom furnished home, fireplace, all modern
-2--brdrooni linzildinc-baue..-earpeted-- —
Bomeg Ine4ited on Kentucky 1 ---private heftiii+ home is
$125 a month-we furnish utilities. Security deposit and
references. Call 436-540 after 6:00 p.m. for further in-

formation.
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THE WANT ADS wAy

FOR RENT

SERVICES OFFERED

LOST & FOUND

AUTOS FOR SALE
Another View

EXCELLENT BUSINESS
location, 607- South 4th Street.
'Three floors, basement, ground
floor and upstairs two bedroom
apartment. Phone 753-8346 or 753A31C
MOBILE HOME on Kentucky
Lake. Air conditioned, washer,
two bedrooms. Phone 436SIC
2421.

WILLIE'S INTERIOR & Exterior Painting. Phone 753-4832
from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. and
753-7484 after 4:30 p.m, for free
estimates.
September 18C

/

LOST SET of keys (7 or 8) on
chain with small green
magnet attached. Phone 753-7668
days or 753-6355 after 5:00
p.m.
S5C

FOR SALE

FOR SALE
SUMMER CLEARANCE SALE:
5 14.P. riding mower,$206.95, B &
S Engine. 7 H.P. electric start
riding mower, 30" cut, $319.95, B
& S Engine. Roby Sales, Highway
September 4C
68, Benton, Ky.

BARGAIN TIRES - Armstrong
made - while present inventory
lasts. 4 ply nylon 775-825-845 by
14" or 15" $15.06+$2.80. Custom
FORD VAN-1966, custom paint,
supreme polyester F-G-H-78 by
tires, rebuilt automatic tran14" or 15" 116.51-F34.80, Custom
smission, starter, paneling and
78
Series polyester F-G-H 78 by
Legal Notice
stereo. $900.00. Serious offers
14" or 15" 117.70+12.69. HONDA CB 100. 300 actual miles.
Leave your heavy cleaning only. Phone 753-4101.
A31C
The undersigned will sell at Polyester Glass belted F-G-H 78 Like New. Call 753-5303.
A31C
up to the experts at
public sale for cash, 1971 Hobbs by 14" or 15" $18.44+$3.10
FB-40 ST at 2:00 p.m., Sep- Yolvester Steel Belted F-G-H 78 AKC REGISTERED French
LINCOLN-1971 Mark III, 33,000
tember 5, 1973 at Taylor Motors, by 14" or 15" $21.50±$3.10. Wide Poodle puppies. Some at special
actual miles. New tires, excellent
SLEEPING ROOMS for men,
PROFESSIONAL
Inc., 303 South 4th Street, 70 series Polyester glass belted price. Phone 753-6379.
S4C
condition. Contact Larry Hurt at
furnished, private entrance air
Murray, Kentucky. The un- F-G-H 70 by 14" or 15"
September 8C
conditioned, refrigerator.
Murray Supply.
CLEANING
dersigned reserves the right to $20.81+$306. Wide 60 series REYNOLDS CORONET, great
Zimmerman Apartments, South
Carpets
bid. Associates Financial
CHEVROLET
IMPALA-1963
SIC
:16th. Phone 753-6609.
nylong glass belted E-G-L by 15" for band instrument. Phone 753ITC $25.90 + $366.. Roby Sales, High- 4498.
SS, automatic in the floor, power
vices Company,Inc.
A31C
Furniture
MOBILE HOME, two bedrooms,
brakes and steering. Excellent
September5C
Ky.
Benton,
way
68,
Walls
10'x55', 1964 model, all electric
mechanical condition. Phone 753The undersigned will sell at
REGISTERED ANGUS bulls, 8
and air conditioned. Three miles
", Windows 16564.
S1C
blic sale for cash, one 1966 20 GALLON treasure chest to 9 months old. Phone 436east of Murray. Phone 753-7856 or
A31C
International COT-4000D at 2:00 aquarium all access. including 5618.
753-5998.
A3IC
p.m.,
September
5,
1973
at
Taylor
pump
heater
Cali Collect for Free
arA
filter,
$60.
CHEVROLET-1968, factory air,
Motors,Inc., 303 South 4th Street Phone 436-5894.
A31C GARAGE SALE, Saturday,
Estimates
tinted glass, power steering, 327
8'1f 461t
e
i
r
Murray, Kentucky. The un- SORRY SAI, is now a merry gal.
Thn. sr.u.& PAL OF/...,M1.401b osimml
automatic vinyl roof, $800.00.
SePtember 1' 9:00a'11/' - 5.
'00
C073 by UMW fwhom5.
dersigned reserves the right to She used Blue Lustre rug and p.m., 1300 South 16
16th, corner of
Phone 753-3533.
A31C
Nice furnished 2 bedroom
bid. Associates Financial Service upholstery cleaner
sports
Ski
boat,
Belmont.
16th
&
Rent electric.
'201411- YOU'FOR WHOM -114E BELLS
apartment, carpeted.
Company,Inc.
equipment, chess set, household
247-7333
ITC shampooer $1. Kwik-Pik
1971 •CHEVROLET Pickup--350
Market,
Suitable for 2,1 or 4 College
ME
YOUNG
MAN:
8
A31C
items, winter clothing.
automatic, 24,000 miles, excellent
Five Points.
S1C
girls or boys.
REPAIR Service. Cabover Camper-Stove, oven
JOHN'S
WANT
TO BUY
NOTICE
Phone 753-5865
NOTICE
MOBILE
HOME-I 9 7 2
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and etc, la months old-Priced to
or 753-5108
WANT TO BUY used Coleman Townhouse, 12' x 65'. Two SPECIAL PRE-Season prices
A31C
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or sell-812 Olive.
36" electric stove, large dining bedrooms, two baths. Phone 753- on Remington chain saws. See
TFC
753-7625 nights.
room table, living room fur- 380.
S4P then now at Murray Supply.
1972 HONDA 125 &L. New conCABIN ON Blood River at
Special cash discountTenn- dition $375.00. 812 Olive.
niture. All must be in good
A31C
Croppie Hollow Shores. $20.00 per JIMBER-LODGE on
s.
September 8C
Tucky
Lake,
Route
1,
Springville,
condition.
Phone
753-8054.
A31C
For
the
convenience
of
the Citizens of
day, 6100.00 per week. Sleeps
TRAVEL TRAILER 13', 1966
Tennessee,
will
build
complete
four, kitchen, cooking utensils,
Murray and Calloway County . .
model. Stove, ice box, self con- 1973 HONDA CB-350 very good
fireplaces, starting at only 1962
PLYMOUTH,
good
stove, refrigerator, air conWANT TO BUY 1956-1960% ton tained water supply. Good condition. Only 3 months old.
6695.00.
Selection
of
stones
mechanical
condition. Very
ditioned. Phone 753-2279,753-1664,
pickup truck body, with or condition. Phone 489-2033.. S4P Reasonable. Phone after 5 p.m.
S5C available. Satisfaction clean. 1965 pontiaccatalina. 1970
or 753-7920.
without motor or transmi.ssion.
guaranteed. Phone 901-593753-3664.
A31C
Pontiac Bonneville. Call 753.From:
74-Monday
Be
thru
Will
FridayPhone 753-0889.
EXCELLENT _CHEROKEE
sqx
3534.
TFC
.
_
A3IC
MOBILE HOME, 10 x 55' two
fishing boat, motor and thiler,
7-1rNoon Saturday
bedrooms, air conditioned,
$425.00 or best offer. Will trade
CAMERA
WANT
CHEVROLET TRUCK-1969,one
TO
copies
of
BUY
July
9
natural gas heat. Phone 753CLOSED SUNDAY & HOLIDAYS
for
livestock. Phone 753-7575 or
FOR SALE
5
3,
4,
or
are
ton.
The
"If
you
Good
Ledger
&
Times.
Please
metal
A31C
bed, low
9867.
S4C
Starting September 1, 1973
Pentax Spotmatic II A with
mileage. Phone 435-5312.
bring to the Ledger & Times, 103 753-0669.
S5P
years Old"
F 1.4 S.M.C. lens. Phone
.North 4th Street.
TFNC
THREE ROOM attractively
HAPPINESS
KUSTOM 302 PA system, white
MUSTANG-1966, V8 automatic,
753-8025.
furnished apartment, large air
at
1973 model. Excellent
being
sparkle,
power
is
steering.
Good
condition.
WANT
TO
BUY
firewood for
conditioned rooms, wall to wall
SIC
$475.00. Phone 436-5880.
SIP
fireplace. Phone 753-9520.
SIC condition. Phone 753-6829.
carpet; heat, water sewerage
OLD ENGLISH sheep dog, 9
Quiet
and
private.
furnished.
A
weeks old, AKC-pedigree,
Couple or graduate student.
RAMBLER-1965, 6 cylinder,
champion bloodlines, puppy shots
WANT
TO
BUY
attractive
two
or
YARD
SALE
Phone 753-1299 after 5:00
automatic, good tires, $250.00.
and dewormed. Phone 753***
p.m..
A31P
three bedroom home, in or near
A30C
Register Now for '73, Phone 09-2435.
9299.
SEP
S.
6th
301
Murray. Price range $9,000.00 to
'74 & '75
Fri.
Aug.
31
$15,000.00.
Phone
753-3570
or
7531971 TOYOTA Corolla 1200, air
753-796,2
FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
8802.
7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
A31NC
QUALITY FANS: General
conditioned, purchased locally.
living room, kitchen, bathroom
Sat. Sept. 1 in the morning Electric, 3 speed reverse-window
actual
Phone
miles:
753"
and shower and bath. One or two PART-TIME secretarial position 17.0015
This License covers the folloWing items *,e
type; 36" exhaust attic type;
CARD OF THANKS
A31C
***
bedrooms. Zimmerman Apart- wanted Experienced Prefer 72213each less than 41 new price. 40"
clothes
With
nice
a
lot
of
hours
1:00
5:00
p.m.
Phone 753ments South 16th Street,753or selling: Cold Drinks, Ice Cream, Tobacco
s4c 1970 TOYOTA Pick-up $1195.00,
Words fail us in our attempt to household items, many bric-a folding metal bed, 7534202 after
6809.
S4C 0656 afternoons.
4:30 p.m.
A31C
1961 Sprite and spare parts, $350.
convey expressions of sincere
bracs.
Phone
436-5570.
A31C
thanks
and
grateful
appreciation
Products,
Billiard
Halls,
Restaurants, Pool Hall,
MOBILE HOME, 10' x 45' three
YARD SALE, Saturday, Septo our friends and the friends of
bedrooms, all nicely furnished. DOZER SERVICE-1)6 canertember 1, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m., 807
sec
1964
CHEVROLET Impala, good
Havana
departed
loved
ones
our
Water furnished. Also three piller. Phone 753-9807.
Vending Machines, and Theatres.
BED,BRAND new, never used,a Sunny Lane, two blocks behind
transportation,
435-5582.
A31C
gesture
of
and
Pamela,
for
every
bedroom mobile home with built
little larger than single size. Call Big K.
A31C
kindness, thoughtfulness and
on section, furnished. Water WILL DO baby-sitting in my
753-2278.
A31C
MUSTANG-1978,
V8
automatic,
SIC
concern tendered us through your
furnished. Phone 753-8920.
S4C hcrne. Phone 753-6278.
THREE BEAUTIFUL Siamese
$17000.00. Excellent condition.
prayers, telephone calls, floral
NEW CHILD S
TAPE
DECK,
reel
to
reel
stereo,
kittens. Will make enjoyable
Phone
437-4290.
S4P
DO
YOU
need a house built? Call
OUR NEW VENU Ch.),
SERVICES OFFERED
Now on Friday evenings: designs, cards of condolence and 3 speed, automatic reverse. Call pets. Two months old and house
Jerry Carter 492-8364, Hazel,
Harnburw r hot dog
n
every other mode of comA31C broken. Call 753-5355 after 4:00
lednrcrabcakevoilif..rwho
Kentucky.
munication have been most 753-2278.
S6C VOLKSWAGEN-1964, new tires.
fr and a hot ,•01;$ tabu. All
A31C
p.m.
Good transportation, $325.00.
ft, 60 ct
presence
comforting. Also, your
Phone 753-0165.
S4C
at these final rites and many REFRIGERATOR, TELEVIT - '•OLE INN
B&C CONSTRUCTION work.
thanks to the First Christian SION antenna and television set. CARPORT SALE 707 Sycamore.
S4C Saturday, Sunday, Monday of
Cothplete block basements, FORD GALAXIE-1968, 500 XL,
Church. May God bless each of Phone 753-2256.
retaining
September 1, 2, 3. 9 a.m. - 6 pin.
walls,
patios, 390 motor, automatic tranyou.
aidewalks,--ete.--Tes years ex- smission. Like new, local car.
The family of James Pete-CHAIN SAW4-4146.4 wrenches, Bicycle, TV's, aquarium,
perience. Free estimates. Phone rust Good gas mileage $900.00
1TP all new, never been used; electric clarinet, record player, lots of
Rutledge.
DEADLINES
Openings for Beginners, 437-4734 or 437S4C good clothes all .d.ZPS. Odd &
Phone 436-2368.
drill. Phone 753-4597,
S4C
All display ads,daselfied
4765.
September26NC
ends.
A31C
attempt to
Words
fail
us
in
our
-winning
award
display
Watch
this
and
regular
ages 6-13.
AMERICAN sofa, brown
EARLY
sincere
of
convey
expressions
NOTICE
Channel
p.m.,
display, must be sidinitited
program at 7:00
thanks and grateful appreciation and gold, upholstery in good REYNOLDS CORONET with
by 12 noon, the day before
11
Dial 753-4647
Will do Baby Sifting ORR ELECTRIC, electric motor publication.
Brought to you by
to our many friends and relatives condition, but springs need case-used. Good condition.
SIC
repair and sale. New Concord
RONALD W.SESMAN,Special Ag•nt for every gesture of kindness, rewebbing, $20.00. Woodtone $50.00. Phone 753-1389.
in my home.
All reader classifieds
71114166.114.
leaf,
set,
extra
Rond„
phone
formica
dinette
'753-8114.
TFC
Sears
thoughtfulness
Sears.
concern
and
tUTTERING BY
must be submitted by 4
NORTHWESTERN
L.P.N.
rendered us since the demise of four chairs, $15.00. Westinghouse PONTOON BOAT,24' with new 18
seamless gutters. installed per
m. the day before
MUTUAL LIFE •
We
would
like
to
announce
that
Fiw•ifts‘stinina. Call Larry
our
belayed mother and wife.. convertible dishwasher, cop- H.P. electric start Evinrude
753..5002
ication
-MIRWAttitt4*-Pixie Nance is now at LailMrs.
•
Rosel Jackson. The pertone, one year old. Can be motor. Guard rail all around,
I,yles at 753-2310 fbr free
••••••••••••••••44
Beauty
Salon.
Call
her
at
753-82E2
TFC
estimate beautiful floral designs, cards of used as a portable or built-in. Han carpeted, canopy. C,an be seen at
FOR ALL your additions, for an appointment.
S4C
condolence, telegrams, food and lift off hardwood cutting board Kenlake Marina, $1,000.00. Phone
remodeling, residential or
S1C
every
other mode of com- top. Moving, must sell. New 753-7853.
$220.00,
sell
for
$175.00.
Phone
WILL DO trash and brus commercial. New or old. Free
16 different patterns of....
munication have been most
estimates. Call 753-6123.
TFC
753-6017.
S4C REFRIGERATOR AND stovehauling. Relionable rates.
comforting.
ARMSTRONG
Frigidaire. In good condition and
753-6130.
TF•
upon
reflect
We
shall
always
VINYL CUSHION FLOR
priced reasonable. For inTWO
WHEEL
trailer,
fair
conof
source
a
these
things
as
ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service.
In 9' and 12' widths
formation phone 436-5855.
SIC
FREE ESTIMATE o.1 septic , 4 Phone Paris,642-6551.
comfort and joy. May God bless dition. Phone L.E. Fisk,753TFC
4876.
S4P
installation. Phone 7534850. TF S.
WIGGINS
each and every one of you.
RUMMAGE SALE, 220 South
for information call
Very Sincerely
FURNITURE
ROY HARMON finish carpenter.
Jiles Jackson & Family. 1TP MOBILE HOME, 12' x 60', 1972 15th Street, Saturday, 9:00 a.m. JERRY'S REFINISHING' & Houses trimmed-formica tops
2% miles North 641
Crimson, two bedrooms, all 5:00 p.m. Electric shaver,
"Phone 753-4566
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles and dooriKustOM building iinct
electric,
central air and un- Motorcycle helmet, lady's wig,
South of Murray ai Hwy:641. remodeling. Qorlity work- 'OpeIIII:00-5:30 Mon. thru Sat.
FOR SALE
derpenned. Many extras. Phone etc.
SIC
Jerry McCoy, owner (502) 492- manship. Phone 753S4C
TREASURE HUNTING can be a 753-0744.
TFC 0790.
•
8837.
Keptember I7C SPMNTED NAZI Flag to be used
MOBILE HOME, 12' x. 61',
in Capri Theatre lobby display
new and exciting family hobby.
All students will have the
N.)
for "HITLER-The Last 10
White's Electronic announces FREEZING AND canning ap- Holiday, two bedrooms, two full
TIMBER-LODGE of Tenn- SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING & Days" opportunity to perform In
their new line of super-sensitive ples. Peaches by the bushel, baths,' central heat and air
Call 753-8084, ask for
Tucky Lake,Route 1,Springville, Electric Complete pump repair Tommy
Parades
and
Reviews
solid state
mineral-metal purple hull peas. Crouch & conditioning, washer and dryer
Brown.
S5C
Tennessee will do your stone service. Let us check your old
throughout the year.
detectors for prospecting and Canady Fruit Stand, Highway and garbage disposal. Phone 753of
stone.
Large
selections
work.
pump for you before you buy a
SIC
treasure hunting. These ultra 841,South Hazel, Tennessee. S4C 8179.
TFC new one. 24 hour emergency
Phone 901-593-3534.
sensitive detectors are designed
service. Phone 753to detect a single coin, ring or DRIVEWAY NEED sealing' Our CAMPERS! CAMPERS! A lot
R & R ASPHALT Paving. Quality 5543.
-64eat 4L-V•if -V- At lee
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY other
September 26C
small metal objects that emulsion driveway sealer full of them at prices you couldn't
work guaranteed. Business and
are
buried
beyond the range of protects driveways, improves believe, starting at $450.00. Full
residential. Free estimates. ADVERTISE!! HANNA Sign
MONEY
EXTRA
needed? Sell
Phone day or night Mayfield 247- Company, 607 South 4th Street.
Please Phone
engraved golden metal social less senstivie detectors. Larger appearance,and is easy to apply. type,fold down and motor homes.
TFC
CINEMAS
7201.
security plates. See Rosebud metal objects are detected at No mixing necessary. Save $2.00. New and used. At Bill's Camper
Phone 753-8348.
Octoberl7C
Your
Sykes, Murray Hatcher'. Phone even greater depths. For more Now only 14.48 a five-gallon pail. Corner, located at Bill's Mobile
phone
your The Sherwin-Williams Co., Homes, 3900 Clarks River Road,
BURNETT'S MOBILE Home BULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
September13C information
STARTS SEPT. 13 753-3422.
authorized dealer 753-1575 Southside Shopping Center, Paducah, Ky.. Phone'collect for
Service, 1105 Lackey Street, also bank gravel, fill dirt and
SIC
Monday through Saturday. SIC phone 753-341.
1TC information 443-6150.
Lkx•
HARTLEY
Paducah, Ky. Patio covers, 14 topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138 or
CONTROL
PEST
different colors to choose from. 354-8161,after 5:00 p.m.
TFC
If No Results:
AUTOMATIC WASHER, REDUCE EXCESS fluids with
Underpennieg and anchors
.FOR THE best in pest control Maytag. Excellent condition. Fluidex. Lose weight with Dex-a- '8" BATHROOM wall board,
Phone:
Central air conditioning. 24 hodt;CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY
service and termite control call Phone 753-7600.
SIC Diet capsules at Dale & Stub- $5.75 each. vx" C-D 4'x8' plywood,
service. Phone 502-441,,steam cleaned. Phone Carpet
Exterminating ComSuperior
blefield Rx Drugs.
1TC $4.75, each. Twenty different
september1C Master 489-2504.
3115.
TFC
selections of paneling from $3.65
1963 YAMAHA 100cc in good
pany,751-7186.
Before 5:00 p.m.
up. Plexiglass for storm doors
TFC condition,$125.00. Phone 436COMBINE,
INTERNATIONAL
***************et
Then
Amos FOR SALE
5880.
SIP Harvester, good condition. Also' and windowsr 50 cents square foot
*
__
ritatting
tau Chevrolet-1rue*, 1980 And itp-F'iherglass
.--lWit--73ALE OR TRADE
1UV tOADItlittitE
(Ms
Tutor
reading
HAVING PROBLEMS with your'
Qualified
*'
ODD CHAIRS ahd tables; model. Phone753-0885.
S7C colors, from 5 cents square loot
(Plymouth) has new 383 motor.
in Education reading). For
hearing
and up. Ross & Tuck Salvage,
or
After
bowling
5:30
ball,
p.m.
a
clothes,
and
at
picture
understanding.
TRANSPORTATION
For
GOOD
further information contact.
GTS-US Maga, new tires, new
tree hearing checkup and con- reasonable' price. 1964 Pontiac frame, curtains. Phone 753-4077 USED
Cecile Applegate (Mn.) 153EARLY
American Martin, Term. Open 6 days a
Until
6:30
p.m.
$450
or
door,
speed.
4
clutch,
two
.1 2443.
sultation. Call your Belton Grand Prix, $150.00. Phone 753H or see at 110 North 10th Street Jamison couch. Phone 753week. Phone 901-687S5C
/**ritrWiWitrWA-ikWirir*WO best offer. Phone 436-5552.
2420.
consultant, 753-0632. October:C 8298, after 5:00 p.m.
SlClafter 4:30 p.m.
September8C
SIC 8133.
S4C
4
OPEL G.T.-1971. Excellent
condition. Phone 753-7303.
S4C

SERVICE MASTER

FOR RENT

SERVICE MASTER

The tond Fill Hours

Educational
Learning
Center

NOTICE

September 1, 1973, a Penalty will be
put on all Occupational Licenses.

"60 Minutes

Notice!!
Lyndia Cochran
Dance Studio

BATON LE

ONS

and

Formation of Twirling Corps
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FOR S

PORTABLE TI
Smith-Corona Silt
carriage,$40.00. P
5945.

FOR COAL-egg,
call or write Ed,
Route 1, Nebo, KI
249-3622.
PORTABLE
black and white
outside antenna.
or 753-4994.

TOPPER CAMP
type rear door, $1
one acre lot w
sewerage hook
south of Lynn
Phone 753-7592.

COLOR T.V.---19'
Sales, Highwa]
Kentucky.

MOWER, 5 H.P.
Stratton engine,
reverse. New,64
4782.

IF CARPETS ionl
remove spots as t
Blue Lustre. shampooer $1.00.
Shopping Center.

KENTUCKY':
variety of pistols
you can still
reasonable price
Stores, the pistol
from Hopkinsvill
and 164. Open Su
p.m.

CREOSOTE POL
treated fenceLimber Compa
Street.

ARROWHEAD(
Mayfield, Kent
Benton Highway.
pickup camper, t
rent campers b
weekend. Call :
2303.

PHILCO RADI
white; violin, %
753dition.

MATERNITY
10 and 12.Phone1

SUMMER CLE.
Armstrong lar
First line:
825 x 20-10 ply

900
.x 20-10 ply 1
1000 x 20-12 ply
1000 x 22-12 ply
Armstrongs bes
truck tire.
825 x 20-10 ply I
900 x 20-10 ply 1
1000 x 20-12 ply
1000 x 72-12 ply
Armstrongs Be
truck tires.
825 x 20-10 ply 1
990 x 20-10 ply 1
1000 x 20-10 ply
Armstrong Best
825 x 20-10 ply
900 x 20-10 ply 1
1000 x 20-10 ply
Roby Sales, Hit
Ky.
REAL ESTA

DUPLEX: ST
collect rent as
these new,
duplexes. Both
and air cond
plenty of builtNumber 1, $211,
. slightly more.
phone Ricky Hi
753-5344 after 6:

Kaye Beaman Taylor
492-8892

If You Miss
Your Paper

CENTRAL

Paper Carrier
First

753-1916

This bi
approxin
Grove re
Baths, U
storage
draperie

753:7278

Also lot
225 feet

Four lot

73
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FOR SALE

LE:
B&
;tart
15, B
way
a- 4C

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

PORTABLE TYPEWRITER,
LARGE THREE room cottage on
Smith-Corona Silent Super, 12" FOUR BEDROOM brick, Pt
baths, carpeted and carport. Tennessee side of Cypress Creek.
carriage,$40.00. Phone 753Walking distance of lake. Bath,
5945.
S1C Double garage, outbuilding,
large wooded lot at Almo electric heat. 200' a 100' landscaped lot. Phone 232-8668. S4C
FOR COAL-egg, lump or stoker Heights. City water and gas.
S1C
Phone
753-1753.
$18,000.00.
call or write Edward Ipock at
Route 1, Nebo, Kentucky, phone
FOR SALE
S6C THREE BEDROOM brick house,
249-3622.
two baths, central heat and air, v In Canterbury Estates
TELEVISION, family room, range, disposal,
PORTABLE
black and white with stand and landscaped, trees. Phone 753- v Four Bedroom Brick
outside antenna. Phone 753-7442 8416.
SIC
Tr-Level with All
A31C
or 753-4994.
ON KENTUCKY Lake; four
TOPPER CAMPER with house large bedrooms, 2 baths, large
type rear door, $175.00. Beautiful kitchen and living area, breakone acre lot with water and fast bar, fireplace, central heat
sewerage hook ups. Two miles and air, boat dock, large patio,
south of Lynn Grove, $2450.00. $35,000.00. Phone 436-5574. S5NC
A31P
Phone 753-7592.

Extras
Priced Far Below
Builder's Price
For information...
Phone 753-3110

COLOR T.V.-19", $269.88. Roby FOUR BEDROOM house at 516
Sales, Highway 68, Benton, South 11th. Large family room,
Kentucky.
October1C two baths, electric heat, central
air, and Large storage house in
September 4C
back.
5
&
H.P.
rider,
Briggs
MOWER,
Stratton engine, forward and
reverse. New, $1,6.00. Phone 7534782.
SeptemberlOC
IF CARPETS look dull and drear,
remove spots as they appear with
Blue Lustre. - Rent electric
shampooer $1.00. Big K. Belaire
SIC
Shopping Center

THREE BEDROOM brick with
kitchen-den combination, two
baths, carpet throughout, central
heat and air, attached carport
and concrete double drive, patio,
trees, close to high school
THREE BEDROOM brick house, shade
university. Immediate
two baths, central heat and air, and
If interested phone
possession.
big lot, nice size outbuilding for
S7C
753-9357.
office or shop. 1613 Belmont
A31C
Drive. Phone 753-8859.
HOUSE ON Kentucky Lake.
Ltving room with fireplace,
carpeted, dining room, carpeted,
97 ACRES open larbil about 13 large kitchen, lots of cupboards,
miles southwest of Murray on bedroom -carpeted, full
blacktop, for only $14,000.00. basement, large porch, carpeted.
Possession with deed. Galloway Garage. Can be bought furnished
Insurance & Realty, phone 753- or unfurnished. For more inS4C formation phone 436-5604.
5842.
S4P

KENTUCKY'S LARGEST
variety of pistols. Buy now while
you can still get them at
reasonable prices. Country Boy
Stores, the pistol people. 9 miles
from Hopkinsville, Junction 117 BY OWNER-two story brick KENIANA SHORES-100' x 200'
and 164. Open Sundays until 4:00 'house with full size basement, restricted lake view Lots for
SIC three large bedrooms, two baths, $25.00 down and $25.00 per month.
p.m.
Also 80' x 200' mobile home lots
Irving room, dining room and
$10.00 down and 10.00 per
for
and
25'
to
a.
POI.,
CREOSOTE
kitchen. Has garage apartment
treated fence- posts. Murray ith 'two bedrooms, kitchen month. Central aivater-lake
Lumber Company, 104 Maple living room, bath and utility access, all weather streets. Drive
Northeast on 444 from New
SIC
Street.
room. Phone 753-2205 after 4:30
Concord and follow Keniana
September
p.m.for appointment.
signs to office. Phone 4364320 or
ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales, 26C
September 12C
436-2473.
Mayfield, Kentucky, on the
Benton Highway. Travel trailers,
pickup camper, toppers. We also
rent campers by the week or
weekend. Call 247-8167 or 489SIC
2303.
PHILCO RADIO, black and
white; violin, % size, good conSIC
dition. Phone 753-2703.
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sugar Creek
Subdivision
Opening Saturday, Sept. 1st
41 Waterfront and Waterview Lots
to be Sold!!
ADJOINING IRVIN COBB RESORT
Subdivided by Charlie Scott, Owner of Resort
Lots to be Sold by Guy Spann Realty
For Buying and Selling Real Estate Contact Guy Spann Real
large staff of Qualified Salesmen to serve you.
ON OLD 641 NORTH IS A NICE OLDER FRAME HOME redecorated and
remodeled. Has 2 baths, 4 hatirooms and on large lot. Has built-in range and
oven and on city water. Priced to sell, 514.500 00
503 S. 16TH A NEWI.Y REMODELED and completely redecorated home.
White painted brick. Has 2 baths, full basement, 3 bedrooms, central heat and
air, 2 car garage, new carpet. Really nice and on 90' X 360' lots. Call for appointment to see
FOUR ADJOINING WATER FRONT LOTS ON Barkley Lake. All are wooded
and with view of Highway 68 bridge. On paved road and city water. This is a
prime location and priced right
BEAUTIFUL BRICK HOME on Keenland Drive. So unique is this lawn and
rock garden that you must see it to believe. Has large swimming pool, enclosed
back yard with beautiful exotic plantings. House has all built-ins, central heat
and air, three bedrooms, two baths, draperies, carpet, fireplace and on large
lot. Call for appointment.

4

MATERNITY CLOTHES, sizes
SIC
10 and 12. Phone 753-1200.
•

LAKE COTTAGE ON K IRBY .JENNINGS TRIAL. Newly remodled and
painted, 3 room cottage and bath. On large wooded lot. Budget priced, $8,900.

r Three Bedrooms
r Study

SUMMER CLEARANCE on all
Armstrong large truck tires.
First line:
825 x 20-10 ply $36.00 + 16.14

large corner lot,
FINE LARGE OLDER BRICK HOME in new condition. On
3 fireplaces, 3
air,
and
heat
central
baths,
Ilth and Poplar. Has 5 bedrooms, 2
large patio, all modern conbasement,
disposal,
dishwasher,
carport,
car
downtown. Shown
veniences and extremely well built. Located near schools and
by appointment only.

Family Room

900.x 20-10 ply $46.18 + $7.33
1000 x 20-12 ply $59.95 + $9.10
1000 a 22-12 ply $62.34 + $9.98
Armstronga best highway tread
truck tire.
825 x 20-10 ply 144.16 + $6.14
900 a 20-10 ply $55.34 + $7.33
1000 x 20-12 ply $66.68 + $9.00
1000 a 22-12 ply $70.22 + $9.98
Armstrongs Best traction type
truck tires.
825 a 20-10 ply $55.21 4- $7.25
990 a 20-10 ply $61.14 + 18.51
1000 x 20-10 ply 273.00 + $10.52
Armstrong Best lug type tire:
825 x 20-10 ply $53.89 + $7.25
900 x 20-10 ply $59.92 + $8.51
1000 x 20-10 ply $73.21 + $10.52
Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
September 4C
Ky.

v Recreation Room
v Two Baths
v Two Fireplaces

ON BAG WELL BOULEVARD is a nearly new 3 bedroom brick home with all
draperies. built-ins, 2 baths, central heat and air, double garage, paved drive.
Extra nice and owner occupied

v Wooded Lot

Wilson Real Estate
Member of Misillpie Usthig
Phone 753-3263
Residence Plisses
Wayne Wilson-753-5486
Loretta Jobs-753-6079
Don Nanny-753-9012
BM Adams-753-5457

-BW-

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
DUPLEX: STOP Rent-, and
collect rent as you live in one of
these new, modern, brick
duplexes. Both have central heat
and air conditioning, carpet,
plenty of built-ins and spacious.
Number 1, $28,500.00. Number 2,
. slightly more. For appointment
phone Ricky Rickman 7534449 or
S4C
753-5344 after 6:00 p.m.

FOR SALE
--iw-oWNER

FIVE ACRES in city, 175'
frontage, zoned for business, on
One -Or-Math highways, good: 2
bedroom home. Only $27,500.00.
Good four room home on las
acres near grocery, paved road,
all fenced, good storage house
and small barn. $6,750.00.
Two acre lot on Hwy. 94 near
lake. Only $1,600.00.
Galloway Insurance & Realty.
S4C
Phone 753-5842.

Four bedroom brick house
on deep lot. Two baths,
living room, dining room,
large paneled den with
fireplace, kitchen, with lots
of cabinets, full basement.
Located at 512 Broad
Cash Price $20,000.00
Phone 753-3953

REAL NICE TWO BEDROOM BRICK HOME IN DEXTER. Has two-car
garage,fireplace,and a new well. House built in 1969. Priced at $17,000.00.
2 miles southeast
/
ON 17 ACRESOE LAND. New split level brick veneer home 11
of Almo-Has 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, central heat and air, carpets, Anderson
range. House still under constroctir,r,
BEAUTIFUL NEW HOME in Bagwell Manor is brick with 3 bedrooms, central
heat and air, carpet, 3 baths, all built-ins, family room, 2 car garage and
storage galore. On lot 150' x 180' and immediate possession Call to see this one
AT 204 WOODLAWN IS A LOVELY WHITE BRICK HOME with 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, central heat and air. Completely new inside and out. Expensive carpet,
refrigerator, range and washer included. Lovely draperies. Large covered
patio. One large room widi batikcan.be,an apartment or family ram. This is
one of the nicer homes within short wallcing distance of Murray State and
Carter School. Has 10 closets. You must see to appreciate.
NICE 3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME on 5 acres of good land Lots of blacktop
2miles north of Kirksey Central heat and air, 2 baths, carpet
/
frontage, about 11
and good well. Large trahsferable VA Loan.
AT,416 SOUTH 16TH STREET,four bedroom brick veneer. Large living room,
family room, large kitchen and dining area, 3 baths, central heat and air,
garage witlfautotnatic door opener, paved drive and patio. On nice corner lot.
ABOUT 2 MILESSOUTH on 641 and on over an acre lot is a nice 3 bedroom
brick home with large recreation room, central heat and air, carpet, 2 baths,
good well and a good price. Call for details.
LOVELY FRAME HOME at 111 N. 7th Street. Has extra nice carpet, 3
2 baths, basement with garage, central heat. Has fireplace and
/
bedrooms, 11
formal dining room Priced to sell
ON THE BEST WATER-VIEW LOT at Panorama Shores. Lovely rustic type
home. Has 2 baths, 4 bedrooms, electric heat, 3 air-conditioners, all built-ins,
washer-dryer hook-up, family room, 2 fireplaces. Large double garage On
community water and on paved street with paved drive. Must see to appreciate.
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For Sale by Owner
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6,5
rs
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This beautiful house on large lot on Overby road in Meadow Green Acres Subdivision
approximately 2 miles Southeast of Murray. Turn north off Highway No. 121 at the Locust
one with walnut paneling. l'2
Grove road, 3rd. house on left. Living room, 3 bedrooms,
Garage finished with
paneling.
and
cabinets
pecan
with
kitchen
nice
room,
Utility
Baths,
and
storage shelves and Electric door operator. Central heat and air. Sheer curtains
draperies. City water, Blacktop road. Move hi with deed.

COTTAGE NEAR LAKE-TWO BEDROOM frame cottage partly furnished,
four tenths of mile north of Morgan's Boat Dock,$7,250.00.

CORNER OF 6th and Sycamore is a good piece for future profit. Frame in fair
condition. Has 3 bedrooms, gas floor furnace.
1209 DORAN ROAD-BEAUTIFUL three bedroom brick veneer house on large
corner lot wittil baths, fully carpeted, double carport, central heat and air and
plenty of bidlt-ins. Yard is professionally landscaped. Must see. Call for an
t
appoin
4'
WE„ AVE SEVERAI. GOOD LAKE LOTS, City and County lots. Some snia
some large. All different price ranges. Check with us for residential or corntnercial lots.
THE MAX OLIVER FARM, 11
2 miles southwest of Kirksey. 117 acres of fine
/
land and three bedroom brick home. This is a fine dairy farm with silo, 4
tractors, milk barn,63 milk cows, 110 cattle, lots of other farm equipment. Also
tobacco barn. Call for other details.
300 S. Ilth STREET IS A nice 3 bedroom brick homecin large corner lot. Has 3
rooms in basement. One is recreation room with kitchenette. Has glassed in
back porch.
CORNER OF BAGWELL BLVD., AND-GOODMAN Street -New attractive
three bedroom brick veneer house with central heat and air, two baths, two car
garage: fully carpeted, and ready for possession. Must look at this price
534,500 00
"ONE HOUR MARTINIZING" BUSINESS for sale. Good for a man and wife
operation., All equipment is in good condition and building is in good state of
at reasonable rent. Profitable business Details to interested
repair and lea
parties. Shown by appointment.
HOUSE AND LOT IN ALMO. Lot 50' X 210'. Has new paneling, new electric wall
heaters, 2 bedrooms and bath, kitchen and dining room. Large living room
'Garage and workshop downstairs. Only $7,000.00.
Inn.
PRIME LOCATION. Large commercial lbt on 641 S. across from Holiday
150'frontage and extra deep. Ideal for most types of businesses. Call for details.
NICE COMMERCIAL LOT on corner of 14th and Main St Large old home in
need of repair. Call us for details.
1211 MELROSE IS A really nice moderately priced 3 bedroom brick horne. Has
electric baseboard heat, tile bath with shower, carpet, utility, pantry and
outside Atgrage. $19,000.00.
•
AT 903 DORAN ROAD IS A MODERN 3 BEDROOM BRICK'nearthe new high
school. Has Central heat and air,2 baths, carpet, draperies, all built-inn Really
nice.
REAL NICE and newly decorated home at 523 Broad St. 3 bedrooms, central
gas heat,'2 basement, 2 air conditioners, draperies,some carpet. Priced right
at $17,500.00.
acre lot with
AN OLDER FRAME HOME at 501 V _4. in good condition has
basement.
fireplace,
gas
furnace.
2
baths,
bedrooms,
3
back,
orchard in
•
821,900.00:
to sell
REAL NICE WATERFRONT LOT in Green Valley Estates. Priced
„St. Exceptionally nice frame house with
ON COMMERICIAL LOT-104 S. 12th
2 baths. Nice patio, built-ins, carpet.
/
11
room,
family
bedrooms,
4
-basement.
•
investment.
Real nice home and
AT 307 N. 7th STREET is a large 5 bedroom home with aluminum siding on
large lot 80' X 450'. Has fireplace, 2 baths, washer-dryer hook-up Bargain at
• $12,800.00.
FRAME HOUSE ON 3 ACRES just East of Dexter on Brooks Chapel Road. Hail
3 bedrooms* bath,good well,new rod.$8,1100-08.

well and pump-approximately 6
a 37 ACRES ON DR. DOUGLASS RD. with new
$12,000.00.
bargain.
this
miles eastof Murray. Don't pass up
121 HIGHWAY WF,ST. IMMEDIATELY OUTSIDE CITY LIMITS. Two
.
.
bedroom brick veneer house on approximately one acre. Nice dbuble car
AT WISWt1LL IS A LARGE METAL OFFICE BUILDING ON TWO ACRE
garage with apartment Good income. Also one car brick garage behind house
LOT. Has four offices on one end and large shop on other. Central 'Rat and air
Priced to sell. $37,500 00.
and two baths. For sale or rent. _
house on
veneer
brick
BEDROOM
THREE
-BEAUTIFUL
LYNN GROVE
piece
fireplace and
20 ACRES OF fine developingland in city limits and on S.- 16th St. The best
approximately one acre, with central heat and air, two baths,
details.
for
Call
city
the
in
left
0.
of land
large family room 22' x 22' workshop in back. Can't pass up at 133.000.0

Spann_Rea

- Phone-7514992 Evenings or see- Jimmy &icy
Also lot on Highway 121 2 miles southeast of Murray in Lynwood subdivision 190 feet front
225 feet deep. Shaded.
Four lots in Memorial Garden Calloway Co. Masonic Garden will sacrifice.

_NICE LARGE 3 BEJJ_ROOM B1UCk.)-10,ME at 80. 19th. Has 2 baths, large
family room and over 1,800 feel of living space. On nice large lot. Has built-ins
in kitchen. Priced right at $25,500.00.

Jack Persall 753-8961

Member of Multiple Listings
901 Sycamore Str.

,Prentice Dunn:753-5725

_GtertokY0_15.13-21.§1,,
r4u.ddy Sykes 7-53-3465
Tripp Williams 7516422

mon To Take Battle Of Tapes
To U.S. Court Of Appeals Next

ii

Murray State
MSU REGISTRATION-Wanda Rolfe, (seated i a
Chad Stewart
• •university freshman, get assistance from Dr.
education
(standing left ), chairman of the health and physical
are
department, during MSU registration Aug. Th. Looking on
McCord, a
Dannk Luther, a sophomore from Murray and Donna
freshman also from Murray.
(Photo by'Wilson Woolley )

World Roundup
By 111E ASSOCIATED PRESS
(APL-'Ile House
of Counnons by a vote it HS tilt gain preliminary approval
Thursday night to a bill to end
the national railway strike, now
in its ninth day. Union leaders
said the 56,000 strikers would
not go back to work unless the
pay hike provided by the bill
was increased, and David
Lewis, leader of the New
Democratic party urged that
this be done

LONDON ( AP) - A bomb
exploded outside the Cumberland Hotel in the West End of
London early today, wrecking
three cars. Nobody was hurt,
but several hundred guests
were routed from their beds
and moved to other hotels while
a check for more bombs was
made. It was assumed the
bomb was planted by the Irish
Republican Army, which has
been waging a terrorist campaign with letter bombs and incendiaries in the British capital.

.
By GAYLORD SHAW
Associated Press Writer
SAN CLF:MENTE, Calif.
(API - President Nixon has
decided to carry to the next judicial plateau his legal fight
against producing the secret
Watergate tape recordings.
The President ordered his
lawyers Thursday to appeal to
the I. S Court of thpeals the
ruling by U.S. District Judge
John J. Sirica directing him to
turn over the tapes for the
judge's private inspection.
After Sirica's ruling Wednesday in Washington, Nixon announced he would refuse to
comply.
Then, after conferring with
two White House lawyers he
summoned to California, he disclosed Thursday that "appropriate papers for obtaining review are being prepared" and
will be filed before next Thursday, when a stay granted by SIrica expires.
The wording of Thursday's
announcement indicated that
White House lawyers plan first
to file a notice of intent to appeal Sirica's order, the° follow
up later with detailed arguments on why the lower court
decision should be overturned.
The normal procedure is for
the nine-judge Court of Appeals
in Washington to assign case's
at random to panels Composed
of three judges. On occasion,
however, the full court hears a
case.
The appeals court is one rung
below the Supreme Court,
where the historic iegal .battle
is eventually expected to land.
An appeal is likely no matter
what the appeals court rules,
but since the Supreme Court is
in recess until October it could
be late fall before the case is
finally decided.
Sirica's ruling was on special
Watergate prosecutor Archibald
Cox's subpoena of tape recordings Cox contended could clear
up conflicts in testimony of
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White House aides allegedly involved in the Watergate affair.
The subpoena was issued last
month after a former presidential aide told the Senate Watergate committee that Nixon routinely recorded conversations in
his oval office and elsewhere.
On behalf of the Watergate
grand jury, Cox sought the
tapes of eight meetings and one
telephone call between Nixon
and his advisers at the time,
John W. Dean III, H. R. Haldeman and John D. Ehrlichrnan.
A separate subpoena was is
by the Senate panel. Nixon rejected it, too, and the
committee also filed suit to

rfir'""nr•••••-

_
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force disclosure.
Nixon's lawyers have argued
in fighting the subpoenas that a
president's confidential records
are privileged from forced disclosure, and that only the President-not the courts-can decide whether such information
should be released.
In his ruling, Sirica ordered
the President to produce the
tapes, saying he would examine
them in private and decide
whether all or parts of them
should be turned over to the
grand jury.

Folk Festival
Planned For
Kenlake Park

INDUCTED INTO ROTARY:Inducted into the Murray Rotary Club Thursday sere : Left to right,
Pat WinDave Dickson, general manager of the Murray Division of the Tappan Company ; Joe
United
First
the
of
pastor
Sr.,
Fisher,
A.
James
Dr.
Service;
Printing
Winchester
chester, owner of
Methodist Church; Dr. Ed Strohecker, chairman of the Department of library Science at Murray
Rev.
State University, and Ray E. Whitlow, manager of the Murray plant of Standard Textiles.
Glenn
Dr.
by
assisted
ceremonies,
installation
the
for
speaker
principal
the
was
Henry, McKenzie
Wilcox and Dr. Hugh l.. Oakley.

The Kentucky Lake Folk
Festival and Arts and Crafts
Exhibit will be held Saturday
and Sunday,September 1 and 2,
at Kenlake State Park.
Arts and crafts, will be on
Have you noticed the bright,
exhibit from nine a.m. to dusk new crosswalks which have
on both days. Music by folk and been painted on many of the
western singers will be played streets on the Murray State
on the grounds each beginning campus?
at one p.m.
"marked
are
These
'Highlighting each day's pedestrian crossings."
activities will be a stage perDo you know what you are
formance a eight p.m. on supposed to do if you see
Saturday aria Sunday at..the someone in one of t*e marked
Kenlake Amphitheater.
pedestrian crossings as you
Performers will include approach it in your automobile?
You stop.
Jimmy Driftwood, Merle
Travis, Rarneina Jones and ' Fallurelo do so can result in a
Mark Mrs. Grandpa Jones), traffic ticket, and a fine as
Yvonne Gregory, Lillie Mae much" as 9100. Should you hit
Pennington, Water Valley and injure a pedestrian in a
Square Dancers, Blue Grass marked crosswalk, you could
Rangers, Prof. Darrell Haden face a fine of as much as 82,000
and New County, Jack Blue or imprisoned in the county jail
Jazz and Blues Pianist, Bertha
Wenzel, Ruby McNeil, Carolyn
Culver and The Parkers,
Southern Harmony Singers,
Bloomfield Church Choir, and
Rodney Paris.
Special exhibits will be by the
Kaintuck Muzzleloaders,
Wilhaired Hilltoppers, and
Norman Castleberry Colt Pistol
Collection.
The events are all free to the
public, said Corinne Whiyehead
of the Kentucky Lake Folk
Festival Association.

Autos Must Stop At Crosswalk

p.

Robert Baar

Baar Named
To National
Committee

Robert Bear, an associate
professor of music at Murray
State University, has been
named to a national committee
appointed to locate and
recommend high school choral
PHNOM PENH ( AP) More than
(AP)
NAPLES
groups considered worthy of an
hit
insurgents
Khmer Rouge
vacinvitation to participate in the
Koinpong Cham, Cambodia's a million doses of cholera
were rushed to Naples toAustrian festival, "Youth and
third largest city, with 300 mor- cine
speed up inoculation
to
day
Music in Vienna-1974."
fighting
Sustained
tar rounds
as tension Federal State Market News
The committee is the National
was reported on the edges of against the disease
in the crowded, dirty city. Service August 31, 1973
Nominating Committee of the
the town. Highway 4 to the rose
been 125 confirmed Kentucky Purchase Area Hog National Educational
coast is still blocked southwest There have
cases of cholera Marketr-.Report Includes 9 Scholarship Foundation of
suspected
or
of Phnom Penh, but a convoy
reported in the past week, and Buying Stations
Northbrook, Ill.
of 343 trucks of rice cattle and
four persons have died. On Receipts: Act. 350 Est. 400
In helping to seek out choral
other supplies arrived from
went on Barrows and Gilts mostly 50 groups worthy of nomination to
northwest Cambodia. In South Thursday, Neapolitans
(C.astinued from Page I )
the cents lower few 1.50 lower Sows the Vienna festival, Baer and
Rufus Enoch Doran
Vietnam, the Viet Cong blew up strike, demonstrated in
barricades, 50 cents to 2.00 lower.
his fellow committee members of anything that is ima bridge south of Da Nang and streets and piled up
that preventive US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 49.00-49.50 will contact choral directors marcescible.
stopped traffic on the main demanding
measures be speeded up.
US 1-3 200-240 lbs., 48.25-49.00 across the United States in
north-south highway.
A nice call from Dewey
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 47.75-48.25 seeking tapes and recordings of
BOGOTA, Colombia i AP) - US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 47.25-47.75 their works for consideration by Ragsdale. What a contribution
BUENOS AIRES (API
Two severe earthquakes shook Sows
over-all
the
Invitational this man has made down
Juan D. Peron launches his large parts of Colombia on US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 44.00-45.00 Committee.
through the years, in so many
campaign for the presidency of Thursday, heavy rains touched
"We have learned, through fields. Also a nice conversation
US 1-3 350-650 lbs., 43.00-44.00
Argentina today with a rally off fatal mudslides in VeneUS 2-3 450-650 lbs., 4/00-43.00 past experiences, that great with John Nanney yesterday at
called by the Peronist leaders zuela, and Mexico continued to
strides can be made toward the lunch.
Boars 35.00-41.00
of the General Labor Con- wrestle with floods and the
development of
future inRufus Enoch Doron, age 93,
big
a
insure
To
federation.
aftermath of its worst quake in
ternational understanding by
This is the last day of August. passed away Thursday at 11:30
turnout, the labor leaders_ Ar.
bringing together the dedicated You can hardly tell that fall is a.m. at his home on Murray
dered a one-day strike for the
musical youth of many nations approaching, except early in Route One near Browns Grove.
confederation's two million lombia, but in Venezuela the
, in order that they may share a the morning when the mist
The deceased and his wife,
members. Police and Peronist mudslides killed 40 persons in a
experience rises from the ground. One the former Nancy Arnettie
cultural
fine
security forces were put on the Caracas slum. Mexican offiAsher, harbinger is the Goldenrod and Darnell, who survives, obtogether," Robert
alert to prevent trouble be- cials said the bodies of between
chairman of the board of another the weed with the round served their 71st wedding an; tween the leftists of the Per- 520 and 530 quake victims had
yellow bloom, some kind of niversary on March 23 of this
trustees of the Foundation, told
onist youth movement and the been recovered, but they still
Boy Scout Troop 45 held a Baer in notifying him of his _thistle or something.
year. Both Mr. and Mrs. Doron
moderates and conservatives of feared the toll might go as high Court of Honor at the First appointment.
had been active until recently
the labor union wing.
as 1,000.
United Methodist Church on
Anyway,fall will be here soon and had maintained their own
A member of the Murray
6:30 •.m. with
rausic_facul4 since 1251,_ enough _with Murray High borne in the Browns Grove_
SCoutmaster James Boger', Baar is nationally-known for playing tonight and MSU set for community.
assisted by Senior Patrol his work with youth choral September 15 in the new
Mr. Doron, a farmer, came to
Leader Todd Harrison and groups. He has directed the stadium.
America from Donegal, Ireland
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS "they know that those en- Scribe Jeff Reed,presenting the Murray State choir on two
at the age of twelve yeses. He
WASHINGTON (AP) - The trusted with its enforcement awards.
With such a fine new stadium had many historical documents
European tours since 1965, and
Educational Testing Service of likewise obey." The AFL-CIO
Scouts advancing in rank has directed all-state choirs in something should be worked out showing his family genealogy
Princeton, N.J., a private re- president said in his annual La- were: Kent Eversmeyer, Tim Savannah, Ga., Little Rock, -for Murray HIP to play their all the way back to his great
Search group, says Vietnam era bor Day message that "this Robertson,and Jeff Reed to the Ark., and twice in Louisville. games there. We need a new grandfather Doron.
veterans are not receiving as means the government does not rank of tenderfoot; Kevin
Honored as the University's stadium in town like we need
A special feature story about
many benefits to attend school wiretap, does not burgle, does Lawson to 'fir$t class; Harry Distinguished Professor of the another hole in the head.
Mr. and Mrs. Doron on their
citilaw-abiding
as their World War II counter- not terrorize
Fannin to star rank; Todd Year in 1969, Baer also served
69th wedding anniversary
parts. The conclusion was con- zens in their homes on the Harrison.to life rank.
Parker Ford putting up a new appeared in the Ledger le Times
at 'Murray State's first ontained in a preliminary report basis of an informer's tip."
Merit badges earned by the budsman.
sign on their parking lot on on March 19, 1971.
to the Veterans Administration.
boys during the Four Rivers
Main.
The deceased was born
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Council summer camp were
September 10, 1879, and was the
WASHINGTON AP - The Internal Revenue Service says presented. They were Todd
Here is the history of gasoline son of the late Ambrose Doron
Cost of Living Council says taxpayers will find little change Harrison, camping, water
and Rebecca Jane Waldrop
taxation in Kentucky:
salary increases for top busi- in their 1973 income tax forms. skiing, and pioneering; Kevin
-State gasoline tax first Doron. One son, Hansford
1920
ness executives should be held A few minor changes will in- Lawson, life saving, Water
The funeral for Mrs. Effie imposed at rate of 1 cent per Doron, died March 30, 1970.
to 5.5 per cent. The Council clude the placement of the po- skiing;
Robertson, Humphrey will be held today at gallon.
Tim
Survivors in addition to his
proposed that mandatory limit litical checkoff question on the swimming, citizenship in the two p.m. at the chapel of the
1924-State tax upped to 3 wife are one daughter, Mrs.
on increases for executives, but front of the form instead of a community, and reading; Jeff Max Churchill Funeral Home
Trudie May Adams, and one
cents per gallon.
left open the possibility of high- separate form and the reducing Reed, swimming; Harry with Dr. James1 A. Fisher, Sr.,
1926-State tax increased to 5 son, henry Doron, both of
could
they
er raises by saying
of revenue-sharing information Fannin, soil and water con- officiating.
Murray Route One; eight
cents per gallon.
be permitted if prior approval to a single question.
Pallbearers will be W.A.
servation; Randy Smotherman,
1932-Federal tax of 1 cent grandchildren, Donald Doron,
is obtained from the council
Forres,
Hymon
King,
W.E.
and
first aid, camping,
imposed for a total of 6 cents. Gail Doron, Carl Doron, Mrs.
Crider, Robert N. Douglas, Eli
swimming
1040-Federal tax increased Rebecca Jean Murdock, Hoyt
WASHINGTON (AP)- ConNew officers for Troop 45 Alexander, and Morris HumWASHINGTON ( AP ) - sumer advocate Ralph Nader
2 cents tor a total of 6.5 Adams, Jimmy Adams, Jessie
/
to 11
There had been plans to build a has urged the government to recently elected were Todd phrey. Burial will be in the cents.
Adams, and Mrs. Evelyn
squash court and sauna bath at make siu-e X-ray machines at Harrison, senior patrol leader; Syrnsonia Cemetery with the
1948-State tax increased to 7 Smoot; twelve great grandthe $42-million building housing airports aren't subjecting pas- Sam Chadwick, assistant senior arrangements by the Max cents to make it 8.5 cents per children; three great great
the Department of Health, Edu- sengers to too much radiation. patrol leader; Jeff Reed, scribe, Churchill Funeral Home.
gallon.
grandchiren.
Mrs. Humphreys, age 88, died
cation and Welfare. But not any Nader says that until the gov- Kent Eversmeyer, quar1951-Federal tax increased
Funeral services will be held
more. HEW Secretary Caspar ernment is sure it should cur- termaster; Tim Robertson, Wednesday at..1,30 p.m. at the to 2 cents W make it 9 cents.
today at four p.m at the chapel
of
Harry
Convalescent
and
Division
librarian;
Fannin
the
W. Weinberger has vetoed the tail use of the equipment
1956--Federal tax increased of the Max Churchill Funeral
Kevin Lawson, new patrol Murray-Calloway County to 3 cents to make it 10 cents. Home with
recreation facility. Under SecElder Paul Poyner
Hospital. Hen husband, Ben F.
leaders.
retary' Frank C. Carlucci ex1959-Federal tax increased officiating
Humphreys,
junior
the
is
Byrn
died
Phil
PICNIC
8,
January
CHURCH
plained the action by saying,
to 4 cents to make it 11 cents.
Serving as pallbearers will be
The Primaries and Junior of assistant scoutmaster One new 1965.
"HEW executives are expected
1972 State tax increased to 9 Don, Gail, and Carl Doron,
She is survived by one
to get their exercise by running the Bethel United Methodist mernber present at the Court of
cents per gallon for a grand James, Jesse, and Hoyt Adams,
claugiver. Ma.-1owalLKing of-UpStairs arid' chasing - absentee- <Inimit will-have atall Paunch&ie .ilsonor-was John
-total of -13rents tax-per gallon-of - xll grrild.4oh.t
Troop 45 meets each Tuesday Murray, one son, Homer Owen gasoline.
picnic at the Murray City Park
Kentucky
welfare fathers."
The
Interment will be in the
on Saturday, September 1, at at 6:30 p.m. at the First United (1arner, one sister, Mrs. Odell Petroleum Marketer says the Murray City
Cemetery with the
to Methodist Church. Any boy, Middleton of Kevil, three present total tax of 13 cents per
WASHINGTON AP ) - La- 6:30p m Members are asked
arrangements by the Max
great
two
and
(•hurch
grandchildren,
years
eleven
old. interested in
guests, a
gallon is equal to a 50 per cent Churchill Funeral Home where
bor leader George Meany says invite
Scouting, is invited ti attend grandchildren
said
sales tax
friends may call
Americans obey the law when spokesman

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Seen & Heard . . .

R. E. Doron
Succumbs
At Age 93

Held By Boy
Scout Troop

WasithaVon Roundup

Rites Are Today
For Mrs. Humphrey
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for as long as a year,
This is the law as outlined in
the Kentucky Statutes, and
Murray State Security Director
Orman Price says it will be
enforced and any tickets issued
"made to stand," as violators
will be sited into city or county
court.
"Where traffic control signals
are not in place or in operation,
the operator of a vehicle shall
yield the right-of-way to a
the
pedestrian crossing
roadway within any marked
crosswalk or within any unmarked crosswalk at an intersection," Mr. Price said. "If
necessary, in order to yield the
right-of-way, the operator shall
slow down or stop."
Also, Mr. Price pointed out,
whenever a vehicle is stopped at
marked crosswalk or at any
unmarked crosswalk at an
intersection to permit a
pedestrian to cross the roadway, the operator of any other
vehicle approaching from the
rear shall not overtake and pass
the stopped vehicle.
It's a different situation,
however, for the pedestrian
attempting to cross a street at
any point other than within a
marked crosswalk or within an
unmarked crosswalk at an
intersection In that case, the
pedestrian shall yield the rightof-way to all vehicles upon the
roadway, he said.
The one exception is in the
case of blind individuals, Price
explained.

Accidents . ..
(Continued from Page 1
Murray Electric System.
At 7:30 a.m. today, cars
driven by James B. Winchester,
of Sterline Hts., Mich., and
Joseph L. Myalil, of Mayfield,
were involved in a two car
collision on Highway 121
Injured in the accident was
Brenda Winchester, who was
treated and released at the local
hospital.
Police said the Winchester
car was headed east on the 121
Bypass and the Myalil car was
headed west, making a left
turn, when the accident occurred.
Damage to the Winchester
car was to the right front, and
damage to the Myalil car was to
the right side, according to
police.

Hazel . . .
(Continued from Page 1)
of the water and sewer system.
Members of the Hazel City
Council are Cy Miller, major,
Ralph Richerson, Glen Barnett,
Bobby Holmes, and Morris
Caldwell. Jimmy Rogers is the
city policeman with R.C. Cook
as deputy.
The town was founded in 1890
and was incorporated in 1907 by
the late Henry Dees for whom
the Dees Bank of Hazel is
named.
Two versions of the founding
of the town of Hazel have been
told. One was that the town was
named for Hazel Maddox,
daughter of a conductor on one
of the trains running through
the area, and the other was that
it was named for a grove of
Hazel nut trees 'along the
railroad tracks, according to
Mayor Miller.
The present town of Hazel
has twenty-one business places
including a bank, funeral home.
lumber
yard, groceries,
restaurants, anclother types of
businesser------ ----Present population of the city
is 424, but Miller said with the
annexation of the area north of
the city limits that ttie figure
will now be about 525. "•

"Whenever a pedestrian is
crossing or attempting to cross
a public street or highway,
guided by a guide dog or
carrying in a raised or extended
position a cane or walking stick
which is white in color or white
and tipped in red, the driver of
every vehicle approaching the
intersection..or place where the
pedestrian is attempting to
cross, must bring his vehicle to
a full stop before arriving at the
place of crossing:L
said.
quoting the statutes.

Graveside Rites
At Fort Donelson
For Local Man
Graveside rites for Sterling
John Hamilton of Kirksey Route
One are being held today at one
p.n., at the Fort DossIson
National Cemetery at Dover,
Tenn.
Hamilton, age 56, died
Thursday at 9:20 a.m. at the
Cardiac Care Unit of the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was born October
30, 1917, in Limestone, Maine.
The deceased retired due to ill
health as a Master Sergeant in
the Air Force on August 30, 1961.
He entered the service on
September 22, 1942 and was
discharged at Shepherd Air
Force Base, Texas.
He and his family made their
home in the Backusburg
community of Calloway County.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Bertha Merrill Hamilton of
Kirksey Route One; three
Jewell
Miss
daughters,
Hamilton and Miss Sheara
Hamilton, both at home, and
Mrs.Jillea Hideout of Paducah ;
one son, Sterling Hamilton„ Jr.,
of Belleville, Ill.
The Max Churchill Funeral
Home is in charge of the
arrangements.
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
THE COMMONWEALTH OF
KENTUCKY,' „CALLOW AY
__MARA C A L-L0-11E.A.Y.. CO N T Y
HOSPITAL PLAINTIFF,
VERSUS PEGGY GARNER
RUSHING, bEFENDANT.
By virtue of judgment and
order of sale of the Calloway
Circuit Court rendered at the
August 24 Term thereof 1973, in
the above cause, for the sum of
Five Thousand Five Hundred
Fifty Six and 25-100 ($5,556.25)
Dollars, with interest at the rate
of six per cent per annum from
June 9, 1972„ until paid and its
cost therein I shall proceed to
offer for sale at the Court House
door in Murray, Kentucky, to the
highest bidder, at public auction
on the 17th day of September
1973, at 1:00 O'clock P.M., or
thereabout, upon a credit of one
month, the following described
property, to wit:
One Winston Mobile Home
(house trailer) containing three
(3) bedrooms and two (2) baths.
Said Winston Mobile Home
(house trailer) is now located on
Lot. No. A6 in the Fox Meadows
Trailer Park. Property may be
inspected at any time before the
sale by contacting and making an
appointment with the Special
Commissioner named below.
For the purchase price, the
purchases must execute bond,
with approved securities, bearing
legal interest from the day of
sale, until paid, and having the
force, and effect of a judgment.
Bidders' 'will 'be' -preptiretr
comply promptly with these
terms.
Ryan, SPECIAL
Prat*
COMMISSIONER CALLOWAY
A31C
CIRCUIT COURT.
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10:30to11:15 p.m.; and Sunday,
September 9 from 10:30 a.m. to
10:30 p.m.
The Ann Arbor Blues and Jazz
originally
was
Festival
inaugurated by the University
of Michigan in 1969. but after
two extremely popular, but
financially unsuccessful,
festivals, the University
decided that a 1871 festival
would be infeasible. The
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Shop At Green Acres
WEST TENNESSEE & WESTERN
KENTUCKY HOUSING HEADQUARTERS
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Is

Shopping For
A New Home?

Peter Andrews, president of
Rainbow Multi-Media had
drawn up a plan for a new ,
festival, using careful booking,
detailed planning and superior
organization. His plan included'
enlarging the scope of the
festival to include contemporary jazz music and a
slightly less esoteric line-up of,
blues artist than had appearedi
at the two previous Universitysponsored festivals.
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Festival was reinstated in 1972
by Rainbow Multi-Media, a
non-profit corporation in Ann
Arbor,

WKMS-FM Presents Festival Program

The famous three-day Ann
Arbor Blues and Jazz Festival
from Michigan will be broadcast this year in its entirety by
WKMSFM, WKM—FM is a
member of the National Public
Radio network, and at 91.3 mHz
serves the West Kentucky area.
The broadcast schedule is as
follows: Friday, September 7,
from 5:30 p.m. to 11:00 p.m.;
Saturday, September 8, from
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Danny Galupe, who is waiting
UNDERRATED—Danny Thomas portrays a temperamental artist,
Monday. Sept. 10 on the
Lucy"
"Here's
of
episode
premiere
hopelessly for recognition, on the season
CBS Television Network.
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Friday, September;
1:30 p.m. —Movie: Channel 29.
"Family Honeymoon"
Repeat of 10:00 p.m. movie
on Thursday.
4:00 p.m. — Movie: Channel 4.
"Supernatural" — Carole
Lombard, Randolph Scott.
Horror story about murder
supernatural exan
ts on dead bodies.
— Movie: Channel 5.
4:11I
'Twinkle in God's Eye"
— Mickey Rooney, Coleen
Gray, Young parson,. in
lawless town, uses a
courageotuijkind of humor to
convert townfolk.
8:00 p.ta. — Movie: Channels 4,
6. "Beguilded," starring
Clint Eastwood, Geraldine
Page and Elizabeth Hartman. With tie Civil War
close to an end, wounded
Yankee Corporal John
Mcgurney (Eastwood) is
aided by the women of a
southern school for young
ladies, Untversal, 1971.
8:00 p.al..— Movie: Channel 29.
"Just Foe You" — Bing
Croak. Jane Wyman. Bigtime theatrical producer
who has too little time for his
teenage children learns to
find time with assistance of
his show's star.
10:00 p.m. — Movie: Channel
29. "Man Who Cried Wolf"
— Lewis Stone, Tom Brown.
Man 1,onfesses to many
crimes, as a cunning
preparation for the murder
lie rtAilly plans to commit.
10:30 P.m. — Late Movie:
11130 on
Channel 12
Channel 5) "Hollywood or
Bust," starring Dean Martin
and Jerry Lewis. The
unlike)), pair of a star-struck
movie fan and a reforming
bookie tut the road together,
slowly making their way to
Hollywood. The going is
slow because it is constantly
interrrupted by gags and
beautiful girls. Some real
some
and
problems
Keystone Kop commotion
add more hilarity to the
film
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Yogi Bear (left I gives a fast brush-off to Mr. Dirt (right), one of the many villains in the ABC
Television Network's new weekly comedy adventure series, "Yogi's Gang." The affable bear and his
friends, including Meals Gorilla and Top Cat looking down from above, fight the enemies of man
and nature in the cartoon series which premieres Saturday,Sept. 8, 7:311a.m.
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You've decided to discover
the fun of being an amateur
musician. How do you decide
which instrument is the right
one for you?
Here are some facts you
should consider:
Most important of all, select an instrument that you
truly want to play. When you
truly want to learn how to
play, practice sessions become more fun and you learn
at a faster pace.
Do you rent or buy? If you
are considering a small instrument such as a recorder

sive than private instruction.
Piano, organ and guitar
can be satisfying choices for
playing alone or with a group,
but brass (trumpet, trombone). reeds (saxophone,
clarinet). flute, string bass
and percussion are usually
playe4 as part of an ensemble.
Some Of the most beautiful looking instruments like
the harp are among the most
difficult to play. The Amen -

or even a guitar. you will
probably prefer to buy. However, if you are intereste,c1 in
piano or organ, you might
want to consider renting with
an option to buy.
Learning to play a musical
instrument is much easier today than it was even five
years i ago because of group
instrpction, new self-teaching
aids ond educational methods. •
Mty beginners prefer to
start lessons in a group setting, !learning from the instructor and each other. The
group plan also has the advantage of shared experience
and fun, and is less expen-

Music Conference has
graded the ease of learning
to play various instruments
with piano as a median point
Or average:
EASY — autoharp, bongo
drums, conga drum, chord
organ, recorder and ukulele.
FAIRLY EASY—accordion,
alto horn, banjo, concertina,
drums, guitar, harmonica,
mandolin.
AVERAGE—baritone horn,
clarinet, cornet, flute, marimba, organ, piano, saxophone,
sousaphone, trombone, trumuba, vibraharp, xylopnet
pet,ho
FAIRLY DIFFICULT—bass,
cello, -French horn, viola, violin.
DIFFICULT—bassoon,harp,
oboe.
Your physical capabilities
— length of arms, size of
hands, shape of your jaw —
can affect ease of playing.
However, with practice you
can overcome most limitations and play any instrument you want. The important thing is to begin to discover music for yourself.
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Everyone Giln Discover Fun
Of Playing Musical Instrument

Saturday—September. 1

a crime syndicate killer (Henry Brandon) threatens to
martiar crooked lawyer, Aaron Ratchitt G. J. Mitchell) if be
&ain't reveal vital information about Carlos' betraying the mob
and tieir massage parlor racket in "THE MANHANDLERS"
openiatif Sunday at Central Cinema I theatre.
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FERLIN HUSKY
Franklin D.,' was as Terry Preston. I wrote it when I was in
the service and heard that
Roosevelt was dead.
"When Hank Williams paised
away,recording companies was
trying to get artists to sound
like him. I do a lot of different
imitations. So I thought I'd see
if I could sound like Hank Williams. I wrote 'Hank's Song,'
which was a tribute to him. It
had 27 titles of songs he had
written and recorded. I made it
rhyme. But I didn't want to put
Preston on there. People might
resent me or think I was mocking him. I figured nobody knew
my real name, Ferlin Husky,
so I used that.
"I recorded under both those
names for four years.
"The way I'm singing now is
a lot like I used to sing as Terry Preston — smoother. I don't
twang so much.
"I started recording as Simon
Crum when I was doing disc
jockey work in Salinas and
Bakersfield and Los Angeles. I
started using this character
voice. I feel everybody talks to
himself and doesn't get an answer. I'd talk to myself and I'd
get an answer, from Simon
Crum.
"Part of the time I was
recording under all three
names." Husky had the names
Mason Dixon and Tony Lamm
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' By MARY CAMPBELL
AP Newsfeatures Writer
Country singer Ferlin Husky
went to California on a trek
that reminded him of "'The
Grapes of Wrath” after World
War II. Today he has a 65-foot
houseboat, named the "Queen
Marvis" for his wife. "She's
married to a king, isn't she?"
This success story belongs to
a likable person, a multitalented singer who once recorded in three styles under three
names at the same time and
had two more ready to go; a
father who has endured the
death of a grown son who had
just begun to work with him in
music; a man who worked free
in a small nightclub New
Year's Eve, for an old ffiend
and so he wouldn't forget his
beginnings.
Husky was born in Cantwell,
Mo., a mile and a half from
Flat River. He worked as a
disc jockey in Clayton, Mo.,
near St. Louis, then got a band
together and, in three cars,
models 1925, 1932 and 1935, and
a paint spray rig, 13 people
trekked to California.
"Our idea when we left Missouri was to spray barns on' the
way out. We didn't find anybody who wanted a barn painted. We stopped once and picked
cotton. In Globe, Ariz., we
played music and passed the
hat around. It took us three
weeks to get to California.
When we got to the California
line, we pooled the money we
had to make up $3. We had to
pay duty on the paint rig. I put
in a silver dollar. I said, 'If I'm
going to have to pay to get in
this state, I'm going to stay =ill I'm heard of.' I was the only
foe who stayed.
1 "I used to sleep in a used car )
let on Skid Row when I was I
playing in honky tonics in Los
Angeles. A guy who had the
used car lot would leave one
unlocked for me. There was a
hotel around the corner which I
gave as my address and I'd
pick up messages there and go
on out and get in a car. I'd
wake up with the sun shining in
on me. It was all in trying to
get ahead.
"I was going by the name of
Tex Terry. Then I started using
the name Terry Preston. My
first record. 'Remembrance of
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"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

PARKER FORD, Inc.

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

ready, in case he recorded in
still more styles. Tony Lamoni
would, of course, be Italian.
Husky recorded first for Four
Star, then for 22 years for Capitol. Now he's on ABC, with one
LP solar, "True, True Lovin'."
Marvis Husky sang background on some of her husband's I.Ps and Husky says,
"She'll be singing on her own
soon and I'll probably be hollering background."
Husky's biggest hit has been
"Gone." That had voices, violins and vibes. "I had recorded
It before as Terry Preston. But
I wanted it with Les Baxter
and his choir. Finally I got to
do it the way I wanted to do it.
The a and r man told me,
'Well, I got one thing to say.
This is your last session if it
don't sell.' I said, 'Don't worry;
you've got a gold record.' A
few weeks later he told me I
was right. That was in 1957.
That was my big break."
Other big sellers have been
"Wings of a Dove," "Country
Music Is Here To Stay" (by Simon Crum) and "Dear John
Letter."
Country songs today, Husky
says, "are getting more like
when I started. We're going
back more to the three-chord
songs — simpler. The steel guitar and fiddles are getting
more popular again. It's getting
like it was years ago."
Husky was in California from
1947 to '54, and he was in 17
movies, doing everything from
stunts and extras to leading
parts. In 1954 be went to Nashville to be on the Grand Ole
Opry and has been in or near
Nashville ever since.
These days he makes 75 to
100 personal appearances a
year instead of one-time 150 to
250. "Actually I'm home more
than I work away, now.
"I do a lot of charity things.
I'd rather work charities any
time than for somebody to give
me a bad check. I used to save
every one I got; they were anywhere from $3 to $3,000.
"Right after my son was killed I wasn't myself but they
talked me into going ahead and
working one show. I paid the
expenses of my group, which
was about $800 a day. The promoter ran out with the whole
kit and caboodle.
"But I guess everybody has
problems like that.
"I work the better places
now. But I still play some of
the same places I did when I
started out, for people who
gave me $50 when I was trying
to make a living. They don't let
you forget it and I don't forget
it either. I turned down some
places New Years Eve, to work
for a friend of ours in Florida
in a little nightclub that held
about 200 I guess. I did it free
for him, as a friend. He'd do
the same for me. And it keeps
you from forgetting your beginrungs."

Ferlin, Husky: Songs Getting Simpler
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Adult penguins bite savagely when they are
molested.
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1:I5 p.m.--Movie: channel 29
"Curse of the Von Doo"
Bryant Halliday, Dennis
Price. A game hunter on a
safari enters the forbidden
Simbaza territory and
becomes the victim of a
curse of voodoo chief.
10011 p.m.--Movie: channel 29
"Family Honeymoon" Fred
Claudette
MacMurray,
Colbert. After a college
professor marries a young
widow they find themselves
the
forced to take
bride's mischievious
their
on
children
honeymoon.
11:311 p.m.
10:311 p.m.—Late Movie:
channel 12 (11:30 on ch. 5)
"Eye of the Devil," starring
David Niven and Deborah
Kerr. A spellbinding drama
about a French noblemad
selected as a human'
sacrifice. Donald Pleasence;!
Sharon Tate and David'
Hemmings co-star.

1:30 p.m.—Movie: channel 29!
oR ere Come The
":1pe
pm. Girls"
of
movie
Wednesday.
4:00 p.m.—Movie: channel 4
"Taman and the Huntress"
Johnny Weismuller, Brenda'
Joyce. Tarzan seeks to foil
the efforts of a zoological
expedition intent upon
capturing scores of animals
for various zoos.
4:00 p.m.--Movie: channel S.
"Trouble in the Glen"-i
Forrest Tucker, Orson
Welles. Romance and
drama in the rolling Scottish
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By ANN CURLEY
NEWARK, N.J.(AP) — "It's
not necessary to be a musician
to manage a symphony orchestra," says Catherine French,
"but it is necessary to know
musicians and understand
them."
Miss French should know.
She's the newly appointed manager of the New Jersey Symphony Orchestra, a rare position for a woman.She assumed
the behind-the-scenes operation
of the orchestra in January and
says she is "still learning so
much."
But the 26-year-old orchestra
manager considers the work of
the 93 musicians and music director Henry Lewis "really fantastic."
A 15-member administrative
staff headed by Miss French
handles such details as engaging musicians and soloists,
scheduling concerts, hiring
halls, arranging for promotion
and transporting equipment to
concert sites1
"Every area of staff work is
aimed at enabling the orchestra
to give its tAst performance,"
declares the New Jersey native, who commutes from her
home town of Bergenfield to
the orchestra's headquarters in
Newark's Symphony Hall.
With 103 concerts scheduled
during the 1972-73 season, including appearances
throughout the country, it's like
being on tour all the time, she
says.
A student of piano and organ
as a youngster, the new orchestra manager admits she disliked practicing and had "no
desire to ever be a performer."
Her interest in music, however,
led to a ciegrec in music history
at Manhattanville College in
Purchase, N.Y.
She discovered the administrative side of the field as business manager and treasurer of
the college glee club and
through part-time work for the
music department. After graduating in 1968, she became assistant to the manager of Leopold Stokawski's American Symphony Orchestra in New York

Wednesday September 5

ON A TOL—The cops are sti on the job. Martin Milner (left(
and Kent McCord will skart the sixth season in their familiar roles
as Offieets Malloy and Reed in the NBC Television Network,
action 'settles, "Adam-I2," next Fall in color, Wednesday. The
cases of the police patrol are based on actual cases of the Los
Angeles Colice Department.
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Ticket sales, contributions
and government grants are the
sources of income for the orehestra, the manager notes.
Having started her new job
at a "pretty hectic" time on
the symphony calendar, Miss
French finds few occasions for
some of her favorite norimusical pursuits like playing backgammon and reading mystery
stories. Hours not filled by office work, concerts or rehearsals often are spent at Carnegie
Hall hearing other orchestras
and artists.

Keys F. teel
Tortuny Murphey
Anita McCallon

. Field Office Manager
. . Field Representative
Secretary

PHONE 753-5602

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

305 NORTH 4th STREET

MURRAY OFFICE

PCA Ithe go ahead people

My line of credit with P.C.A. means
I can buy with cash. It sure helps me buy
at better prices and my annual payment is
set up to fit my income. That means a lot
to a farmer this day in time.

ERINE FRENCH
CA
City. ,
When( Miss French was appointed:executive director and
manager of that orchestra in
1970 at the age of 23, she was
the yoangest person to hold
such a post with a major American sytnphony. Her work there
continued until the orchestra
ceased operations last year.
"What all of us want," she
says of ,her work with the New
Jersey Symphony Orchestra,
"is to ierve the state of New
Jersey — all areas and all the
PeoPle:7
She points out that the current 50th anniversary season in-

eludes family concerts and performances for young people, as
well as regular adult concerts.
"The time is quickly passing
when a single city has an orchestra and expects people to
come to it," Miss French believes, citing the 31 conununities in which the musicians
must appear this season. "If
society supports the artist, the
artist must serve society. You
have to go where people are if
you have something to offer
that you want to share with
them."
Although a classical music
lover with special admiration
for Beethoven, she feels that
"all symphonies have come to
the point where they realize
how important it is to serve
American composers and do
contemporary music — and we
do that here.
"Our aim from a business
standpoint," she adds, "is to increase earned income. People
have to be convinced that it
(the orchestra) is worth giving

Playing :Not NecOstary,
Understqnding Needed
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and single-handedly destroy
Wednesday,September 5
gambling
syndicate
a
1:30 p.m—Movie: channel 29
operation. Tony Musante,
Raid"
Missouri
"The Greit
Simon Oakland; Susan
Repeat' o( 10:00 p.m. movie
Strasberg and Nicholas
on Tuesday.
,
folosanto star with Detective
4
channel
4:00 p.m.-zMovie:
Toma, appearing in a cameo
-Here ()me the Coeds"
role
Abbott & Costello, Peggy
8:00 p.m.—Movie: channel 29
Ryan. Confusion reigns at a
-Cane Mutiney" Humphrey
girl's :college when Abbott
Bogart,Jose Ferrer. Officers
and COstello atempt to pay
revolt against a captain they
off the inprtgage
consider unfit mentally.
4:00 p.te.--lilovie: channel 5
10:00 p.m.—Movie: channel 29
"Tobai!- the Great" Charles
"Here Come the Girls" Bob
Booth.
Karin
Drake,
Hope, Tony Martin, Arlene
invented
device,
Mechaniaal
Dahl. When attempt is made
to conquer man's emotions in
on leading men's life, world's
spare flight is tiled to save
oldest chorus boy gets job
boy's life;
back to become bait for
7:10 pais..--,Movie: channel 5
killer.
"Woritant Times Seven"
10:30 p.m.—Late Moyle:
Shirley Maclaine, Alan
channel 12 ( 11:30 on ch. 5)
.Arkin, Camic examination of
Little Hut," starring
"The
modern female.
David Niven, Ava Gardner
7:30 p.m—Movie,: channels 3,8
and Stewart Granger.
"Toms" . original 90-minute
Domestic comedy about a
divie Made especially for
beautiful woman who finds
ABC that tells the true story
shipwrecked on a
herself
Toma
of Detektive Dave
with two men—
island
desert
whose ;plastery of disguises
her husband and his best
allowldIRn to mingle within
friend.
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Sunday,September 2
12:30 p.m.—Movie: channel 5
"Duck Soup" Marx Brothers.
Groucho becomes a dictator
in a mythical kingdom. Chico
and Harpo run a peanut
stand and are spies.
12:30 p.m.—Movie: channel 12
"The
Runaway
Bus"
Margaret
Rutherford,
Frankie Howard. Airport
bus, lost in London fog, with
pair of crooks on board and a
fortune in stolen bullion in
the trunk
4:30 p.m.—Movie: channel 8
"Wake Me When the War Is
Over" Ken Barry, Eva
Gabor. Bumbling U.S. Army
lieutenant, in the closing
days of World War H, is
rescued from German hands
by an anti-Nazi baroness who
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ESINKIRL GIRLS

11,1

Sat. 1-3
BOY & THE PIRATES

MATINEE

for Queenie Bee

BURGER
QUEEN

Get Your
Tickets at

THESE GIRLS DO EXACTLY 41
WHAT YOU THINK THEY DO' VA-

ttflURRAY

18 or Over Only

THERE WAS A
LITTLE GIRL

Fri. & Sat.
11:30 p.m.

LATE SHOW

El

"PAMIR
JONI"
m, A Pirmu." flelreir

MUM,MAL
•
PEAR
101
,
1108111•114110
PISIMPITION

'
TIN Dimas.Compaq

thru TUE. Sept. 11th

Where You Really Do See
the Finest Motion Pictures!
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the
and
"Tammy
Millionaire" Debbie Watson,
Denver Pyle. Further adventures of Tammy, unprotect
to
enough
likes him
sophisticated backwoods girl
him long after hostilities
whose homespun wisdom
cease.
affects the lives of those she
7:00 p.m.-.;-Movie: channel 29
comes in contact with.
-Boeing, Boeing" Tony
11:00 p.m.—Movie: channel 3
Curtis" Jerry
Lewis.
"Crime School" Humphrey
American- correspondent in
Bogart, Dead End Kids.
Paris has a job keeping his
Crusading commissioner
many airline stewardess
finally turns reform school of
girlfriends, from bumping
worst type into a "real"
into each other at his
reformatory and gets boys on
apartment.
the right track for future.
7:30 p.m.—Mystery Movie:
channels , 4, 6 "The New
Mexican
Connection,"
starring Dennis Weaver as
Marshall McCloud, who
becomes a victim of a
campaign against police
brutality. Rick Nelson,
.Jackie Cooper and Gilbert
Roland gueststar.
10:30 p.m.—Movie: channel 6

Sunday Highlights
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Suspense story centering on
the strange circumstances
that surround six small
shildren whose presence
poses a threat to the world.
Clive Powell, Lee YokeMoon, Roberta Rex, Gerald
Delsol, Mahdu Mathen and
Frank Summerscale are
featured.
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which start a chain of
romantic
comnlications
when her boyfriend from
home,arrives.
10:00 p.m.--Movie: channel 22
"Honeymoons Will Kill You"
Tony
Russell.
Four
honeymoon couples arrive at
a luxurious hotel and become
involved in intrigues and
mix-ups of marital discord,
robbery and true love.
10:30
p.m.—Late
Movie:
channel 12 11:30 on channel
5) "Children
.
, of the Damned." starring Ian Hendry
Ferris.
Barbara
and

Daytime Schedule for _Monday-Friday

8:00 p.m.—Movie: charnel 29
'•Giillget Goes Hawaiian"
Janfes Darren, Michael
Callan. Peggy Cass. Gidget,
on &Hawaiian vacation with
her parknts, finds a gang of
lats•VAtig br her affections

4:00 Cm.—Movie: channel 4
"Nattghty Ninetir Abbott
and iColdello. Medicore plot
abotet gbmblers on riverboat
sets )scene for remembered
rbutined by famed comedy
tear4

Mibpday, September 3

CKY

antis HERBERT
SUSAN GORDON
M U RYA YYTI

David Spielberg stars as Ted
in "Bob & Carol & Ted & Alice,"
the new contemporary halfhour -comedy series to debut on
the ABC Television Network in
the fall. The series,will air on
Wednesdays.

UNKNOWN

WITH THE

ENCOUNTER

•Alf VISION ..1.1.1•1111•••0 tong ...mar
••••••••••••••••In •••••••••
wo•
01=1111111.01101111•

When the mob muscles In an the
Massage Parlor
the girls rub 'Gm down
...thou rub 'am out!

Starts Sunday :

"OH! CALCUTTArtr

Nigcitly Except Sun.:
at 10:40 p.m.

*

*

Janies Franciscus stars as Dr. Benjamin Elliot, a modern-day
country doctor who covers a territory in southern Colorado in his
medically equipped van, in "Doc Elliot," new ABC Television
Network series to premiere in the fall, airing on a once-a-month
basis on Wednesdays.
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when three or more viewers occupy a sofa and have no room
to stretch out. They sit leaning
forward and burn cigarette
holes in the coffee table.
—The Flanker. A temporary
position on the arms of the
sofa, usually occupied by
housewives. Flankers aren't
real fans and are there only to
put out fires on the coffee table
and sofa.
—The Floor Stretch. The
viewer lies flat on the floor on
his bdrk, stomach, left side or
right side. Floor-stretchers often say "off" or "dammit" because people find it great sport
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TUESDAY,SEPTEMBER 4
400 SESAME STREET
5:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30 ELECTRIC COM
PANY
600 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
6:30 TV HIGH SCHOOL
7:30 TURBO TRAIN: Depicts the maiden journey of
Amtrak's new "Turbo Train"
and its reception at stations
across the country.
7:30 EKU PRESENTS:
Modern Minstrel: Features
Hal Shane, singer-guitarist,
whose versatility includes
modern rock, English Madrigals and Calypso folk
songs.
8:00 PLAYHOUSE NEW
YORK: BIOGRAPHY STRINDBERG
9:00 ACTORS CHOICE:
WALT WHITMAN
9:30 JAZZ SET: Ray
Bryant
10:00 FREE STAGE: FRED DIE KING

MADISONVALLE
MOREHEAD
MURRAY MATTI'L
OrNEE410111
PIKEVILLE
SOME REA T
ASHL AND
BOWLING GREEN
COVINGTON
EL IZABE TNT OWN

tend fully on the sofa, head at a
90-degree angle to the set, left
hand resting comfortably on
the Sunday funnies. Classicists
prefer Sunday book reviews,
but this is optional.
—The Moveable Stretch. It
requires an adjustable lounge
chair. The full upright position
Isn't recommended, as urchins
tend to grab the back of the
chair while the viewer dozes.
this happens, the chair
slams into the full recline and
the viewer abruptly awakens.
He then flails wildly and gets a
hernia.
—The Forward Tilt. It occurs

w
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MONDAY,SEPTEMBER 3
4.00 SESAME STREET
5:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30 ELECTRIC COM
PANY
THURSDAY,SEPTEMBER 6
6:00 MISTER ROGERS
4.00 SESAME STREET
NEIGHBORHOOD
500 MISTER ROGERS
6:30 ELECTRIC COMNEIGHBORHOOD
PANY
5:30 ELECTRIC COM•
7:00 MAKING THINGS
PANY
GROW III: Dormancy Tha.6:00 MISTER ROGERS
lassa produces a succession
NEIGHBORHOOD
of familiar paints to help
6.30 TV HIGH SCHOOL
distinguish deceased greenery
from dormant sluggards.
7:30 TV HIGH SCHOOLi
8:00 SPECIAL OF THE
WEEK: World Symphony
Orchestra
9:30 BOOK BEAT: The.
FRIDAY,SEIOIEMBER 7
Cowboy and the Cossacle
4:00 SESAME STREET
10:00 WASHINGTON WEEK WEDNESDAY,SEPTEMBER 5 500 MISTER
ROGERS
IN REVIEW
4 00 SESAME STREET
NEIGHBORHOOD
10:30 BLACK PERSEPC•
5:00 MISTER ROGERS
5:30 ELECTRIC COMTIVE ON THE NEWS
NEIGHBORHOOD
PANY

SUNDAY,SEPTEMBER 2
7:00 ZOOM
7:30 FRENCH CHEF
8:00 EVENING AT POPS:
Virgil Fox
9;00 MASTERPIECE
THEATRE The Golden Bowl
10:00 FIRING LINE

eoucationAL
TeueviSION

KeNtAJCIKU

By JAY SHARBUTr
AP Television Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — The pro
football season is about to
bloom. But new fans may not
realize there are officially approved positions for watching
the games on television. These
positions must be known.
If you aren't in them by kickoff, there's danger a passing
inspector from the National
Football League will dash in
throw down his orange flag and
turn the channel to a cartoon So
remember:
toon. So remember.
—The Full Stretch. You ex-
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The United States produces
more than Ps billion pencils annually:

The Van Eyck brothers,
two of the world's greatest
artists who lived in the 15th
century, were the first to
make use of atmosphere
in their paintings.

The Van Ey k brothers,
who lived in e 15th century, were the first artists
to use effectively a then
little-used medium
oil i
paint.

rossed

in the game by the third
quarter, but usually miss the
fourth quarter, having toppled
unconscioui from the stool.
—The Thanksgi—ing Day Position. It only occurs on Nov.
22. Viewers cluster around a
table and say grace. Then they
put the turkey on the floor and
the TV set on the table next to
the cranberries. Anyone who
complains has to eat the turkey
or talk to Grandma.
—The Unexpected Position
It's right in front of the set, reserved for stiffs who just happen to drop by late in the season when the score is tied and
the title at stake. Their job is
to give you a detailed account
of their summer trip to Bul-

really care. They do get eng-

praetor.
—The Leaner. In this position, you sit on the floor with
your back against the sofa. By
the end of the game, you are in
the three-quarter Floor Stretch
and saying "off" and "damrnit" quite often.
—The Bar Stool. People in
this slot rarely have a direct
view of the TV set and don't

Boogie Music...Rock Music...Blues Music
ENJOY AN EVENING AT RAY'S

Thursday Nite--FrUlay Nite--Saturday Nite

GOOD BANDS EVERY

(RAY S IOUNGE

1:30 p.m.—Movie: channel 29
"Honeymoons Will Kill You"
Repeat of 10:00 p.m. movie
on Monday.
4:00 p.m.--Movie: channel 4
"Dr. Cyclops"
Albert
Dekker, Janice Logan.
Diabolic doctor, deep in
peruvian jungle, traps his
assistants in weird apparatus
which reduces them to
miniature people.
4:00 p.m.—Movie: channel 5
"The Red Pony" Myrna Loy,
Robert Mitchum. Sensitive
lad, amid tangled family
relationships, finds joy in his
red pony and grief at its
death
7:30 p.m.—Mock: channels 3,8
"The Six Million Dollar
Man" original 90-minute
futuristic- suspense drama
made especially for ABC
stars Lee Majors, Darren
McGavin, Martin Balsam
and Barbara Anderson A
test pilot, all but killed in a
crash, is "remade" through
the science of bionics into a
superman superior to the
flesh-and-blood man he was
before.
8:00 p.m.—Movie: channel 29
"The Cobra" Dana Andress,
Anita Ekberg. An American
Agent, in public disgrace for
alleged treason, returns, to
undercover work for his
government to expose an
international drug ring.
10:00 p.m.—Movie: channel 29
"Great Missouri Raid"
Macdonald Carey, Ellen
Drew The James and
Younger boys are riding
again the outlaw trail all
because of a mean Union
Army Major.
10:30 p.m.—Late
Movie:
channel 12 (11:30 on ch. 5)
"Payment on Demand,"
starring Bette Davis and
Barry Sullivan. A rich and
self-satisfied matron reacts
with horror when her
husband
demands
a
divorce When she recovers
from the shock, she sets after
him and his newfound love
with
vindictive
fury,
destroying him with legal
blackmail and bleeding him
financially. Finally, loney
and desperate,she appeals to
him for a reconciliation.

to step on them while going for
a beer. Floor-stretchers spend
the off-season with the chiro-
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